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Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
Abstract
Swan Creek Reservoir is 23 acres in area and located within West Amwell Township, New Jersey. The reservoir
serves as a source of public drinking water for residents of the surrounding area and is owned and operated by
SUEZ Water New Jersey Lambertville, a water utility. Prior to distribution, SUEZ Water New Jersey
Lambertville treats reservoir water to applicable drinking water standards. An investigation of current
phosphorus levels in the reservoir was investigated to aid in the future management of algal blooms within the
reservoir as it was hypothesized that nutrient levels had increased. A monthly sampling program was
developed from four locations during January, February and March 2018. Water quality parameters recorded
at each location included appearance, dissolved oxygen, pH, oxidation-reduction potential, specific
conductivity, temperature and turbidity. Ammonia-N, chlorophyll a, nitrate-N, soluble reactive phosphorus,
total dissolved phosphorus, total particulate phosphorus, total phosphorus and total suspended solids were
also analyzed. All collected data was compared to applicable historic data made available by SUEZ Water New
Jersey Lambertville with results showing that the reservoir is hypereutrophic, similar to other nearby water
bodies. Additionally, total phosphorus levels were found to have increased over time in the reservoir, and as
overland flow is a primary mechanism for phosphorus transport, it was hypothesized that phosphorus was
being carried via overland flow from neighboring agricultural lands where phosphorus containing fertilizers
may have been applied. Therefore, the uses of properties within or adjacent to the reservoir’s approximately
690 acre watershed were examined. Information regarding these properties was reviewed from EDR, Inc.,
government databases, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, StateInfoServices.com and
West Amwell Township. This review, however, did not identify a source of phosphorus to the reservoir as the
majority of surrounding land is either undisturbed woodland/wetland habitat or land utilized for farming on a
small-scale.
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
SWAN CREEK RESERVOIR INVESTIGATION 
 
Matthew J. Nogier 
 
Maria-Antonia Andrews 
 
 
Swan Creek Reservoir is 23 acres in area and located within West Amwell Township, 
New Jersey.  The reservoir serves as a source of public drinking water for residents of 
the surrounding area and is owned and operated by SUEZ Water New Jersey 
Lambertville, a water utility.  Prior to distribution, SUEZ Water New Jersey Lambertville 
treats reservoir water to applicable drinking water standards.  An investigation of current 
phosphorus levels in the reservoir was investigated to aid in the future management of 
algal blooms within the reservoir as it was hypothesized that nutrient levels had 
increased.  A monthly sampling program was developed from four locations during 
January, February and March 2018.  Water quality parameters recorded at each 
location included appearance, dissolved oxygen, pH, oxidation-reduction potential, 
specific conductivity, temperature and turbidity.  Ammonia-N, chlorophyll a, nitrate-N, 
soluble reactive phosphorus, total dissolved phosphorus, total particulate phosphorus, 
total phosphorus and total suspended solids were also analyzed.  All collected data was 
compared to applicable historic data made available by SUEZ Water New Jersey 
Lambertville with results showing that the reservoir is hypereutrophic, similar to other 
nearby water bodies.  Additionally, total phosphorus levels were found to have 
increased over time in the reservoir, and as overland flow is a primary mechanism for 
phosphorus transport, it was hypothesized that phosphorus was being carried via 
overland flow from neighboring agricultural lands where phosphorus containing 
fertilizers may have been applied.  Therefore, the uses of properties within or adjacent 
to the reservoir’s approximately 690 acre watershed were examined.  Information 
regarding these properties was reviewed from EDR, Inc., government databases, the 
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, StateInfoServices.com and West 
Amwell Township.  This review, however, did not identify a source of phosphorus to the 
reservoir as the majority of surrounding land is either undisturbed woodland/wetland 
habitat or land utilized for farming on a small-scale. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Problem 
SUEZ Water New Jersey Lambertville (SUEZ), a water utility, suspected that increased 
phosphorus concentrations in their Swan Creek Reservoir (an artificial lake) may be the 
cause of the water quality issue.  This project was two-fold, first a water quality sampling 
program whereby Swan Creek Reservoir was sampled for phosphorus and other water 
quality parameters and second a land use study whereby public documentation for 
properties near the reservoir was reviewed in search of potential sources of runoff to the 
reservoir.  The results of this study are intended to be used toward future management 
of the reservoir.  While SUEZ treats reservoir water to all regulatory drinking water 
standards, complaints from customers regarding taste and odor remain an ongoing 
issue.  These taste and odor impacts have been linked to annual summer algal blooms 
experienced by the reservoir and SUEZ has suspected phosphorus to be the nutrient 
driving these blooms.  However, this is poorly understood and the source of nutrients to 
the reservoir remains unknown. 
 
1.2 Project Study Components and Description 
For the water quality sampling portion of this project, a list of parameters for 
investigation that would provide insight into the overall water quality of the reservoir 
were developed.  These parameters are listed and defined in Section 1.2.1 along with 
the applicable New Jersey Surface Water Quality Standard (SWQS) for the reservoir.  
Similarly, to better understand land use within and adjacent to the watershed, State of 
New Jersey Department of Treasury assigned property classifications were reviewed for 
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all properties of interest to the land use study.  The watershed boundary for the 
reservoir was obtained from the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (USDA NRCS), and adjacent properties outside the watershed 
were studied to make the land use study more conservative.  Relevant classifications 
are defined in Section 1.2.2, with property classifications being more precise than 
zoning designations as they are applied on a parcel basis. 
 
1.2.1 Sampling Program Parameters 
Appearance (In Situ Measurement): 
The visual appearance of a water sample and is defined as either being clear or cloudy 
for the purposes of this study.  No New Jersey SWQS exists for appearance (State of 
New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Dissolved Oxygen (In Situ Measurement): 
The amount of oxygen dissolved in a water sample is reported in milligrams per liter 
(mg/L).  Oxygen can become dissolved in water either through wave action at the 
surface or through the photosynthesis of aquatic plants (South Central Eco Institute, 
2018) with reservoir related dissolved oxygen levels typically ranging from less than 1.0 
mg/L to more than 20.0 mg/L (Fondriest Environmental, Inc., 2013).  In order to meet 
the New Jersey SWQS, dissolved oxygen levels in the reservoir should be no less than 
4.0 mg/L (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
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pH (In Situ Measurement): 
The acidity or alkalinity of a water sample is reported on a scale of 0 to 14.  Waters with 
a pH value below 7 are acidic and waters with a pH value above 7 are alkaline 
(Princeton Hydro, 2011).  A water body’s pH can be influenced by a variety of factors 
such as the photosynthesis of aquatic plants or the respiration of aquatic lifeforms, 
which may increase or decrease pH levels, respectively (Princeton Hydro, 2011).  In 
order to meet the New Jersey SWQS, pH levels within the reservoir should be between 
6.5 and 8.5 (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Oxidation-Reduction Potential (In Situ Measurement): 
The oxidation-reduction potential, or redox potential, of a water sample is reported in 
millivolts (mV).  Redox potential is the tendency of a chemical species to be reduced, or 
acquire electrons, with drinking water typically having a positive redox potential ranging 
from between 200 mV to 400 mV (Molecular Hydrogen Foundation, 2017).  No New 
Jersey SWQS exists for redox potential (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Specific Conductivity (In Situ Measurement): 
The specific conductivity of a water sample is reported in milli-Siemens per centimeter 
(mS/cm).  Specific conductivity is a measure of a water’s ability to conduct an electrical 
current and, therefore, is a measure of its dissolved constituents (Princeton Hydro, 
2011).  Drinking water values for specific conductivity typically range from between 0.05 
mS/cm to 0.5 mS/cm (Lenntech B.V., 2018) and no New Jersey SWQS exists for 
specific conductivity (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
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Temperature (In Situ Measurement): 
The temperature of a water sample is reported in degrees Celsius (°C).  Temperature is 
a measure of the heat present in a water sample and higher temperature waters have 
lower levels of dissolved oxygen (South Central Eco Institute, 2018), and vice versa.  In 
order to meet the New Jersey SWQS, temperature levels in the reservoir should not 
exceed 31 °C (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Turbidity (In Situ Measurement): 
The turbidity of a water sample is reported in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU).  
Turbidity is a measure of the amount of organic and inorganic particles present in a 
water sample (Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 2008).  In order to meet the New 
Jersey SWQS, turbidity levels in the reservoir should not exceed 50 NTU (State of New 
Jersey, 2016). 
 
Ammonia-N (Laboratory Analysis): 
The ammonia-N or ammonia concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  
Ammonia is a chemical compound and when found in water bodies is typically the result 
of plant decomposition, septic system discharges or agricultural runoff (Princeton Hydro, 
2011).  The New Jersey SWQS for ammonia is a calculated value dependent upon a 
water’s pH and temperature, with a winter value for the reservoir not to exceed 0.01 
mg/L (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
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Chlorophyll a (Laboratory Analysis): 
The chlorophyll a is the chlorophyll concentration of a water sample in micrograms per 
liter (µg/L).  Chlorophyll is a green pigment contained within plants, algae and 
cyanobacteria facilitating the process of photosynthesis (Kansas Department of Health 
and Environment, 2011).  Water bodies with a chlorophyll value of 10 µg/L or greater 
will begin to experience taste and odor impacts (Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment, 2011) and no New Jersey SWQS exists for chlorophyll (State of New 
Jersey, 2016). 
 
Nitrate-N (Laboratory Analysis): 
The nitrate-N or nitrate concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  Nitrate is a 
chemical compound and a nutrient necessary for plant growth formed as a result of the 
oxidation of ammonia by bacteria (American Water Works Association and Economic 
and Engineering Services, Inc., 2002).  This process is also known as nitrification and is 
illustrated below (American Water Works Association and Economic and Engineering 
Services, Inc., 2002). 
NH3 + O2 → NO2− + 3H+ + 2e− 
NO2− + H2O → NO3− + 2H+ + 2e− 
Concentrations of nitrate found in water bodies are strongly correlated with season, with 
lower values typically seen in winter as opposed to summer (Princeton Hydro, 2011).  In 
order to meet the New Jersey SWQS, nitrate levels in the reservoir should not exceed 2 
mg/L (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
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Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (Laboratory Analysis): 
The soluble reactive phosphorus concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  
Soluble reactive phosphorus is a measure of a water’s orthophosphate content, which is 
in turn the filterable inorganic version of phosphorus utilized by plant cells (Murphy, 
2007).  No New Jersey SWQS exists for soluble reactive phosphorus (State of New 
Jersey, 2016). 
 
Total Dissolved Phosphorous (Laboratory Analysis): 
The total dissolved phosphorus concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  
Total dissolved phosphorus is a measure of a water’s dissolved organic and inorganic 
content (Murphy, 2007).  No New Jersey SWQS exists for total dissolved phosphorus 
(State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Total Particulate Phosphorous (Laboratory Analysis): 
The total particulate phosphorus concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  
Total particulate phosphorus refers to the amount of phosphorus that is attached either 
to sediment particles, or plant and animal detritus (Corcoran, 2011).  No New Jersey 
SWQS exists for total particulate phosphorus (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
Total Phosphorus (Laboratory Analysis): 
The total phosphorus concentration of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  Total 
phosphorus refers to the total concentration of phosphorus in soluble and particle form, 
with phosphorus being an essential nutrient for organism growth (Corcoran, 2011).  
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However, it is usually the limiting nutrient in freshwater environments leading to algal 
blooms (Corcoran, 2011; Hyland et al., 2005a) at high concentrations.  As a focus of 
this study, further background information regarding phosphorus is included in Section 
2.1 and Section 2.2 of this report.  In order to meet the New Jersey SWQS, total 
phosphorus levels in the reservoir should not exceed 0.05 mg/L (State of New Jersey, 
2016). 
 
Total Suspended Solids (Laboratory Analysis): 
The total suspended solids of a water sample is recorded in mg/L.  Total suspended 
solids refers to both the inorganic and organic particulates in a water sample that are 
non-filterable [Princeton Hydro, LLC (Princeton Hydro), 2011].  High total suspended 
solids values are typically the result of erosion within a lake’s watershed (Princeton 
Hydro, 2011).  In order to meet the New Jersey SWQS, total suspended solids values in 
the reservoir should not exceed 40 mg/L (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
 
1.2.2 Land Use Study Classifications 
Church & Charitable: 
The Church & Charitable property classification, also known as Class 15D, refers to 
property owned by religious or charitable organizations utilized for their work activities 
(State of New Jersey, 2018). 
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Commercial: 
The Commercial property classification, also known as Class 4A, refers to an income 
generating property whose income is not gained through agriculture/horticulture, 
apartment rental, industry, residential land use or vacant land use (State of New Jersey, 
2018). 
 
Farm: 
The Farm property classification, also known as Class 3A and Class 3B, refers to 
property being utilized for agriculture/horticulture in addition to property containing farm 
related improvements or support structures, such as housing (State of New Jersey, 
2018). 
 
Other Exempt: 
The Other Exempt property classification, also known as Class 15F, refers to property 
exempt from taxation but not belonging to any other New Jersey tax classification (State 
of New Jersey, 2018). 
 
Public Property: 
The Public Property classification, also known as Class 15C, refers to property owned 
and utilized by Federal, State, county or local governments or their agencies (State of 
New Jersey, 2018). 
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Residential: 
The Residential property classification, also known as Class 2, refers to property 
typically containing a dwelling/house not designed for the use of more than four families 
(State of New Jersey, 2018). 
 
Vacant Land: 
The Vacant Land property classification, also known as Class 1, refers to property that 
is idle, and is not being used for agriculture or any purpose (State of New Jersey, 2018). 
 
1.3 SUEZ Water New Jersey Lambertville 
SUEZ is a water utility that owns and operates the reservoir, surrounding land and a 
water treatment plant.  Reservoir water is treated to drinking water standards prior to 
distribution (SUEZ, 2016a; SUEZ, 2016b) with the surface waters of the reservoir 
having been designated by the State of New Jersey as category FW2-NT (Category 2 
Fresh Waters, Non-Trout, suitable for swimming and fishing) (State of New Jersey, 
2016).  Despite this rating, no recreational activities are permitted as the SUEZ facility is 
not open to the public (SUEZ, 2018) and applicable New Jersey surface water quality 
standards apply (State of New Jersey, 2016). 
 
1.3.1 Swan Creek Reservoir Water Quality 
In addition to treating reservoir water at the treatment plant, SUEZ conducted periodic 
water quality studies and treatments within the reservoir (Cartnick and Lubnow, 2013).  
These studies have focused on many different parameters with SUEZ managers 
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historically and currently contending with taste and odor complaints resulting from 
Geosmin and 2-methylisoborneol (MIB) concentrations within reservoir water.  Geosmin 
and MIB are compounds released by algae and bacteria giving water an earthy taste 
(Hunter Water, 2011) posing an aesthetic, not health related issue (Lubnow, 2014; U.S. 
EPA, 2017).  The presence of these compounds and the observed summer algal 
blooms suggests that nutrient concentrations have increased over time. 
 
1.3.2 Swan Creek Drinking Water Treatment 
The SUEZ facility is part of a larger watershed that is rural in nature servicing 
approximately 4,000 residents within West Amwell and the City of Lambertville 
(Lambertville), New Jersey (Figure 1) (SUEZ, 2016a).  Prior to distribution, SUEZ treats 
reservoir water to meet drinking water standards (SUEZ, 2016b).  Treatment occurs at a 
water treatment plant located west of and downgradient from the reservoir (Figure 2) 
with reservoir water reaching the plant by way of an underground pipe system (SUEZ, 
2016a).  At this plant, water is treated with chlorine dioxide, soda ash, and undergoes 
rapid sand filtration and post-chlorination processes (SUEZ, 2016b) prior to being stored 
or distributed to customers (SUEZ, 2016b). 
 
1.4 Swan Creek Reservoir and Watershed 
The reservoir is located within West Amwell, in southern Hunterdon County, New Jersey 
(Figure 1).  This reservoir has an area of approximately 23 acres (Cartnick and Lubnow, 
2013) and partially fills a valley carved by of the Swan Creek [U.S. Geological Survey 
(U.S.G.S.), 1995] with the reservoir resulting when the Swan Creek was first impounded 
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by a dam constructed circa 1877 (Department of the Army Corps of Engineers, 1981).  
The average depth of the reservoir is approximately 6 feet (Cartnick and Lubnow, 2013) 
and the reservoir’s watershed covers a predominately wooded and rural area of 
approximately 690 acres (Figure 2) (USDA NRCS, 2007). 
 
1.5 Watershed Topography 
The reservoir fills a partially flooded valley (Figure 1).  During this study the surface of 
the reservoir had an elevation of approximately 290 feet above mean sea level (ft amsl) 
with topography rising along the northern, eastern and southern banks to heights of 
approximately 360 ft amsl within the watershed (U.S.G.S., 1995).  To the west of the 
reservoir is the Lambertville Water Company Dam (Department of the Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1981), a concrete dam, below which topography slopes toward the Delaware 
River (U.S.G.S., 1995).  The river has an elevation of approximately 60 ft amsl at 
Lambertville located approximately a mile west of the reservoir (U.S.G.S., 1995). 
 
1.6 Regional Geology 
Southern Hunterdon County is located within the Piedmont Physiographic Province and 
is characterized by the Hunterdon Plateau, a gently sloping landform underlain by 
bedrock composed of Jurassic to Devonian-aged shales (Figure 3) (Lucey, 1970).  The 
Hunterdon Plateau is furthermore crossed by isolated ridges underlain by Jurassic-aged 
diabase intrusions (Lucey, 1970).  The southernmost of these diabase intrusions, the 
Sourland Mountain, is where the reservoir is located (Sourland Planning Council, 2013) 
and its watershed extends onto the Hunterdon Plateau [New Jersey Department of 
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Environmental Protection (NJDEP), 1999]. 
 
1.7 Watershed Surficial Geology 
The surficial geology underlying the watershed is composed of weathered alluvium and 
colluvium that is Holocene to Pleistocene in age (Figure 4) (NDJEP, 2018a).  These 
materials are typically deposited in the beds of streams that feed the reservoir and are 
related to the regional shale and diabase bedrock.  Diabase boulders are commonly 
found at the surface within the vicinity of the reservoir (Appendix A) and soils are 
composed of regional varieties of silt loam (NDJEP, 2018a). 
 
1.8 Watershed Hydrology 
The reservoir is the primary surface water body located within the watershed and it is 
fed by unnamed streams that drain the areas of higher topography found to the north, 
east and south (Figure 1, Figure 2, Plate 1) (U.S.G.S., 1995).  Based on field 
observations, the dam is constructed that when the reservoir reaches a height of 290 ft 
amsl water will flow into a concrete spillway feeding Swan Creek below the dam.  Swan 
Creek then travels westward for approximately one mile prior to entering the Delaware 
River at Lambertville (U.S.G.S., 1995).  In addition to the reservoir, there are other 
minor self-contained ponds within or directly adjacent to the watershed with all water 
bodies connected to the diabase or shale bedrock aquifers that underlie them (NJDEP, 
2018a; Sourland Planning Council, 2013). 
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1.9 Regional Climate 
Hunterdon County is located within New Jersey’s northern climate zone (Robinson, 
2004) and has a continental climate little influenced by the Atlantic Ocean (Robinson, 
2004).  Temperatures are typically cooler in Hunterdon County than along New Jersey’s 
shore with the average annual temperature for New Jersey being approximately 13 °C 
(Rutgers Climate Institute, 2013).  Precipitation in Hunterdon County typically results 
from storms that form within the Midwestern United States (Robinson, 2004) with the 
average precipitation for New Jersey being approximately 44 inches (Rutgers Climate 
Institute, 2013). 
 
1.10 Watershed Ecology 
The area of the watershed belongs to two U.S. EPA designated ecoregions (Woods et 
al., 2007), those being the Trap Rock Ridges and Palisades and the Triassic Lowlands 
(Figure 5).  The Trap Rock Ridges and Palisades are associated with the areas of the 
Sourland Mountain and the Triassic Lowlands are associated with the areas of the 
Hunterdon Plateau. 
 
Both of these areas/ecoregions support the deciduous forests and wetlands observed 
during the sampling program (Plate 1).  As the sampling program was conducted during 
months when plant life was dormant and unidentifiable, the following plant species are 
expected to be found within the watershed based on a summer 2015 study of a similar 
area within Bucks County, Pennsylvania (Nogier, 2015).  Based on this study and site 
observations, a diverse canopy dominated by Atlantic White Cedar (Chamaecyparis 
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thyoides), Blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica), Red Oak (Quercus rubra) and Tuliptree 
(Liriodendron) is expected.  A subcanopy layer would potentially include trees like the 
Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida), Ironwood (Carpinus caroliniana) and Sassafrass 
(Sassafras albidum).  Japanese Barberry (Berberis thunbergii) and Spicebush (Lindera 
benzoin) would be found within the shrub layer while herbaceous plants would likely 
include various ferns (Polypodiopsida), Hog-Peanut (Amphicarpa bracteata) and Poison 
Ivy (Toxicodendron radicans). 
 
Regarding wildlife, Canada Goose (Branta canadensis), Common Merganser (Mergus 
merganser), Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias), Mute Swan (Cygnus olor) and White-
Tailed Deer (Odocoileus virginianus) were observed during the sampling program.  
Additionally, the watershed and its vicinity serve as potential habitat for Bald Eagle 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus), Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii), Kentucky Warbler 
(Geothlypis formosa), Northern Copperhead (Agkistrodon contortrix mokasen), Veery 
(Catharus fuscescens), Wood Thrush (Hylocichla mustelina) and Worm-eating Warbler 
(Helmitheros vermivorum) (NJDEP, 2018a). 
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2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Phosphorus and the Eutrophication of Water Bodies 
The U.S. EPA has determined that, nationally, nutrients are the leading cause of 
impairment in lakes with excessive nutrient levels resulting from runoff known as 
eutrophication (U.S. EPA, 2000).  Water bodies with excessive nutrient concentrations 
are at risk to algal blooms that in turn can have a variety of impacts.  These can range 
from relatively minor taste and odor issues found within drinking water supplies (Hunter 
Water, 2011) to major impacts if dissolved oxygen levels are lowered for entire 
ecosystems.  The resulting “dead zones” being places where aquatic life cannot be 
sustained (Smith, 2017; U.S. EPA, 2000). 
 
Eutrophication in and of itself is a natural process normally taking place in lakes over 
thousands of years (NJDEP, 2011), however, the process can be accelerated due to 
human activities (NJDEP, 2011).  This human related eutrophication can occur within a 
single generation, typically involving runoff from farmland where phosphorus or nitrogen 
containing fertilizers have been applied (NJDEP, 2011).  This nutrient-rich runoff may 
eventually enter lake environments with these nutrients readily assimilated by aquatic 
algae (Delaware River Basin Commission, 2017).  The scale of this impact is shown in 
one 2016 study concluding that at the end of 2012 approximately 7% of the lakes in the 
United States were believed to contain total phosphorus levels of less than 10 µg/L, the 
minimum level for a lake to still be classified as oligotrophic (Stoddard et al., 2016). 
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This phenomenon of eutrophication has been observed to take place on both large and 
small scales, with one of the largest impacted environments being within the Gulf of 
Mexico (Dartmouth Undergraduate Journal of Science, 2012).  A dead zone comparable 
in size to that of New Jersey is currently located off the Texas-Louisiana-Mississippi 
coast (Smith, 2017), with such an area resulting from the large quantities of nutrients 
drained from agricultural farmland within the Mississippi River system (Dartmouth 
Undergraduate Journal of Science, 2012).  As previously described, the source of these 
nutrients are the phosphorus and nitrogen containing fertilizers applied to agricultural 
fields transported to the Gulf of Mexico via runoff.  And these nutrients have in turn 
stimulated algae growth, lowered oxygen levels and impacted marine environments 
(Smith, 2017). 
 
2.2 Elemental Phosphorus and the Phosphorus Cycle 
Phosphorus is a chemical element and nutrient, like nitrate, that is essential for plant life 
(Krauskopf and Bird, 2003; U.S.G.S., 2016) with different forms cycling through the 
environment.  This cycle is called the Phosphorus Cycle, and generally, phosphorus 
exists in four forms: adsorbed phosphorus, inorganic phosphorus, mineral phosphorous 
and organic phosphorus (Hyland et al., 2005b).  Inorganic phosphorus is the only phase 
available for plant use, with phosphorus transitioning from one state to another in soil 
through the processes of adsorption, desorption, immobilization, mineralization, 
precipitation and weathering (Hyland et al., 2005b).  Soils that are naturally poor in 
inorganic phosphorus will need to be treated with a phosphorus fertilizer to increase 
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crop yields (Hyland et al., 2005b), but with fertilizer application comes the need for 
runoff control (Hyland et al., 2005a). 
 
2.3 Historic Lake Phosphorus Studies and Management 
Eutrophication is a common issue for managers of water bodies (Municipal Sewer & 
Water, 2015), with SUEZ having utilized waters from the Delaware and Raritan Canal 
during times of algal bloom in the reservoir as an alternate water source (Cummins, 
2015).  A review of how other organizations have responded to eutrophication is 
discussed in Section 2.3.1 through Section 2.3.3 below. 
 
2.3.1 Historic Phosphorus Investigation - U.S. EPA Ecoregion IX 
To address water quality issues and act in accordance with the Clean Water Act of 
1972, the U.S. EPA periodically produces recommendations to the States regarding 
surface water quality standards.  The current criteria recommendations for States 
located within U.S. EPA Ecoregion IX (that containing the reservoir) are contained in the 
December 2000 version of the U.S. EPA’s Ambient Water Quality Criteria 
Recommendations, Information Supporting the Development of State and Tribal 
Nutrient Criteria, Lakes and Reservoirs in Nutrient Ecoregion IX.  These criteria were 
created with the intention of being protective of recreational use and aquatic life with 
Ecoregion IX including the Trap Rock Ridges and Palisades and the Triassic Lowlands 
described in Section 1.10 of this report. 
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The purpose of this U.S. EPA prepared report was the presentation of recommended 
surface water criteria for total phosphorus (20 µg/L or 0.02 mg/L), total nitrogen (0.36 
mg/L), chlorophyll (4.03 µg/L) and turbidity (1.53 meters, via Secci Disk and is not 
comparable to the values obtained during this study).  These criteria were the result of 
extensive sampling and analysis from 13 lakes within the subecoregion. 
 
2.3.2 Historic Phosphorus Investigation - State of New Jersey 
The NJDEP also studies the surface water quality of the State with the results of the 
most recent study found in the NJDEP’s December 2011, Ambient Lakes Monitoring 
Network, Panel 5 report.  This NJDEP study was performed to better understand the 
health/trophic state of 200 lakes not being used as drinking water sources within New 
Jersey, with Panel 5 including 40 lakes selected at random.  Extensive sampling was 
performed within these water bodies to establish baseline values with samples generally 
collected from below the surface at multiple sampling locations. 
 
For this study, three parameters were of primary interest.  These included total 
phosphorus (values to be less than the New Jersey SWQS of 0.05 mg/L), dissolved 
oxygen (values to be greater than the New Jersey SWQS of 4.0 mg/L) and pH (values 
to fall within the New Jersey SWQS of 6.5 and 8.5).  Additionally, ranges were given for 
chlorophyll and total phosphorus corresponding to the various states defined by 
Carlson’s Trophic State Index of eutrophication.  These states being oligotrophic, 
mesotrophic, eutrophic and hypereutrophic, with the health of a lake decreasing from 
the oligotrophic to the hypereutrophic state.  Concerning the lakes contained within this 
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NJDEP study, 11 of the 40 lakes exhibited impairment and were classified within the 
eutrophic or hypereutrophic states, being at risk to the adverse effects of algae and 
rampant aquatic plant growth.  Each state is defined as follows: 
 
Oligotrophic: 
Oligotrophic lakes have low levels of nutrients, low quantities of chlorophyll, good water 
clarity, high levels of dissolved oxygen at depth and few algae and aquatic plant 
problems.  Chlorophyll values range from less than 0.5 parts per billion (ppb) to 1.5 ppb.  
Total phosphorus values range from less than 3 ppb to 15 ppb. 
 
Mesotrophic: 
Mesotrophic lakes are lakes in the process of transitioning from an oligotrophic to 
eutrophic state.  They are marked by increasing values of nutrients and lower values of 
dissolved oxygen as compared to oligotrophic lakes and may experience temporary 
algae and aquatic plant issues.  Chlorophyll values range from 1.5 ppb to less than 4.5 
ppb.  Total phosphorus values range from 15 ppb to less than 30 ppb. 
 
Eutrophic: 
Eutrophic lakes are typically shallow, rich in nutrients, have low values of dissolved 
oxygen and have persistent algae and aquatic plant issues.  Chlorophyll values range 
from 4.5 ppb to less than 50 ppb.  Total phosphorus values range from 30 ppb to less 
than 100 ppb. 
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Hypereutrophic: 
Hypereutrophic lakes have little to no oxygen at bottom depths and have extreme algae 
and aquatic plant issues.  Chlorophyll values range from 50 ppb to greater than 150 
ppb.  Total phosphorus values range from 100 ppb to greater than 200 ppb. 
 
2.3.3 Historic Phosphorus Investigations - Swan Creek Reservoir 
SUEZ or its predecessor United Water Lambertville (United Water), have conducted 
historic studies within the Swan Creek Reservoir utilizing the professional consulting 
services provided by Princeton Hydro of Ringoes, New Jersey. 
 
Princeton Hydro has performed work at the reservoir annually since at least 2012 with 
reviewed documentation showing their work began in response to an algal bloom 
reported during that year (United Water, 2012).  Princeton Hydro was requested to 
develop and implement a surface water sampling and monitoring program for 
constituents of concern whose results were later used to select treatment remedies that 
were later applied (SUEZ, 2018). 
 
Princeton Hydro’s data collection had been sporadic and primarily focused on 
measuring concentrations of algal/phytoplankton populations, geosmin and MIB (SUEZ, 
2018).  Concentrations of these parameters merited reservoir treatment, with Princeton 
Hydro applying Captain* Liquid Copper and Earthtec® (algaecides) in the past.  
Princeton Hydro/SUEZ/United Water also measured water quality parameters of interest 
to this study (dissolved oxygen, pH, specific conductivity, temperature, turbidity, 
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ammonia, chlorophyll, nitrate, soluble reactive phosphorus, total dissolved phosphorus, 
total particulate phosphorus, total phosphorus and total suspended solids).  Regarding 
this data set, Princeton Hydro was most concerned with total phosphorus levels found in 
exceedance of the New Jersey SWQS during their 2013 and 2014 sampling events 
(Lubnow, 2014).  In response to these exceedances, and to lower the total phosphorus 
concentrations, an aeration system was installed in 2013 (Lubnow, 2014) and Princeton 
Hydro proposed to treat the reservoir with Phoslock® (a clay based product that 
inactivates phosphorus) in 2015 (Lubnow, 2015).  
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3 METHODS 
3.1 Sampling Program Methods 
The sampling program was conducted in accordance with the project specific planning 
documents created for this project including the project Proposal of December 10, 2017, 
Health and Safety Plan (HASP) of January 24, 2018 and Quality Assurance Project 
Plan (QAPP) of January 27, 2018.  All documents were approved by SUEZ and the 
University of Pennsylvania review committees during a series of meetings prior to the 
first sampling event conducted on January 30, 2018. 
 
As detailed in the Proposal and sampling QAPP, the sampling program consisted of 
three monthly sampling events conducted on January 30, February 22 and March 13, 
2018. 
 
During each sampling event, samples were collected from four locations within the 
reservoir by M. Nogier and E. Brown (a SUEZ staff scientist) utilizing a non-motorized 
boat provided by SUEZ with Health and Safety procedures included in Appendix B. 
 
Once at a designated sampling location (Figure 6), laboratory prepared bottleware 
received the morning of the event were submerged below the surface of the reservoir 
and filled.  Additionally, at each sampling location a water quality meter was utilized to 
analyze a sample of water for in situ water quality parameters.  After sampling, sample 
bottles were stored on ice and delivered to Environmental Compliance Monitoring, Inc. 
(ECM), of Hillsborough Township, New Jersey for analysis under proper chain of 
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custody protocols.  Information pertaining to the field events were recorded in a field 
notebook (Appendix C) and photographs were taken during each sampling event 
(Appendix A). 
 
Regarding the sampling locations, location SW01 was located at the point of greatest 
depth near the intake pipe and correlated with historic SUEZ sampling location S-4 
(Figure 6).  Location SW02 was located at the areal midpoint of the reservoir correlating 
with historic SUEZ sampling location S-3.  Location SW03 was located at the northern 
inlet correlating with historic SUEZ sampling location S-1 and location SW04 was 
located at the eastern inlet correlating with historic SUEZ sampling location S-2. 
 
3.1.1 In Situ Water Quality Parameter Measurement 
During each sampling event, at each of the four locations described in Section 3.1 and 
identified on Figure 6, in situ water quality parameters were collected with a Horiba U-52 
series water quality meter that was calibrated by M. Nogier prior to each use.  This 
meter was used to measure dissolved oxygen, pH, oxidation-reduction potential, 
specific conductivity, temperature and turbidity at the surface of locations SW01, SW02, 
SW03 and SW04. 
 
3.1.2 Sample Collection Methodology 
During each sampling event, at each of the four locations described in Section 3.1 and 
identified on Figure 6, samples were collected for laboratory analysis in accordance with 
the method procedures provided by ECM (American Public Health Association et al., 
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1975-1976; Nogier, 2018a).  To analyze for the requested parameters, ECM provided 
the necessary bottleware of different volumes that were to be filled, with both non-
preserved and chemically preserved bottles received. 
 
As both non-preserved and preserved bottles were received, two different methods 
were required to fill them.  The non-preserved bottles were submerged into the reservoir 
by hand until full.  Once full, the sample bottle was raised into the boat and placed into a 
cooler for storage.  Regarding the preserved bottleware, this method involved filling a 
bottle with water decanted out of a non-preserved bottle that had been filled in 
accordance with its own method.  Once full, the preserved bottle was placed into a 
cooler for storage.  At the end of each sampling event bottle labeling was completed.  
All bottles were stored on ice prior to their delivery to ECM by M. Nogier on the same 
day as sampling for later analysis. 
 
3.1.3 Laboratory Analysis of Collected Samples 
As described in Section 3.1.2, all collected samples were delivered to ECM on ice by M. 
Nogier on the same day as sampling.  In accordance with the project QAPP, ECM 
analyzed each sample for ammonia-N, chlorophyll a, nitrate-N, soluble reactive 
phosphorous, total dissolved phosphorus, total particulate phosphorus, total phosphorus 
and total suspended solids. 
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3.1.4 Historic Swan Creek Reservoir Water Quality Data Review 
Water quality data collected by SUEZ during past sampling events was requested by M. 
Nogier.  This was done so that project collected data could be compared to historic data 
evaluated in Section 5 of this report.  Regarding this historic data, it was received by M. 
Nogier on two different dates, with hard copy documents made available on January 30, 
2018 and digital Excel spreadsheets made available on February 27, 2018.  Hard copy 
documents were organized, scanned and returned to SUEZ with the information 
relevant to this project compiled into Appendix D. 
 
3.2 Land Use Study Methods 
For the land use study portion of this project, properties located within or within the 
vicinity of the approximately 690 acre watershed were selected for investigation.  
Documents were obtained from a variety of sources detailed in Section 3.2.1 and 
Section 3.2.2 of this report. 
 
3.2.1 Process to Obtain Online Records and Property Selection Process 
The land use study began by ordering The EDR Radius Map™ Report with GeoCheck® 
(EDR Report) from EDR, Inc. (EDR) for the SUEZ facility.  The EDR Report contained 
property information resulting from searches of various Federal and State related 
environmental databases conducted by EDR within a 1 mile radius of the SUEZ facility.  
The EDR report also contained historic topographic maps (Appendix E) and aerial 
photography (Appendix F), but did not provide requested historic Sanborn Fire 
Insurance maps (Sanborn maps) as none were available for West Amwell.  This was 
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confirmed by Princeton University whose historic Sanborn maps for Lambertville were 
reviewed on February 13, 2018 (Appendix G).  Information reviewed online from Google 
Earth Pro and HistoricAerials.com provided similar information to that received from 
EDR, with the most recent aerial photographs dating to 2016 (Google Earth Pro, 2018; 
HistoricAerials.com, 2018). 
 
After reviewing these materials, spatial and property related information found within the 
EDR Report was used to plot properties of interest on current West Amwell tax maps 
obtained from StateInfoServices.com.  After this exercise was performed, the 
boundaries of the watershed as described within the NRCS study of 2007 were overlaid 
identifying all the properties within and within the vicinity of the watershed which were 
further investigated.  These properties were then screened against information found 
within the NJDEP’s online data resources DataMiner and NJ-GeoWeb, and the U.S. 
EPA online data resource EnviroMapper. 
 
Additional detailed information for all these properties was later obtained from 
StateInfoServices.com, including acreage and property classification data.  This 
information is displayed in Table 1 and is spatially displayed in Plate 2.  Plate 1 
representing habitat coverage, and Plate 2 were then imported into Google Earth Pro 
whose built in property area calculation tool was utilized to calculate the total acreage of 
each property classification/habitat type falling strictly within the boundaries of the 
watershed. 
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3.2.2 Process to Obtain and Review Public Records 
Further investigation into these properties indicated that many had no issues to report or 
that some properties were listed multiple times across the different environmental 
databases.  Many fell into the latter category, with several having listings related to 
closed underground storage tank and/or fuel oil cases.  As phosphorus was a main 
focus of this study, these properties were excluded from further review.  After final 
screening was conducted, 5 properties remained that were listed by the NJDEP as 
having records of interest that were available for review via New Jersey’s Open Public 
Records Act (OPRA) (Plate 3).  OPRA requests were subsequently made for these 
selected properties to both West Amwell and the NJDEP with available files reviewed at 
West Amwell Township Municipal Offices on February 16, 2018 and at the NJDEP’s 
Trenton, New Jersey Headquarters on March 26, 2018. 
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4 RESULTS 
4.1 Sampling Program Results 
The results from the sampling program’s three sampling events are presented in ECM 
prepared laboratory reports included in Appendix H, Appendix I and Appendix J, are 
summarized in Table 2 and Table 3, are spatially shown in Plate 4 and Plate 5 and are 
described in Section 4.1.1 through Section 4.1.16. 
 
Also, included in Table 2 are atmospheric conditions and reservoir water level height 
measurements taken during each sampling event.  For the January sampling event, air 
temperature was 0 °C, reservoir height was 289.0 ft amsl with snow reported.  For the 
February sampling event, air temperature was 6.1 °C, reservoir height was at 289.6 ft 
amsl with rain reported.  For the March sampling event, the air temperature was 0.6 °C, 
reservoir height was 290.1 ft amsl, with water overspilling the dam and with snow 
reported. 
 
4.1.1 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Appearance 
For the January and February sampling events, the appearance at SW01 was cloudy, at 
SW02 was clear, at SW03 was clear and at SW04 was clear.  For the March sampling 
event, the appearance at all locations was clear. 
 
4.1.2 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Dissolved Oxygen 
For the January sampling event, the dissolved oxygen result at SW01 was 11.37 mg/L, 
at SW02 was 15.42 mg/L, at SW03 was 14.33 mg/L and at SW04 was 13.58 mg/L.  For 
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the February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 9.04 mg/L, at SW02 was 5.93 
mg/L, at SW03 was 5.00 mg/L and at SW04 was 5.63 mg/L.  For the March sampling 
event, the result at SW01 was 10.51 mg/L, at SW02 was 8.02 mg/L, at SW03 was 9.55 
mg/L and at SW04 was 10.26 mg/L. 
 
4.1.3 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - pH 
For the January sampling event, the pH result at SW01 was 6.41, at SW02 was 8.60, at 
SW03 was 8.11 and at SW04 was 8.43.  For the February sampling event, the result at 
SW01 was 5.51, at SW02 was 6.27, at SW03 was 6.24 and at SW04 was 6.35.  For the 
March sampling event, the result at SW01 was 5.98, at SW02 was 7.74, at SW03 was 
7.53 and at SW04 was 7.35. 
 
4.1.4 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Oxidation-Reduction Potential 
For the January sampling event, the redox potential result at SW01 was 227 mV, at 
SW02 was 90 mV, at SW03 was 135 mV and at SW04 was 96 mV.  For the February 
sampling event, the redox potential result at SW01 was 230 mV, at SW02 was 254 mV, 
at SW03 was 251 mV and at SW04 was 234 mV.  For the March sampling event, the 
result at SW01 was 336 mV, at SW02 was 329 mV, at SW03 was 317 mV and at SW04 
was 342 mV. 
 
4.1.5 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Specific Conductivity 
For the January sampling event, the specific conductivity result at SW01 was 0.150 
mS/cm, at SW02 was 0.116 mS/cm, at SW03 was 0.120 mS/cm and at SW04 was 
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0.120 mS/cm.  For the February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.210 mS/cm, 
at SW02 was 0.141 mS/cm, at SW03 was 0.145 mS/cm and at SW04 was 0.142 
mS/cm.  For the March sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.086 mS/cm, at SW02 
was 0.097 mS/cm, at SW03 was 0.103 mS/cm and at SW04 was 0.085 mS/cm. 
 
4.1.6 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Temperature 
For the January sampling event, the temperature result at SW01 was 6.24 °C, at SW02 
was 3.07 °C, at SW03 was 3.68 °C and at SW04 was 3.27 °C.  For the February 
sampling event, the result at SW01 was 12.13 °C, at SW02 was 10.03 °C, at SW03 was 
9.30 °C and at SW04 was 9.77 °C.  For the March sampling event, the result at SW01 
was 6.96 °C, at SW02 was 5.06 °C, at SW03 was 5.67 °C and at SW04 was 4.92 °C. 
 
4.1.7 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Turbidity 
For the January sampling event, the turbidity result at SW01 was 53.0 NTU, at SW02 
was 17.7 NTU, at SW03 was 16.8 NTU and at SW04 was 12.7 NTU.  For the February 
sampling event, the result at SW01 was 10.6 NTU, at SW02 was 9.9 NTU, at SW03 
was 11.1 NTU and at SW04 was 9.9 NTU.  For the March sampling event, the result at 
SW01 was 6.0 NTU, at SW02 was 6.3 NTU, at SW03 was 5.6 NTU and at SW04 was 
4.6 NTU. 
 
4.1.8 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Ammonia-N 
For the January sampling event, the ammonia result at SW01 was non-detect (method 
detection limit less than 0.01 mg/L), at SW02 was non-detect (method detection limit 
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less than 0.01 mg/L), at SW03 was non-detect (method detection limit less than 0.01 
mg/L) and at SW04 was non-detect (method detection limit less than 0.01 mg/L).  For 
the February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.15 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.15 
mg/L, at SW03 was 0.20 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.15 mg/L.  For the March sampling 
event, the result at SW01 was 0.02 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.01 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.02 
mg/L and at SW04 was 0.03 mg/L. 
 
4.1.9 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Chlorophyll a 
For the January sampling event, the chlorophyll result at SW01 was 253.0 µg/L, at 
SW02 was 166.0 µg/L, at SW03 was 64.0 µg/L and at SW04 was 131.0 µg/L.  For the 
February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 4.7 µg/L, at SW02 was 2.8 µg/L, at 
SW03 was 3.3 µg/L and at SW04 was 7.7 µg/L.  For the March sampling event, the 
result at SW01 was 4.5 µg/L, at SW02 was 6.9 µg/L, at SW03 was non-detect (method 
detection limit less than 0.6 µg/L) and at SW04 was non-detect (method detection limit 
less than 0.6 µg/L). 
 
4.1.10 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Nitrate-N 
For the January sampling event, the nitrate result at SW01 was 0.58 mg/L, at SW02 
was 0.57 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.69 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.59 mg/L.  For the February 
sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.40 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.41 mg/L, at SW03 
was 0.42 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.37 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the result 
at SW01 was 0.26 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.25 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.39 mg/L and at 
SW04 was 0.14 mg/L. 
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4.1.11 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Soluble Reactive Phosphorus 
For the January sampling event, the soluble reactive phosphorus result at SW01 was 
0.006 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.006 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.005 mg/L and at SW04 was 
0.006 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.008 mg/L, at 
SW02 was 0.009 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.010 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.009 mg/L.  For 
the March sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.009 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.005 
mg/L, at SW03 was 0.003 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.003 mg/L. 
 
4.1.12 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Dissolved Phosphorus 
For the January sampling event, the total dissolved phosphorus result at SW01 was 
0.03 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.4 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.02 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.02 
mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.01 mg/L, at SW02 
was 0.02 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.01 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.02 mg/L.  For the March 
sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.03 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.02 mg/L, at SW03 
was 0.02 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.02 mg/L. 
 
4.1.13 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Particulate Phosphorous 
For the January sampling event, the total particulate phosphorus result at SW01 was 
0.04 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.18 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.08 mg/L and at SW04 was non-
detect (method detection limit less than 0.01 mg/L).  For the February sampling event, 
the result at SW01 was 0.05 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.19 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.04 mg/L 
and at SW04 was 0.08 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the result at SW01 was 
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0.02 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.08 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.08 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.04 
mg/L. 
 
4.1.14 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Phosphorous 
For the January sampling event, the total phosphorus result at SW01 was 0.07 mg/L, at 
SW02 was 0.22 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.10 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.26 mg/L.  For the 
February sampling event, the result at SW01 was 0.05 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.19 mg/L, 
at SW03 was 0.04 mg/L and at SW04 was 0.08 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, 
the result at SW01 was 0.05 mg/L, at SW02 was 0.10 mg/L, at SW03 was 0.10 mg/L 
and at SW04 was 0.06 mg/L. 
 
4.1.15 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Suspended Solids 
For the January sampling event, the total suspended solids result at SW01 was 6 mg/L, 
at SW02 was 5 mg/L, at SW03 was 5 mg/L and at SW04 was 9 mg/L.  For the February 
sampling event, the result at SW01 was 9 mg/L, at SW02 was 8 mg/L, at SW03 was 7 
mg/L and at SW04 was 7 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the result at SW01 was 
7 mg/L, at SW02 was 7 mg/L, at SW03 was 6 mg/L and at SW04 was 5 mg/L. 
 
4.1.16 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Field Blanks 
In accordance the project QAPP, field blanks were also collected during each sampling 
event for all of the parameters analyzed by ECM for this project.  All values were 
reported as non-detect at the various method detection limits. 
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4.2 Land Use Study Results 
The results from the land use study are presented in Table 1, Table 4, Table 5 and 
Table 6, are spatially shown in Plate 1, Plate 2 and Plate 3, and are described below. 
 
4.2.1 Results of Investigated Tax Parcels/Properties 
For the land use study portion of this project, 84 properties located within or within the 
vicinity of the approximately 690 acre watershed were selected for investigation in 
accordance with the methodology outlined in Section 3.2 of this report.  The total land 
area investigated was approximately 1,490 acres.  Available historic aerial photography, 
historic topographic maps and historic Sanborn maps were reviewed as part of this land 
use study and show that the area has always been rural with approximately 592 acres 
of watershed land serving as wooded/wetland habitat (Table 4).  An additional estimate 
of approximately 55 acres of watershed land is utilized for active agriculture, 
approximately 23 acres accounts for the reservoir and approximately 20 acres of 
watershed land is developed or urban (Plate 1, Table 4). 
 
Of the 84 properties subject to this land use study (Table 1), 42 properties had 
Residential property classifications for a total area of approximately 100 acres; 24 
properties had Farm property classifications for a total area of approximately 765 acres; 
8 properties had Public Property classifications for a total area of approximately 415 
acres; 5 properties had Vacant Land property classifications for a total area of 
approximately 25 acres; 3 properties had Commercial property classifications for a total 
area of approximately 150 acres; 1 property had a Church & Charitable property 
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classification for a total area of approximately 20 acres; and 1 property had an Other 
Exempt property classification for a total area of approximately 15 acres (Plate 2, Table 
1). 
 
Further land use investigation identified that of the 84 properties investigated above, 43 
are either completely or partially located within the boundaries of the approximately 690 
acre watershed.  Of these 43 properties, 15 properties had Farm property classifications 
for a total area of approximately 200 acres; 14 properties had Residential property 
classifications for a total area of approximately 10 acres; 7 properties had Public 
Property classifications for a total area of approximately 335 acres; 2 properties had 
Commercial property classifications for a total area of approximately 100 acres; 3 
properties had Vacant Land property classifications for a total area of approximately 10 
acres; 1 property had a Church & Charitable property classification for a total area of 
approximately 10 acres; 1 property had an Other Exempt property classification for a 
total area of approximately 15 acres; and approximately 10 acres were covered by 
roads (Plate 2, Table 5). 
 
4.2.2 Results of Property Screening against Environmental Databases 
Of the total 84 properties investigated during the land use study, 17 properties were 
found to have listings in the various environmental sources that were reviewed.  These 
17 properties had a combined area of approximately 430 acres and of these 17 
properties, 9 properties were listed in the EDR Report, 15 properties were listed in the 
U.S. EPA online data resource EnviroMapper, 10 properties were listed in the NJDEP 
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online data resource NJ-GeoWeb and 10 properties were listed within the NJDEP online 
records resource NJDEP DataMiner (Table 1). 
 
4.2.3 Results of Public Records Requests 
All properties were reviewed following the screening methodology described in Section 
3.2.2 of this report resulting in 5 properties with a combined area of approximately 190 
acres meriting OPRA requests.  OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the 
NJDEP for these properties located at 624 Brunswick Pike, 680 Brunswick Pike, 701 
Brunswick Pike, 702 Brunswick Pike and 756 Brunswick Pike in West Amwell (Plate 3, 
Table 6).  These properties were selected as they had numerous listings with the 
NJDEP and the greatest potential to impact the watershed.  Details concerning the 
contents of reviewed files are summarized below and included in Appendix K. 
 
624 Brunswick Pike: 
624 Brunswick Pike is located east of and beyond the watershed and is identified as 
Property Number 66 on Plate 3 and in Table 6.  It is a 4.20 acre parcel owned by West 
Amwell Properties LLC with a Commercial property classification.  This property was 
listed in the EDR Report, was listed in EnviroMapper, was listed under the New Jersey 
Environmental Management System (NJEMS) designation in NJ-GeoWeb and was 
listed under the name Garden Solar in DataMiner with associated NJDEP Coastal and 
Land Use files available for OPRA review. 
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OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the NJDEP, with West Amwell files 
showing that percolation tests had been performed at this property during April 1989 
and that soils were investigated to a depth of 120 inches.  The NJDEP files contained 
information indicating that Garden Solar, LLC submitted a proposal to construct a solar 
energy farm on this property during June 2016 as a waiver was required due to the 
proximity of freshwater wetlands.  A land use study and engineering drawings were 
prepared, however, as of this report, the property remains undeveloped. 
 
680 Brunswick Pike: 
680 Brunswick Pike is located southeast of the reservoir, with a portion of the property 
located within the watershed and is identified as Property Number 24 on Plate 3 and in 
Table 6.  It is an 8.09 acre parcel owned by James H. Lawson with a Farm property 
classification.  This property was listed in the EDR Report, was listed in EnviroMapper, 
was listed under the NJEMS and Known Contaminated Site designations in NJ-
GeoWeb and was listed under the name Lawson Excavating Inc in DataMiner with 
associated NJDEP Solid Waste Transporter and SRP (Site Remediation Program) files 
available for OPRA review. 
 
OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the NJDEP, with West Amwell having 
no files to review.  The NJDEP files contained information indicating that during 
December 2015, this property received approximately 3,250 tons of soil that had been 
excavated during the construction of Wawa Store No. 8341 located in Bridgewater 
Township, New Jersey.  This soil was received at 680 Brunswick Pike with the intent of 
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being used as fill material and was staged in a wooded area within the central portion of 
the property. 
 
After delivery of this soil, the soil was determined to be contaminated with benzene, 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and lead.  JK Environmental Services, LLC (JK 
Environmental) of Conshohocken, Pennsylvania was hired to provide environmental 
consulting services and served as the Licensed Site Remediation Professional (LSRP) 
for this case.  As part of their work, JK Environmental oversaw the removal of the 
contaminated soils and performed post-excavation soil sampling around the perimeter 
and base of the former stockpile.  These samples were analyzed for the parameters of 
concern, in addition to others, with some parameters detected in the soil samples.  
However, JK Environmental utilized an NJDEP compliance averaging method to show 
compliance with applicable standards.  JK Environmental issued a Response Action 
Outcome (RAO) for no further action on 3/30/2017. 
 
701 Brunswick Pike: 
701 Brunswick Pike is located southeast of and beyond the watershed and is identified 
as Property Number 79 on Plate 3 and in Table 6.  It is a 20.16 acre parcel owned by 
Leon A. Walters IV with a Farm property classification.  This property was not listed in 
the EDR Report, was listed in EnviroMapper, was listed under the NJEMS designation 
in NJ-GeoWeb and was listed under the name Walters Leon in DataMiner with 
associated NJDEP Air, Coastal and Land Use files available for OPRA review. 
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OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the NJDEP, with West Amwell files 
showing that soil permeability tests and excavations to a depth of 94 inches were 
performed at the property between 1998 and 2002.  Testing appears to have been 
related to the potential installation of a septic system with soil results suggesting the 
presence of wetlands. 
 
The NJDEP files contained information dating to 2004, 2007 and 2012.  Typically, the 
2004 information was related to wetlands investigation, unauthorized tree removal 
conducted on this property which were impacting surface water drainage, and the lack 
of appropriate permits.  It was later determined these actions were conducted in 
anticipation of dwelling construction on the property with information dating from 2007.  
In 2007, the NJDEP granted a freshwater permit resolving the land disturbance violation 
issue with additional documentation dating to 2012 concerning the use of wood burning 
apparatus that was not in compliance with state regulations. 
 
702 Brunswick Pike: 
702 Brunswick Pike is located southeast of the reservoir, with a portion of the property 
located within the watershed, and is identified as Property Number 34 on Plate 3 and in 
Table 6.  It is a 12.93 acre parcel owned by the NJDEP with a Public Property 
classification.  This property was not listed in the EDR Report, was not listed in 
EnviroMapper, was listed under the NJEMS designation in NJ-GeoWeb and was listed 
under the name Thompson Land in DataMiner with associated NJDEP Coastal and 
Land Use files available for OPRA review. 
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OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the NJDEP, with West Amwell having 
no files to review.  The NJDEP files were requested, but upon arrival, NJDEP workers 
stated that no files were available to review. 
 
756 Brunswick Pike: 
756 Brunswick Pike surrounds the entirety of the reservoir and is identified as Property 
Number 19 on Plate 3 and in Table 6.  It is a 141.05 acre parcel owned by the 
Lambertville Water Company (SUEZ) with a Commercial property classification.  This 
property was listed in the EDR Report, was listed in EnviroMapper, was listed under the 
NJEMS, Historic Fill and UST designations in NJ-GeoWeb and was listed under the 
name Lambertville Water Co in DataMiner with associated NJDEP Air, NJPDES (New 
Jersey Pollutant Discharge Elimination System), Physical Connection, Right to Know, 
Safe Drinking Water, SRP and Water Allocation files available for OPRA review. 
 
OPRA requests were made to West Amwell and the NJDEP, with West Amwell files 
from August 2016 and September 2016 showing that a soil investigation was conducted 
to a depth of 120 inches regarding a proposed new septic system that was to be 
installed for the water treatment plant and office. 
 
The NJDEP files contained a variety of information dating from 1992 to 2018, with Right 
to Know files available from 1992 through 2017.  These Right to Know files contained 
information related to the chemicals stored and used at the property, primarily at the 
water treatment plant, with amounts recorded in weight by pounds.  None of these 
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chemicals were related to the parameters of interest to this study.  Also contained in the 
NJDEP’s files were information related to the renewal of the water treatment plant’s 
NJDEP issued Potable Water Treatment Plant Permit in 2001 with an NJDEP related 
evaluation also completed.  Documentation dating to 2003 concerned the renewal of the 
plant’s NJPDES permit with a violation from the NJDEP recorded in 2007 due to plant 
related Right to Know information not being received.  Additional information reviewed 
included water treatment plant effluent results from 2013 as well as more NJDEP 
violation information dating to 2016 concerning chlorine disinfection and monitoring.  
Lastly, the NJDEP information regarding the operation of a 150 kilowatt emergency 
diesel generator was reviewed. 
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5 INVESTIGATION AND HISTORIC DATA RANGES, CALCULATION RESULTS 
5.1 Sampling Program Additional Results 
The results from the sampling program’s three sampling events (Table 2, Table 3, Plate 
4, Plate 5) were graphed with the available historic data provided by SUEZ (Appendix 
D).  These graphs are included in the Figures section of this report, and Figure 7 
through Figure 12 display the results for in situ water quality parameters, Figure 13 
through Figure 20 display the results of the laboratory analyzed parameters, Figure 21 
through Figure 26 display the averaged reservoir-wide results for the in situ water 
quality parameters and Figure 27 through Figure 34 display the averaged reservoir-wide 
results of the laboratory analyzed parameters. 
 
5.1.1 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Appearance 
For the January sampling event, the appearance of the sample water ranged from clear 
to cloudy.  For the February sampling event, the appearance ranged from clear to 
cloudy.  For the March sampling event, the appearance was clear in all locations.  
Appearance was not included in the historic data set at a frequency to merit further 
reference. 
 
5.1.2 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Dissolved Oxygen 
For the January sampling event, the values for dissolved oxygen ranged from 11.37 
mg/L to 15.42 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 5.00 
mg/L to 9.04 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 8.02 mg/L to 
10.51 mg/L (Table 2, Figure 7). 
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Data collected at each sampling location was also compared to historic data collected 
during 2013 and 2014 (Appendix D, Figure 7) at corresponding locations and results 
from SW01 during the entire sampling program ranged from 9.04 mg/L to 11.37 mg/L 
with a mean of 10.31 mg/L.  SW01 corresponded with S-4 results that ranged from 6.20 
mg/L to 15.38 mg/L with a mean of 8.49 mg/L.  Results from SW02 during the entire 
sampling program ranged from 5.93 mg/L to 15.42 with a mean of 9.71 mg/L.  SW02 
corresponded with S-3 results that ranged from 6.94 mg/L to 15.30 mg/L with a mean of 
8.62 mg/L.  Results from SW03 during the entire sampling program ranged from 5.00 
mg/L to 14.33 mg/L with a mean of 9.63 mg/L.  SW03 corresponded with S-1 results 
that ranged from 6.12 mg/L to 15.38 mg/L with a mean of 8.27 mg/L.  Results from 
SW04 during the entire sampling program ranged from 5.63 mg/L to 13.58 mg/L with a 
mean of 9.82 mg/L.  SW04 corresponded with S-2 results that ranged from 6.84 mg/L to 
15.80 mg/L with a mean of 8.52 mg/L. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Appendix D, Figure 21).  The mean for 
each 2018 sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-
wide results dating to 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2017 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the 
data set ranged from 5.66 mg/L to 15.38 mg/L with a mean of 8.54 mg/L.  If 2018 results 
are included then the range remains the same with a mean of 8.62 mg/L. 
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5.1.3 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - pH 
For the January sampling event, the values for pH ranged from 6.41 to 8.60.  For the 
February sampling event, the values ranged from 5.51 to 6.35.  For the March sampling 
event, the values ranged from 5.98 to 7.74 (Table 2, Figure 8). 
 
Data collected at each sampling location was also compared to historic data collected 
during 2013 and 2014 (Appendix D, Figure 8) at corresponding locations and results 
from SW01 during the entire sampling program ranged from 5.51 to 6.41 with a mean of 
5.97.  SW01 corresponded with S-4 results that ranged from 5.51 to 14.00 with a mean 
of 8.76.  Results from SW02 during the entire sampling program ranged from 6.27 to 
8.60 with a mean of 7.54.  SW02 corresponded with S-3 results that ranged from 6.80 to 
13.44 with a mean of 8.96.  Results from SW03 during the entire sampling program 
ranged from 6.24 to 8.11 with a mean of 7.29.  SW03 corresponded with S-1 results that 
ranged from 6.81 to 14.00 with a mean of 8.90.  Results from SW04 during the entire 
sampling program ranged from 6.35 to 8.43 with a mean of 7.38.  SW04 corresponded 
with S-2 results that ranged from 6.77 to 13.41 with a mean of 8.96. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Appendix D, Figure 22).  The mean for 
each 2018 sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-
wide results dating to 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 (Table 7).  Excluding 
2018 data, the data set ranged from 5.51 to 14.00 with a mean of 8.11.  If 2018 results 
are included then the range remains the same with a mean of 8.08. 
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5.1.4 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Oxidation-Reduction Potential 
For the January sampling event, the values for redox potential ranged from 90 mV to 
227 mV.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 230 mV to 254 mV.  
For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 317 mV to 342 mV (Table 2, 
Figure 9).  Redox potential was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in Figure 9.  
Further analysis was performed with the collected data, with the values from each 
sampling event averaged.  Results ranged from 90 mV to 342 mV with a mean of 237 
mV (Appendix D, Figure 23). 
 
5.1.5 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Specific Conductivity 
For the January sampling event, the values for specific conductivity ranged from 0.116 
mS/cm to 0.150 mS/cm.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 
0.141 mS/cm to 0.210 mS/cm.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 
0.085 mS/cm to 0.103 mS/cm (Table 2, Figure 10). 
 
Data collected at each sampling location was also compared to historic data collected 
during 2013 and 2014 (Appendix D, Figure 10) at corresponding locations and results 
from SW01 during the entire sampling program ranged from 0.086 mS/cm to 0.210 
mS/cm with a mean of 0.149 mS/cm.  SW01 corresponded with S-4 results that ranged 
from 0.087 mS/cm to 0.181 mS/cm with a 0.141 mS/cm.  Results from SW02 during the 
entire sampling program ranged from 0.097 mS/cm to 0.141 mS/cm with a mean of 
0.118 mS/cm.  SW02 corresponded with S-3 results that ranged from 0.093 mS/cm to 
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0.180 mS/cm with a mean of 0.140 mS/cm.  Results from SW03 during the entire 
sampling program ranged from 0.103 mS/cm to 0.145 mS/cm with a mean of 0.123 
mS/cm.  SW03 corresponded with S-1 results that ranged from 0.090 mS/cm to 0.180 
mS/cm with a mean of 0.141 mS/cm.  Results from SW04 during the entire sampling 
program ranged from 0.085 mS/cm to 0.142 mS/cm with a mean of 0.116 mS/cm.  
SW04 corresponded with S-2 results that ranged from 0.088 mS/cm to 0.180 mS/cm 
with a mean of 0.139 mS/cm. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 24).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the historic reservoir-wide results dating 
to 2013, 2014 and 2017 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 0.087 
mS/cm to 0.180 mS/cm with a mean of 0.142 mS/cm.  If 2018 results are included then 
the range remains the same with a mean of 0.141 mS/cm. 
 
5.1.6 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Temperature 
For the January sampling event, the values for temperature ranged from 3.07 °C to 6.24 
°C.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 9.30 °C to 12.13 °C.  For 
the March sampling event, the values ranged from 4.92 °C to 6.96 °C (Table 2, Figure 
11). 
 
Data collected at each sampling location was also compared to historic data collected 
during 2013 and 2014 (Appendix D, Figure 11) at corresponding locations and results 
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from SW01 during the entire sampling program ranged from 6.24 °C to 12.13 °C with a 
mean of 8.44 °C.  SW01 corresponded with S-4 results that ranged from 3.00 °C to 
31.18 °C with a mean of 19.49 °C.  Results from SW02 during the entire sampling 
program ranged from 3.07 °C to 10.03 °C with a mean of 6.05 °C.  SW02 corresponded 
with S-3 results that ranged from 4.53 °C to 31.69 °C with a mean of 18.62 °C.  Results 
from SW03 during the entire sampling program ranged from 3.68 °C to 9.30 °C with a 
mean of 6.22 °C.  SW03 corresponded with S-1 results that ranged from 4.55 °C to 
31.28 °C with a mean of 18.80 °C.  Results from SW04 during the entire sampling 
program ranged from 3.27 °C to 9.77 °C with a mean of 5.99 °C.  SW04 corresponded 
with S-2 results that ranged from 4.56 °C to 31.31 °C with a mean of 18.62 °C. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 25).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the 
data set ranged from 3.00 °C to 31.37 °C with a mean of 18.20 °C.  If 2018 results are 
included then the range remains the same with a mean of 17.74 °C. 
 
5.1.7 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Turbidity 
For the January sampling event, the values for turbidity ranged from 12.7 NTU to 53.0 
NTU.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 9.9 NTU to 11.1 NTU.  
For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 4.6 NTU to 6.3 NTU (Table 2, 
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Figure 12).  Turbidity was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations 
with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in Figure 12. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 26).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set 
ranged from 3.3 NTU to 9.3 NTU with a mean of 5.7 NTU.  If 2018 results are included 
then the data set ranges from 3.3 NTU to 15.7 NTU with a mean of 6.3 NTU. 
 
5.1.8 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Ammonia-N 
For the January sampling event, the values for ammonia were all non-detect (method 
detection limit less than 0.01 mg/L).  For the February sampling event, the values 
ranged from 0.15 mg/L to 0.20 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged 
from 0.01 mg/L to 0.03 mg/L (Table 3, Figure 13).  Ammonia was not sampled 
historically at the other surface water locations with the location specific values for the 
2018 data included in Figure 13. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 27).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the historic results dating to 2012 and 
2014 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 0.00 mg/L to 0.30 mg/L 
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with a mean of 0.05 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then the range and mean 
remains the same. 
 
5.1.9 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Chlorophyll a 
For the January sampling event, the values for chlorophyll ranged from 64.0 µg/L to 
253.0 µg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 2.8 µg/L to 7.7 
µg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from non-detect (method 
detection limit less than 0.6 µg/L) to 6.9 µg/L (Table 3, Figure 14).  Chlorophyll was not 
sampled historically at the other surface water locations with the location specific values 
for the 2018 data included in Figure 14. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 28).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2017 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set 
ranged from 5.66 mg/L to 15.38 mg/L with a mean of 8.45 mg/L.  The mean for each 
2018 sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide 
results dating to 2013, 2014 and 2015 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set 
ranged from 3.1 µg/L to 220.0 µg/L with a mean of 29.1 µg/L.  If 2018 results are 
included then range remains the same with a mean of 31.1 µg/L. 
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5.1.10 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Nitrate-N 
For the January sampling event, the values for nitrate ranged from 0.57 mg/L to 0.69 
mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 0.37 mg/L to 0.42 
mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 0.14 mg/L to 0.39 mg/L 
(Table 3, Figure 15).  Nitrate was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in Figure 15. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 29).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013 and 2014 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 0.01 
mg/L to 0.30 mg/L with a mean of 0.10 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then the data 
set ranges from 0.01 mg/L to 0.61 mg/L with a mean of 0.15 mg/L. 
 
5.1.11 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Soluble Reactive Phosphorus 
For the January sampling event, the values for soluble reactive phosphorus ranged from 
0.005 mg/L to 0.006 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 
0.008 mg/L to 0.010 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 
0.003 mg/L to 0.009 mg/L (Table 3, Figure 16).  Soluble reactive phosphorus was not 
sampled historically at the other surface water locations with the location specific values 
for the 2018 data included in Figure 16. 
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Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 30).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013 and 2014 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 
0.002 mg/L to 0.017 mg/L with a mean of 0.005 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then 
the data set and mean remains the same. 
 
5.1.12 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Dissolved Phosphorus 
For the January sampling event, the values for total dissolved phosphorus ranged from 
0.02 mg/L to 0.04 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 0.01 
mg/L to 0.02 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 0.02 mg/L to 
0.03 mg/L (Table 3, Figure 17).  Total dissolved phosphorus was not sampled 
historically at the other surface water locations with the location specific values for the 
2018 data included in Figure 17. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 31).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 0.00 mg/L to 
0.10 mg/L with a mean of 0.04 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then the range 
remains the same with a mean of 0.03 mg/L. 
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5.1.13 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Particulate Phosphorous 
For the January sampling event, the values for total particulate phosphorus ranged from 
non-detect (method detection limit less than 0.01 mg/L) to 0.18 mg/L.  For the February 
sampling event, the values ranged from 0.04 mg/L to 0.19 mg/L.  For the March 
sampling event, the values ranged from 0.02 mg/L to 0.08 mg/L (Table 3, Figure 18).  
Total particulate phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in Figure 18. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 32).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 0.00 mg/L to 
0.05 mg/L with a mean of 0.03 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then the data set 
ranges from 0.00 mg/L to 0.09 mg/L with a mean of 0.04 mg/L. 
 
5.1.14 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Phosphorous 
For the January sampling event, the values for total phosphorus ranged from 0.07 mg/L 
to 0.26 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 0.04 mg/L to 
0.19 mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 0.05 mg/L to 0.10 
mg/L (Table 3, Figure 19).  Total phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other 
surface water locations with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in 
Figure 19. 
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Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 33).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013, 2014 and 2015 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged 
from 0.02 mg/L to 0.09 mg/L with a mean of 0.05 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included 
then the data set ranges from 0.02 mg/L to 0.16 mg/L and the mean remains the same. 
 
5.1.15 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Suspended Solids 
For the January sampling event, the values for total suspended solids ranged from 5 
mg/L to 9 mg/L.  For the February sampling event, the values ranged from 7 mg/L to 9 
mg/L.  For the March sampling event, the values ranged from 5 mg/L to 7 mg/L (Table 
3, Figure 20).  Total suspended solids were not sampled historically at the other surface 
water locations with the location specific values for the 2018 data included in Figure 20. 
 
Additional data analysis was necessary to compare the collected 2018 data with the 
reservoir-wide historic data provided by SUEZ (Figure 34).  The mean for each 2018 
sampling event was calculated and plotted with the overall historic reservoir-wide results 
dating to 2013 and 2014 (Table 7).  Excluding 2018 data, the data set ranged from 2 
mg/L to 22 mg/L with a mean of 6 mg/L.  If 2018 results are included then the range and 
mean remains the same. 
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5.2 Land Use Study Additional Results 
The results from the land use study are presented in Table 1, Table 4, Table 5 and 
Table 6, are spatially shown in Plate 1, Plate 2 and Plate 3, and are discussed below. 
 
5.2.1 Investigated Tax Parcels/Properties 
As detailed in Section 4.2 of this report, properties located within or within the vicinity of 
the watershed were investigated for land use and current habitat coverage.  Regarding 
the approximately 690 acre watershed, it was determined that approximately 592 acres 
or 86% of watershed land serves as wooded/wetland habitat, approximately 55 acres or 
8% of watershed land is being utilized for active agriculture, approximately 23 acres or 
3% accounts for the reservoir and approximately 20 acres or 3% of watershed land 
consists of developed or urban land (Plate1, Table 4). 
 
Regarding the approximately 1,490 acres of land investigated for this study, it was 
determined that approximately 760 acres or 51% of land had Farm property 
classifications, approximately 415 acres or 28% of land had Public Property 
classifications, approximately 150 acres or 10% of land had Commercial property 
classifications, approximately 100 acres or 7% of land had Residential property 
classifications, approximately 25 acres or 2% of land had Vacant Land property 
classifications, approximately 15 acres or 1% of land had a Church & Charitable 
property classification and approximately 20 acres or 1% of land had an Other Exempt 
property classification (Plate 2, Table 1). 
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As concerns the approximately 690 acres of land within the watershed, it was 
determined that approximately 335 acres or 49% of watershed land had Public Property 
classifications, approximately 200 acres or 29% of watershed land had Farm property 
classifications, approximately 100 acres or 14% of watershed land had Commercial 
property classifications, approximately 15 acres or 2% of watershed land had Other 
Exempt property classifications, approximately 10 acres or 1% of watershed land had 
Church & Charitable property classifications, approximately 10 acres or 1% of 
watershed land were covered by roads, approximately 10 acres or 1% of watershed 
land had Residential property classifications and approximately 10 acres or 1% of 
watershed land had Vacant Land property classifications (Plate 2, Table 5). 
 
5.2.2 Property Screening against Environmental Databases 
As described in Section 4.2.2 of this report, 1,490 acres were studied and 17 properties 
were found to have listings in the various environmental sources that were reviewed.  
These 17 properties had a combined area of approximately 430 acres or 29% of all 
studied land (Table 1, Table 6). 
 
5.2.3 Public Records Requests 
As described in Section 4.2.3 of this report, 5 properties merited OPRA requests to 
West Amwell and the NJDEP with these properties have a combined area of 
approximately 190 acres or 13% of studied land (Table 6) and are described below. 
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624 Brunswick Pike: 
624 Brunswick Pike (study Property Number 66) has a Commercial property 
classification and an area of 4.20 acres or less than 1% of studied land.  It is located 
beyond the watershed’s limits. 
 
680 Brunswick Pike: 
680 Brunswick Pike (study Property Number 24) has a Farm property classification and 
an area of 8.09 acres or less than 1% of studied land.  Of this land, approximately 1 
acre is located within the watershed. 
 
701 Brunswick Pike: 
701 Brunswick Pike (study Property Number 79) has a Farm property classification and 
an area of 20.16 acres or approximately 1% of studied land.  It is located beyond the 
watershed’s limit. 
 
702 Brunswick Pike: 
702 Brunswick Pike (study Property Number 34) has a Public Property classification 
and an area of 12.93 acres or less than 1% of studied land.  Of this land, approximately 
12 acres are located within the watershed. 
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756 Brunswick Pike: 
756 Brunswick Pike (study Property Number 19) has a Commercial property 
classification and an area of 141.05 acres or approximately 9% of studied land.  Of this 
land, approximately 81 acres are located within the watershed. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
6.1 Sampling Program Discussion 
The sampling program for this project was developed with the intent of understanding 
the current concentrations of various selected parameters and to gauge the overall 
health of the reservoir.  These results were reviewed, plotted with the historic data that 
exists and calculations were performed for Section 5 of this report.  Comparisons of the 
data for various parameters within the data set were made with resultant trends 
described below. 
 
6.1.1 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Appearance 
Appearance was a qualitative parameter lacking a New Jersey SWQS and was 
measured with an unaided eye.  For this study, appearance ranged from clear to cloudy 
with locations SW02, SW03 and SW04 being clear during all events.  Only on two 
occasions were cloudy conditions noted, both at location SW01.  That this location had 
less transparent water may be due to the proximity of this sampling location to the water 
intake pipe and dam spillway.  Both draw water and debris from other areas of the 
reservoir.  No New Jersey SWQS exists for appearance. 
 
6.1.2 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Dissolved Oxygen 
As shown in Figure 7, values fell between the January and February sampling event 
and rose between the February and March sampling event.  All of these ranges met the 
New Jersey SWQS of being no less than 4.0 mg/L. 
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In order to compare 2018 results to those collected historically at specific locations in 
the reservoir, means were calculated in order to remove any variation in the data set 
that may have resulted from seasonal fluctuations.  As concerns location SW01, its 
mean was 10.31 mg/L corresponding with a mean of 8.49 mg/L at historic location S-4 
(Table 7).  The mean at location SW02 was 9.71 mg/L corresponding with mean of 8.62 
mg/L at historic location S-3.  The mean at location SW03 was 9.63 mg/L corresponding 
with a mean of 8.27 mg/L at historic location S-1.  The mean at location SW04 was 9.82 
mg/L corresponding with a mean of 8.52 mg/L at historic location S-2.  Generally, these 
results show that the reservoir currently has higher values of dissolved oxygen at the 
surface than in the past, and currently the dissolved oxygen values increase from east 
to west (Plate 4). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 8.45 mg/L.  This value increases to 
8.62 mg/L if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s dissolved 
oxygen concentrations at the surface have increased (Appendix D, Figure 21). 
 
6.1.3 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - pH 
As shown in Figure 8, values fell between the January and February sampling event 
and rose between the February and March sampling event.  These values generally 
characterize surface water as being neutral, but in order to meet the New Jersey 
SWQS, pH values within the reservoir should be between 6.5 and 8.5.  And certain 
measurements do fall outside this range.  However, the means of the January and 
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March sampling event do meet the New Jersey SWQS with that of the February event 
being more acidic. 
 
In order to compare 2018 results to those collected historically at specific locations in 
the reservoir, means were calculated in order to remove any variation in the data set 
that may have resulted from seasonal fluctuations.  As concerns location SW01, its 
mean was 5.97 corresponding with a mean of 8.76 at historic location S-4 (Table 7).  
The mean at location SW02 was 7.54 corresponding with mean of 8.96 at historic 
location S-3.  The mean at location SW03 was 7.29 corresponding with a mean of 8.90 
at historic location S-1.  The mean at location SW04 was 7.38 corresponding with a 
mean of 8.96 at historic location S-2.  Generally, these results show that the reservoir 
currently has more acidic waters at the surface than in the past, and generally pH 
values increase from west to east (Plate 4). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 8.11.  This value decreases to 8.08 if 
2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s surface pH has decreased 
(Appendix D, Figure 22). 
 
6.1.4 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Oxidation-Reduction Potential 
As shown in Figure 9, values rose between the January and February sampling event 
and rose between the February and March sampling event.  No New Jersey SWQS 
exists for redox potential with drinking water typically having values between 200 mV 
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and 400 mV.  While February and March sampling event results fall within this range, 
the January sampling event results do not. 
 
Redox potential was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on a 
reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 264 mV, the mean SW02 value 
was 224 mV, the mean SW03 value was 234 mV and the mean SW04 value was 224 
mV.  These results do not indicate a spatial trend throughout the reservoir (Table 7, 
Plate 4). 
 
6.1.5 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Specific Conductivity 
As shown in Figure 10, values rose between the January and February sampling event 
and fell between the February and March sampling event.  No New Jersey SWQS 
exists for specific conductivity with drinking water typically having values between 0.05 
mS/cm and 0.5 mS/cm.  All the collected 2018 data fall within this range. 
 
In order to compare 2018 results to those collected historically at specific locations in 
the reservoir, means were calculated in order to remove any variation in the data set 
that may have resulted from seasonal fluctuations.  As concerns location SW01, its 
mean was 0.149 mS/cm corresponding with a mean of 0.141 mS/cm at historic location 
S-4 (Table 7).  The mean at location SW02 was 0.118 mS/cm corresponding with mean 
of 0.140 mS/cm at historic location S-3.  The mean at location SW03 was 0.123 mS/cm 
corresponding with a mean of 0.141 mS/cm at historic location S-1.  The mean at 
location SW04 was 0.116 mS/cm corresponding with a mean of 0.139 mS/cm at historic 
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location S-2.  Generally, these results show that the reservoir currently has lower values 
of specific conductivity than in the past (except at location SW01), and these results do 
not indicate a spatial trend throughout the reservoir (Plate 4). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.142 mS/cm.  This value decreases 
to 0.141 mS/cm if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s specific 
conductivity has remained constant (Appendix D, Figure 24). 
 
6.1.6 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Temperature 
As shown in Figure 11, values rose between the January and February sampling event 
and fell between the February and March sampling event.  This correlates with the air 
temperatures recorded during each sampling event and is characteristic of the cold 
weather months when sampling was conducted.  All of these ranges met the New 
Jersey SWQS of being no more than 31 °C. 
 
In order to compare 2018 results to those collected historically at specific locations in 
the reservoir, means were calculated in order to remove any variation in the data set 
that may have resulted from seasonal fluctuations.  As concerns location SW01, its 
mean was 8.44 °C corresponding with a mean of 19.49 °C at historic location S-4 (Table 
7).  The mean at location SW02 was 6.05 °C corresponding with mean of 18.62 °C at 
historic location S-3.  The mean at location SW03 was 6.22 °C corresponding with a 
mean of 18.80 °C mS/cm at historic location S-1.  The mean at location SW04 was 5.99 
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°C corresponding with a mean of 18.62 °C at historic location S-2.  Generally, these 
results show that the reservoir currently has lower values of temperature than in the 
past, and these results do not indicate a spatial trend throughout the reservoir (Plate 4).  
This is a result of the historic mean including values from all seasons, while the 2018 
data was only collected during cold weather months. 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 18.20 °C.  This value decreases to 
17.74 °C if 2018 data is included, generally showing the reservoir’s temperature has 
decreased.  Again this result is skewed due to 2018 values being collected during the 
winter season (Appendix D, Figure 25). 
 
6.1.7 In Situ Water Quality Parameters - Turbidity 
As shown in Figure 12, values fell between the January and February sampling event 
and fell between the February and March sampling event.  In order to meet the New 
Jersey SWQS, turbidity values within the reservoir should not exceed 50 NTU and 
certain measurements do fall outside this range.  However, the means of all the 
sampling events do meet the New Jersey SWQS. 
 
Turbidity was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on a 
reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 23.2 NTU, the mean SW02 value 
was 11.3 NTU, the mean SW03 value was 11.2 NTU and the mean SW04 value was 
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9.1 NTU (Table 7).  These results generally indicate a spatial trend throughout the 
reservoir, with turbidity increasing from east to west (Plate 4). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 5.7 NTU.  This value increases to 6.3 
NTU if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s turbidity has 
increased (Appendix D, Figure 26). 
 
6.1.8 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Ammonia-N 
As shown in Figure 13, concentrations rose between the January and February 
sampling event and fell between the February and March sampling event.  In order to 
meet the New Jersey SWQS, ammonia concentrations within the reservoir should not 
exceed 0.01 mg/L and certain measurements do fall outside this range.  Only the mean 
of the January event met the New Jersey SWQS. 
 
Ammonia was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on a 
reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.06 mg/L, the mean SW02 value 
was 0.06 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.08 mg/L and the mean SW04 value was 
0.06 mg/L (Table 7).  These results generally indicate that ammonia concentrations are 
constant throughout the reservoir (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.05 mg/L.  This value remains the 
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same if 2018 data is included, showing, that ammonia concentrations are stable and do 
not meet the New Jersey SWQS (Appendix D, Figure 27). 
 
6.1.9 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Chlorophyll a 
As shown in Figure 14, concentrations fell between the January and February sampling 
event and generally fell again between the February and March sampling event.  Water 
bodies with a chlorophyll value of 10 µg/L or greater will begin to experience taste and 
odor impacts and certain measurements do fall outside this range.  However, the means 
of the February and March sampling events do meet this criteria.  No New Jersey 
SWQS exists for chlorophyll. 
 
Chlorophyll was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on a 
reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 87.4 µg/L, the mean SW02 value 
was 58.6 µg/L, the mean SW03 value was 22.6 µg/L and the mean SW04 value was 
46.4 µg/L (Table 7).  These results generally indicate a spatial trend throughout the 
reservoir, with chlorophyll values increasing from east to west (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 29.1 µg/L.  This value increases to 
31.1 µg/L if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s chlorophyll 
value has increased (Appendix D, Figure 28). 
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6.1.10 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Nitrate-N 
As shown in Figure 15, concentrations fell between the January and February sampling 
event and fell again between the February and March sampling event.  All of these 
ranges meet the New Jersey SWQS of being no more than 2 mg/L. 
 
Nitrate was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on a 
reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.41 mg/L, the mean SW02 value 
was 0.41 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.50 mg/L and the mean SW04 value was 
0.37 mg/L (Table 7).  These results generally indicate a spatial trend throughout the 
reservoir, with nitrate increasing from east to west (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.10 mg/L.  This value increases to 
0.15 mg/L if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s nitrate value 
has increased (Appendix D, Figure 29). 
 
6.1.11 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Soluble Reactive Phosphorus 
As shown in Figure 16, concentrations rose between the January and February 
sampling event and generally fell again between the February and March sampling 
event.  No New Jersey SWQS exists for soluble reactive phosphorus. 
 
Soluble reactive phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations or on a reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.008 mg/L, the 
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mean SW02 value was 0.007 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.006 mg/L and the 
mean SW04 value was 0.005 mg/L (Table 7).  These results generally indicate a spatial 
trend throughout the reservoir, with soluble reactive phosphorus increasing from east to 
west (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.005 mg/L.  This value remains the 
same if 2018 data is included (Appendix D, Figure 30). 
 
6.1.12 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Dissolved Phosphorus 
As shown in Figure 17, concentrations fell between the January and February sampling 
event and either rose or remained constant between the February and March sampling 
event.  No New Jersey SWQS exists for total dissolved phosphorus. 
 
Total dissolved phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations or on a reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.02 mg/L, the 
mean SW02 value was 0.03 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.02 mg/L and the mean 
SW04 value was 0.02 mg/L (Table 7).  These results do not indicate a spatial trend 
throughout the reservoir (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.04 mg/L.  This value decreases to 
0.03 mg/L, or remains constant if 2018 data is included (Appendix D, Figure 31). 
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6.1.13 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Particulate Phosphorus 
As shown in Figure 18, concentrations rose between the January and February 
sampling event and fell between the February and March sampling event at locations 
SW01, SW02 and SW04.  An opposite pattern was observed at location SW03.  No 
New Jersey SWQS exists for total particulate phosphorus. 
 
Total particulate phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other surface water 
locations or on a reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.04 mg/L, the 
mean SW02 value was 0.15 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.07 mg/L and the mean 
SW04 value was 0.04 mg/L (Table 7).  These results do not indicate a spatial trend 
throughout the reservoir (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.03 mg/L.  This value increases to 
0.04 mg/L if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s total 
particulate phosphorus value has remained constant (Appendix D, Figure 32). 
 
6.1.14 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Phosphorus 
As shown in Figure 19, concentrations fell between the January and February sampling 
event.  Between the February and March sampling event concentrations fell at SW02 
and SW04, remaining constant SW01 and increasing at SW03.  In order to meet the 
New Jersey SWQS, total phosphorus concentrations within the reservoir should not 
exceed 0.05 mg/L and certain measurements do fall outside this range as do all of the 
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means for each of the sampling events.  Therefore, the means of all the sampling 
events do not meet the New Jersey SWQS. 
 
Total phosphorus was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations or on 
a reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 0.06 mg/L, the mean SW02 value 
was 0.17 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 0.08 mg/L and the mean SW04 value was 
0.13 mg/L (Table 7).  These results do not indicate a spatial trend throughout the 
reservoir (Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 0.05 mg/L.  This value remains the 
same if 2018 data is included.  However, due to the number and generally low 
concentrations found within the historic data, the overall mean value is obscuring the 
significance of the 2018 results.  Therefore, the 2018 results should be considered, 
indicating a potential increase of total phosphorus values within the reservoir (Appendix 
D, Figure 33). 
 
6.1.15 Laboratory Analyzed Parameters - Total Suspended Solids 
As shown in Figure 20, values generally rose between the January and February 
sampling event and fell between the February and March sampling event.  Values at 
SW04 decreased across all sampling events.  All of these ranges meet the New Jersey 
SWQS of being no more than 40 mg/L. 
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Total suspended solids was not sampled historically at the other surface water locations 
or on a reservoir-wide basis, but the mean SW01 value was 7 mg/L, the mean SW02 
value was 7 mg/L, the mean SW03 value was 6 mg/L and the mean SW04 value was 7 
mg/L (Table 7).  These results do not indicate a spatial trend throughout the reservoir 
(Plate 5). 
 
Additional analysis was performed comparing the 2018 data to the historic reservoir-
wide data set, with the overall historic mean being 6 mg/L.  This value remains the 
same if 2018 data is included, generally showing that the reservoir’s total suspended 
solids value has remained constant (Appendix D, Figure 34). 
 
6.2 Land Use Study Discussion 
The results from the land use study are presented in Table 1, Table 4, Table 5 and 
Table 6, are spatially shown in Plate 1, Plate 2 and Plate 3, and are described below. 
 
6.2.1 Discussion of Investigated Tax Parcels/Properties 
As detailed in Section 4.2.1 of this report, properties located within or within the vicinity 
of the watershed were investigated for land use and current habitat coverage.  Review 
of these 1,490 acres confirmed that the reservoir is located within a rural area and 
review of the 690 acres of watershed land indicates that approximately 49% had a 
Public Property classification and approximately 29% had a Farm property classification 
(Table 1).  Regarding current habitat coverage within the watershed, review of 
watershed land indicates that approximately 86% of watershed land is composed of 
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undisturbed woodland/wetland habitat and approximately 8% of watershed land is 
utilized for agriculture (the growth of crops and/or animal husbandry).  Any animal 
husbandry conducted on this land is performed on a limited/recreational scale. 
 
While it is possible that runoff from these agricultural fields containing nutrients could 
occur and reach the reservoir, it is unlikely to serve as a significant source.  While the 
fields are not covered, and while it did rain over the sampling program, any surface 
water/groundwater from fields must travel through the woodland buffer prior reaching 
the reservoir and all of these agricultural fields were located on the periphery of the 
study are.  Additionally, all but two of the streams that feed the reservoir have 
headwaters and courses completely within the undisturbed woodland/wetland habitat 
surrounding the reservoir.  Furthermore, the fields were not observed to be tilled during 
the sampling program and public records review did not record any incidents related to 
agricultural lands. 
 
6.2.2 Discussion of Property Screening against Environmental Databases 
As described in Section 4.2.2 of this report, 1,490 acres were studied and 17 properties 
were found to have listings in the various environmental sources that were reviewed.  
This review was done in order to find properties with a history of violations or chemical 
use that might be related to the nutrient impacts that were expected to be seen in the 
reservoir.  However, the results of this review indicated that most listings were related to 
remediated leaking fuel oil underground storage tank cases that were not relevant to 
this study.  Despite these types of listings being commonly found, some properties 
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contained information that raised further interest and merited public record OPRA 
requests to West Amwell and the NJDEP. 
 
6.2.3 Discussion of Public Records Requests 
As described in Section 4.2.3 of this report, 5 properties merited OPRA requests to 
West Amwell and the NJDEP.  Of these properties, only 2 had land directly within the 
watershed and these 5 properties only comprised approximately 13% of all studied land.  
While the relatively small size of these properties did not eliminate them from the review 
process, the results of file reviews did not show any violation or chemical use that could 
serve as a source of increased phosphorus values to the reservoir. 
 
6.3 Overall Discussion Points 
The conclusions from the sampling program are as follows: 
 
Sampling Program Location Specific Discussion Points 
 Specific conductivity, temperature and ammonia values at all sampling locations 
rose between the January and February sampling events and fell between the 
February and March sampling events 
 Dissolved oxygen and pH values at all sampling locations fell between the 
January and February events and rose between the February and March 
sampling events 
 Turbidity and nitrate values at all sampling locations fell between all sampling 
events 
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 Redox values at all sampling locations rose between all sampling events 
 Chlorophyll, soluble reactive phosphorus, total dissolved phosphorus, total 
particulate phosphorous, total phosphorus and total suspended solids did not 
show consistent trends across the various sampling events 
 
Sampling Program Reservoir-Wide Specific Discussion Points 
 Appearance values generally increase from east to west 
 Dissolved oxygen values generally increase from east to west 
 pH values generally increase from west to east 
 Turbidity values generally increase from east to west if SW03 values are 
excluded 
 Ammonia concentrations generally were consistent across the reservoir 
 Chlorophyll concentrations generally increase from east to west 
 Nitrate concentrations generally decrease from east to west 
 Soluble reactive phosphorus concentrations generally increase from east to west 
 No spatial trends were generally observed for redox potential, specific 
conductivity, temperature, total dissolved phosphorus, total particulate 
phosphorus, total phosphorus or total suspended solids 
 
Sampling Program Exceedances of New Jersey SWQS 
 Measured values of pH, turbidity, ammonia and total phosphorus exceeded their 
New Jersey SWQS 
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 Monthly means of pH, ammonia and total phosphorus exceeded their applicable 
New Jersey SWQS 
 
Sampling Program Assignment of Hypereutrophic Ranking 
 Chlorophyll values for the sampling program ranged from non-detect (method 
detection limit less than 0.6 µg/L) to 253.0 µg/L, with a mean 53.8 µg/L.  This 
mean falls within the hypereutrophic range of 50 ppb (50 µg/L) to greater than 
150 ppb (150 µg/L). 
 Total phosphorus values for the sampling program ranged from 0.04 mg/L to 
0.26 mg/L, with a mean of 0.11 mg/L.  This mean falls within the hypereutrophic 
range of 100 ppb (0.1 mg/L) to greater than 200 ppb (0.2 mg/L). 
 
Sampling Program Discussion Points Concerning Historic Data 
 Calculated means for the historic data were compared to the overall mean of all 
collected data on a parameter basis.  This comparison indicated that reservoir-
wide values have increased for dissolved oxygen, turbidity, chlorophyll, nitrate 
and total phosphorus. 
 Calculated means for the historic data were compared to the overall mean of all 
collected data on a parameter basis.  This comparison indicated that reservoir-
wide values have decreased for pH and with temperature data showing a 
decreases that is skewed. 
 Calculated means for the historic data were compared to the overall mean of all 
collected data on a parameter basis.  This comparison indicated that reservoir-
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wide values have remained constant for specific conductivity, ammonia, soluble 
reactive phosphorus, total dissolved phosphorus, total particulate phosphorus 
and total suspended solids. 
 
Land Use Study Discussion Points Regarding Habitat and Property Classification 
 For the total study area, approximately 51% of land had a Farm property 
classification 
 For the watershed area, approximately 29% of land had a Farm property 
classification 
 For the watershed area, approximately 8% of land was being utilized for active 
agriculture, with none of this land expected to be disturbed during the course of 
this study due to it being conducted during cold weather months 
 The reservoir is surrounded by undisturbed woodland/wetland habitat containing 
the headwaters and courses of the majority of streams that feed it 
 The reservoir is effectively insulated from agricultural runoff because it is 
surrounded by undisturbed woodland/wetland habitat and farming is done on a 
limited basis within the watershed.  In addition this study was not conducted 
during the growing season, it is determined that agricultural runoff is not a likely 
source for the increase in phosphorus concentrations that were suspected and 
found in the reservoir 
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Land Use Study Discussion Points Regarding Environmental Database Review 
 84 properties were investigated with 17 having listings in the various 
environmental sources that were reviewed.  Of these 17 properties, 5 contained 
public records that merited review. 
 Documents held by West Amwell and the NJDEP were reviewed for these 5 
properties.  Information contained within these files did not reveal the use of 
chemicals or any other actions that could have contributed to the increase in 
phosphorus concentrations suspected and found in the reservoir. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of this project was to aid in reservoir management of algal blooms and it is 
concluded that the reservoir is hypereutrophic, a classification that is not uncommon 
amongst similar lakes found within New Jersey (NJDEP, 2011).  Phosphorus levels 
have increased in the reservoir and it is recommended that additional treatment be 
applied to the reservoir to address the parameters listed in Section 6.3 whose values 
were found to be in exceedance of their New Jersey SWQS.  As sampling conditions 
were relatively similar during all sampling events, these elevated levels are concluded to 
not be weather related.  It is also recommended that the sampling program developed 
for this study be continued during other seasons of 2018 so that a complete data set 
can be created.  Continued sampling would allow for a more sophisticated data analysis 
than was performed during this project and additional work is merited in the search for 
potential sources of the increased phosphorus levels found in the reservoir.  Agricultural 
runoff was hypothesized to be this source, however, evidence gathered during this 
study shows it to be unlikely due to the reservoir is surrounded by undisturbed 
woodland/wetland habitat and the nearest agricultural fields being approximately 520 
feet from the reservoir.  Future work may include the sampling of streams that feed the 
reservoir to confirm agricultural runoff is not a source.  Other potential areas of future 
study include the investigation of rampant summer aquatic plant growth and the levels 
of excrement left in the reservoir by waterfowl.  For example, Water Chestnuts (Trapa 
natans) were reported by SUEZ to grow within the reservoir during times of warm 
weather, and their decomposition can result in the release of phosphorus to lake waters 
(Cywinski, 2010).  Additionally, large numbers of Canada Goose were observed on the 
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reservoir during this project.  One study indicated that a single Canada Goose can 
contribute up to 0.5 pounds of phosphorus per year to a single water body (Princeton 
Hydro, 2011).  
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Table 1: Land Use Adjacent to the Swan Creek Reservoir
MAP NUMBER
EDR REPORT 
LISTING
ENVIROMAPPER 
LISTING
NJ-GEOWEB 
LISTING
NJDEP SITE 
NUMBER
DATAMINER FILES OPRA BLOCK LOT ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
1 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 32 42.23 116 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
2 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 33 68.54 86 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
3 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 34 33.29 76 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
4 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 34.02 2.25 70 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
5 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 35 1.06 64 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
6 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 36 107.87 1454 ROUTE 179 WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
7 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 36.01 1.09 62 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
8 YES, 16 YES NJEMS 394606
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 8 36.02 1.09 60 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
8 YES, 16 YES NJEMS 394606
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 8 36.02 1.09 60 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
9 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 55 2.52 66 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
10 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 57 2.40 68 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
11 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 63 11.07 80 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
12 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 64 2.30 82 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
12 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8 64 19.76 82 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
13 YES, D19 YES NO 456378
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 8 65 1.10 74 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
14 YES, D23 YES NJEMS 225797
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 8 66 1.09 78 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
15 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8.01 61.01 1.19 98 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
16 NO NO NO NA NA NA 8.01 61.02 1.48 100 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
17 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 1 1.78 25 STYMIEST ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
18 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 2 25.41 31 STYMIEST ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
19 YES, A1-6 YES
HISTORIC FILL, 
NJEMS, UST
21449
AIR, NJPDES, 
PHYSICAL 
CONNECTION, 
RIGHT TO KNOW, 
SAFE DRINKING 
WATER, SRP-PI, 
WATER 
ALLOCATION
YES 16 3 141.05 756 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
20 YES, A1-6 YES NO NONE LISTED NA NA 16 3.01 168.35 756 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
21
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER
YES NO NONE LISTED NA NA 16 4 1.00 115 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
21
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER
YES NO NONE LISTED NA NA 16 4 4.40 115 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
22 YES, 17 NO NO 426203
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 16 5 8.09 668 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
23 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 5.01 15.04 672 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
24 YES, 13 YES
KNOWN 
CONTAMINATED 
SITE, NJEMS 
488875
SOLID WASTE 
TRANSPORTER, 
SRP-PI
YES 16 6.01 1.00 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
24 YES, 13 YES
KNOWN 
CONTAMINATED 
SITE, NJEMS 
488875
SOLID WASTE 
TRANSPORTER, 
SRP-PI
YES 16 6.01 7.09 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
25 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 6.02 3.68 676 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
26 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 6.03 15.68 678 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15F OTHER EXEMPT
27 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 7 0.71 686 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
28 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 8 22.30 704 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
29 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 8.01 0.80 710 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
30 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 9 1.46 714 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
31 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 12 2.02 700 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
32 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 13 1.25 706 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
33 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 14 1.03 696 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
34
NO BUT IN 
GEOWEB
NO NJEMS 168034
COASTAL AND 
LAND USE
YES 16 15 12.93 702 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
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Shading matches that used in Plate 2 and Plate 3 
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 1: Land Use Adjacent to the Swan Creek Reservoir
MAP NUMBER
EDR REPORT 
LISTING
ENVIROMAPPER 
LISTING
NJ-GEOWEB 
LISTING
NJDEP SITE 
NUMBER
DATAMINER FILES OPRA BLOCK LOT ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
35 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 17.01 2.00 658 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
35 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 17.01 36.64 658 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
36
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS NONE LISTED NA NA 16 17.02 16.12 638 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 CHURCH & CHARITABLE
36
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS NONE LISTED NA NA 16 17.02 5.00 638 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15D CHURCH & CHARITABLE
37 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 18 2.00 684 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
38
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER
YES NO NONE LISTED NA NA 16 19 1.65 702 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
39 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16 20 1.00 708 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
40 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16.01 1 2.25 21 OLD ROUTE 518 WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
41 NO NO NO NA NA NA 16.02 3.01 2.71 109 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
42
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER
YES NO NONE LISTED NA NA 16.02 3.02 2.60 111 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
43 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 5 6.90 37 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
44 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 6 1.00 41 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
45 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 7 1.88 43 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
46 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 8 0.49 45 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
47 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 9 0.49 47 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
48 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 10 3.05 47 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
49 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 11 2.59 51 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
50 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 12 1.49 55 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
50 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 12 6.74 55 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
51 NO NO NO NA NA NO 17 13 116.52 63 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
52 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 13.01 3.43 79 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
53 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 14 67.69 85 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
54 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 15 52.52 99 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
55 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 16 2.75 105 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
56 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 17.02 49.02 27 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
57 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 17.05 2.00 23 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
57 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 17.05 13.24 23 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
58 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 17.07 13.23 117 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
59 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 27 37.92 130 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
60 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 28 2.86 126 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
61 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 29 1.03 122 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
62 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 30 7.47 120 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
63 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 31 22.86 110 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
64 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 32 1.00 106 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
64 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 32 13.87 106 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
65 NO NO NO NA NA NA 17 33 6.00 110 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
66 YES, G62 YES NJEMS 441260
COASTAL AND 
LAND USE
YES 18 1 4.20 624 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
67 NO NO NO NA NA NA 18 12 2.00 121 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
68 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 7 5.35 20 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
69 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 8 2.02 28 OLD ROUTE 518 WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
69 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 8 8.00 28 OLD ROUTE 518 WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
70 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 9 2.53 733 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
71
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS NONE LISTED NA NA 28 10 2.70 735 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
71
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS NONE LISTED NA NA 28 10 10.00 735 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
72 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 11 2.33 104 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 1: Land Use Adjacent to the Swan Creek Reservoir
MAP NUMBER
EDR REPORT 
LISTING
ENVIROMAPPER 
LISTING
NJ-GEOWEB 
LISTING
NJDEP SITE 
NUMBER
DATAMINER FILES OPRA BLOCK LOT ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
73
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER
YES NO 445059
SRP-PI - CLOSED 
UST
NO 28 12 13.31 108 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
74 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 13 1.20 118 OLD ROUTE 518 EAST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
75 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 14 0.71 717 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
76 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 23 34.73 739 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
77 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 31 1.30 7 HEWITT ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
78 NO NO NO NA NA NA 28 36 5.54 737 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
79
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS 170313
AIR, COASTAL 
AND LAND USE
YES 30 2 1.50 701 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
79
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS 170313
AIR, COASTAL 
AND LAND USE
YES 30 2 18.66 701 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
80 NO NO NO NA NA NA 30 2.01 1.00 709 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
80 NO NO NO NA NA NA 30 2.01 6.63 709 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
81 NO NO NO NA NA NA 30 3.02 27.50 699 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
82 YES, F22 YES NJEMS, UST NONE LISTED NA NA 30 3.03 3.91 685 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
83 NO NO NO NA NA NA 30 14 85.54 57 HUNTER ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
84 NO NO NO NA NA NA 30 22 2.06 713 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
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Shading matches that used in Plate 2 and Plate 3 
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 2: Sampling Program: In Situ Water Quality Parameters
Sample ID Event Sample Matrix Method
Sample Depth
(ft)
Appearance
Dissolved 
Oxygen
(mg/L)
pH
Oxidation-
Reduction  
Potential
(mV)
Specific 
Conductivity
(mS/cm)
Temperature
(°C)
Turbidity
(NTU)
SW01-20180130 Cloudy 11.37 6.41 227 0.150 6.24 53.0
SW02-20180130 Clear 15.42 8.60 90 0.116 3.07 17.7
SW03-20180130 Clear 14.33 8.11 135 0.120 3.68 16.8
SW04-20180130 Clear 13.58 8.43 96 0.120 3.27 12.7
SW01-20180222 Cloudy 9.04 5.51 230 0.210 12.13 10.6
SW02-20180222 Clear 5.93 6.27 254 0.141 10.03 9.9
SW03-20180222 Clear 5.00 6.24 251 0.145 9.30 11.1
SW04-20180222 Clear 5.63 6.35 234 0.142 9.77 9.9
SW01-20180313 Clear 10.51 5.98 336 0.086 6.96 6.0
SW02-20180313 Clear 8.02 7.74 329 0.097 5.06 6.3
SW03-20180313 Clear 9.55 7.53 317 0.103 5.67 5.6
SW04-20180313 Clear 10.26 7.35 342 0.085 4.92 4.6
Below Surface:
 0.0-0.5 ft
Reservoir Level:
289.0 ft 
above mean sea level
Below Surface:
 0.0-0.5 ft
Reservoir Level:
289.6 ft
above mean sea level
Below Surface:
0.0-0.5 ft
Reservoir Level:
290.1 ft
above mean sea level
January
Air Temperature:
0 °C; Snow
Surface Water Horiba U-52
March
Air Temperature:
0.6 °C; Snow
Surface Water Horiba U-52
February
Air Temperature:
6.1 °C; Rain
Surface Water Horiba U-52
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance
Table 3: Sampling Program: Laboratory Analyzed Parameters 
Sample ID Event Sample Matrix 
Collection 
Method
Sample Depth
(ft)
Parent Sample Laboratory
Ammonia-N
(mg/L)
Chlorophyll a
(µg/L)
Nitrate-N
(mg/L)
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Suspended Solids
(mg/L)
SW01-20180130 ND <0.01 253.0 0.58 0.006 0.03 0.04 0.07 6
SW02-20180130 ND <0.01 166.0 0.57 0.006 0.04 0.18 0.22 5
SW03-20180130 ND <0.01 64.0 0.69 0.005 0.02 0.08 0.10 5
SW04-20180130 ND <0.01 131.0 0.59 0.006 0.02 ND <0.01 0.26 9
FB-20170130 Blank Water Field Blank Not Applicable QA/QC ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3
SW01-20180222 0.15 4.7 0.40 0.008 0.01 0.05 0.05 9
SW02-20180222 0.15 2.8 0.41 0.009 0.02 0.19 0.19 8
SW03-20180222 0.20 3.3 0.42 0.010 0.01 0.04 0.04 7
SW04-20180222 0.15 7.7 0.37 0.009 0.02 0.08 0.08 7
FB-20180222 Blank Water Field Blank Not Applicable QA/QC ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3
SW01-20180313 0.02 4.5 0.26 0.009 0.03 0.02 0.05 7
SW02-20180313 0.01 6.9 0.25 0.005 0.02 0.08 0.10 7
SW03-20180313 0.02 ND <0.6 0.39 0.003 0.02 0.08 0.10 6
SW04-20180313 0.03 ND <0.6 0.14 0.003 0.02 0.04 0.06 5
FB-20180313 Blank Water Field Blank Not Applicable QA/QC ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3
* QA/QC: Quality Assurance/Quality Control
**ND: Non-detect (method detection limit shown)
Enviromental Compliance 
Monitoring, Inc.
Enviromental Compliance 
Monitoring, Inc.
Enviromental Compliance 
Monitoring, Inc.
Below Surface:
0.0-0.5 ft
Not Applicable
Below Surface
0.0-0.5 ft
Not Applicable
March
Surface Water Grab
Below Surface
0.0-0.5 ft
Not Applicable
February
Surface Water Grab
January
Surface Water Grab
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
Table 4: Watershed Related Habitats by Area
Habitat Type ~ Acreage
Wooded/Wetlands 592
Agriculture 55
Reservoir 23
Developed 20
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from Google Earth Pro
Table 5: Watershed Related Land Use by Area
MAP NUMBER BLOCK LOT ~ ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
36 16 17.02 638 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 CHURCH & CHARITABLE
36 16 17.02 638 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15D CHURCH & CHARITABLE
19 16 3 756 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
52 17 13.01 79 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
1 8 32 116 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
2 8 33 86 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
3 8 34 76 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
21 16 4 115 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
21 16 4 115 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
24 16 6.01 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
24 16 6.01 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
35 16 17.01 658 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
35 16 17.01 658 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
50 17 12 55 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
50 17 12 55 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
53 17 14 85 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
54 17 15 99 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
57 17 17.05 23 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
57 17 17.05 23 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
58 17 17.07 117 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
59 17 27 130 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
63 17 31 110 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
64 17 32 106 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
64 17 32 106 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
65 17 33 110 ROCK ROAD WEST WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
26 16 6.03 15 678 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15F OTHER EXEMPT
18 16 2 31 STYMIEST ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
20 16 3.01 756 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
23 16 5.01 672 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
28 16 8 704 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
34 16 15 702 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
51 17 13 63 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
56 17 17.02 27 LAKEVIEW ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
10
100
200
335
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Shading matches that used in Plate 2 and Plate 3 
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from Google Earth Pro, StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 5: Watershed Related Land Use by Area
MAP NUMBER BLOCK LOT ~ ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
4 8 34.02 70 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
5 8 35 64 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
9 8 55 66 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
13 8 65 74 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
14 8 66 78 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
16 8.01 61.02 100 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
22 16 5 668 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
25 16 6.02 676 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
29 16 8.01 710 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
30 16 9 714 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
31 16 12 700 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
32 16 13 706 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
37 16 18 684 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
39 16 20 708 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 2 RESIDENTIAL
11 8 63 80 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
38 16 19 702 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
43 17 5 37 ROCKTOWN-LAMBERTVILLE ROAD WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 1 VACANT LAND
NA NA NA 10 ROADS NA NA NA
10
10
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from Google Earth Pro, StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 6: Properties Meriting Public Records Requests
MAP NUMBER
EDR REPORT 
LISTING
ENVIROMAPPER 
LISTING
NJ-GEOWEB 
LISTING
NJDEP SITE 
NUMBER
DATAMINER FILES OPRA BLOCK LOT ACREAGE PROPERTY LOCATION
PROPERTY CITY,
STATE, ZIP
PROPERTY 
CLASS
PROPERTY TYPE
19 YES, A1-6 YES
HISTORIC FILL, 
NJEMS, UST
21449
AIR, NJPDES, 
PHYSICAL 
CONNECTION, 
RIGHT TO KNOW, 
SAFE DRINKING 
WATER, SRP-PI, 
WATER 
ALLOCATION
YES 16 3 141.05 756 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
24 YES, 13 YES
KNOWN 
CONTAMINATED 
SITE, NJEMS 
488875
SOLID WASTE 
TRANSPORTER, 
SRP-PI
YES 16 6.01 1.00 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
24 YES, 13 YES
KNOWN 
CONTAMINATED 
SITE, NJEMS 
488875
SOLID WASTE 
TRANSPORTER, 
SRP-PI
YES 16 6.01 7.09 680 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
34 NO BUT IN GEOWEB NO NJEMS 168034
COASTAL AND 
LAND USE
YES 16 15 12.93 702 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 15C PUBLIC PROPERTY
66 YES, G62 YES NJEMS 441260
COASTAL AND 
LAND USE
YES 18 1 4.20 624 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 4A COMMERCIAL
79
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS 170313
AIR, COASTAL 
AND LAND USE
YES 30 2 1.50 701 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3A FARM
79
NO BUT IN 
ENVIROMAPPER 
AND GEOWEB
YES NJEMS 170313
AIR, COASTAL 
AND LAND USE
YES 30 2 18.66 701 BRUNSWICK PIKE WEST AMWELL, NJ 08530 3B FARM
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier from StateInfoServices.com and State of New Jersey
Table 7: Means of Sampling Program and Historic Sampling Location Data
Sample ID Appearance
Dissolved 
Oxygen
(mg/L)
pH
Oxidation-Reduction 
Potential
(mV)
Specific 
Conductivity
(mS/cm)
Temperature
(°C)
Turbidity
(NTU)
Ammonia-N
(mg/L)
Chlorophyll a 
(µg/L)
Nitrate-N 
(mg/L)
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
(mg/L)
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
(mg/L)
Total Phosphorus 
(mg/L)
Total Suspended 
Solids
(mg/L)
SW01 (2018) NA 10.31 5.97 264 0.149 8.44 23.2 0.06 87.4 0.41 0.008 0.02 0.04 0.06 7
S-4 (Historic) NA 8.49 8.76 NA 0.141 19.49 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
SW02 (2018) NA 9.71 7.54 224 0.118 6.05 11.3 0.06 58.6 0.41 0.007 0.03 0.15 0.17 7
S-3 (Historic) NA 8.62 8.96 NA 0.141 18.62 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
SW03 (2018) NA 9.63 7.29 234 0.123 6.22 11.2 0.08 22.6 0.50 0.006 0.02 0.07 0.08 6
S-1 (Historic) NA 8.27 8.90 NA 0.140 18.80 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
SW04 (2018) NA 9.82 7.38 224 0.116 5.99 9.1 0.06 46.4 0.37 0.005 0.02 0.04 0.13 7
S-2 (Historic) NA 8.52 8.96 NA 0.139 18.62 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
* NA: Not applicable
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018 1 of 1
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or given by SUEZ
Date: 5/2018 
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 Figure 4: Watershed Surficial Geologic Map
      West Amwell Township 
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Figure 6: Penn-SUEZ and Historic Study Sampling Locations
      West Amwell Township 
 Hunterdon County, New Jersey
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Figure 7: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Dissolved Oxygen
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 8: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: pH
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance
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Figure 9: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Oxidation-Reduction Potential
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 10: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Specific Conductivity
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 11: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Temperature
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance
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Figure 12: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Turbidity
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 13: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Ammonia-N
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 14: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Chlorophyll a
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 15: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Nitrate-N
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 16: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Soluble Reactive Phosphorus
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 17: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Total Dissolved Phosphorus
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM
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Figure 18: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Total Particulate Phosphorus
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 19: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Total Phosphorus
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM 
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Figure 20: Location Specific Water Below the Surface: Total Suspended Solids
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 21: Overall Water Below the Surface: Dissolved Oxygen
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 22: Overall Water Below the Surface: pH
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 23: Overall Water Below the Surface: Oxidation-Reduction Potential
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 24: Overall Water Below the Surface: Specific Conductivity
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 25: Overall Water Below the Surface: Temperature
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 26: Overall Water Below the Surface: Turbidity
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 27: Overall Water Below the Surface: Ammonia-N
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 28: Overall Water Below the Surface: Chlorophyll a
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 29: Overall Water Below the Surface: Nitrate-N
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 30: Overall Water Below the Surface: Soluble Reactive Phosphorus
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 31: Overall Water Below the Surface: Total Dissolved Phosphorus
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 32: Overall Water Below the Surface: Total Particulate Phosphorus
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 33: Overall Water Below the Surface: Total Phosphorus
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
May, 2018
Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM or provided by SUEZ
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Figure 34: Overall Reservoir Water Below the Surface: Total Suspended Solids
Date: 5/2018 
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Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance
Location ID SW01 SW01 SW01
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Depth 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5 
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Appearance Cloudy Clear Clear
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 11.37 9.04 10.51
pH 6.41 5.51 5.98
Redox Poten al (mV) 227 230 336
Speci c Conduc vity (mS/cm) 0.150 0.210 0.086
Temperature (Degrees C) 6.24 12.13 6.96
Turbidity (NTU) 53.0 10.6 6.0
Parameter
Location ID SW02 SW02 SW02
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/15/2018
Depth 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5 
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Appearance Clear Clear Clear
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 15.42 5.93 8.02
pH 8.6 6.27 7.74
Redox Poten al (mV) 90 254 329
Speci c Conduc vity (mS/cm) 0.116 0.141 0.097
Temperature (Degrees C) 3.07 10.03 5.06
Turbidity (NTU) 17.7 9.9 6.3
Parameter
Location ID SW03 SW03 SW03
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Depth 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5 
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Appearance Clear Clear Clear
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 14.33 5.00 9.55
pH 8.11 6.24 7.53
Redox Poten al (mV) 135 251 317
Speci c Conduc vity (mS/cm) 0.120 0.145 0.103
Temperature (Degrees C) 3.68 9.30 5.67
Turbidity (NTU) 16.8 11.1 5.6
Parameter
Location ID SW04 SW04 SW04
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Depth 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5 
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Appearance Clear Clear Clear
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 13.58 5.63 10.26
pH 8.43 6.35 7.35
Redox Poten al (mV) 96 234 342
Speci c Conduc vity (mS/cm) 0.120 0.142 0.085
Temperature (Degrees C) 3.27 9.77 4.92
Turbidity (NTU) 12.7 9.9 4.6
Parameter
Note: Map precision subject to the limitations of source materials and professional judgement
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Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
 2018
  January-March 2018 - Collected Laboratory Analyzed Parameters
          West Amwell Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey
Cartnick, K. W., and Lubnow, F. S. (2013). Responding to Customer Concerns about Cyanotoxins: A
            Case Study. SUEZ/United Water/Princeton Hydro, LLC. November.
ECM. (2018). Laboratory Analytical Report for Penn-SUEZ January-March 2018 Sampling Events at
            the Swan Creek Reservoir.  February-March.
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, analyzed by ECM
ND = Non-detect (method detection limit shown)
Legend
Surface Water Sampling Location
Water Body (Lake)
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Location ID SW01 SW01 SW01
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Sample Depth 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Ammonia-N (mg/L) ND <0.01 0.15 0.02
Chlorophyll a (μg/L) 253.0 4.7 4.5
Nitrate-N (mg/L) 0.58 0.40 0.26
Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.006 0.008 0.009
Total Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.03 0.01 0.03
Total Particulate Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.04 0.05 0.02
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.07 0.05 0.05
Total Suspended Solids (mg/L) 6 9 7
Parameter
Location ID SW02 SW02 SW02
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Sample Depth 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Ammonia-N (mg/L) ND <0.01 0.15 0.01
Chlorophyll a (μg/L) 166.0 2.8 6.9
Nitrate-N (mg/L) 0.57 0.41 0.25
Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.006 0.009 0.005
Total Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.04 0.02 0.02
Total Particulate Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.18 0.19 0.08
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.22 0.19 0.10
Total Suspended Solids (mg/L) 5 8 7
Parameter
Location ID SW03 SW03 SW03
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Sample Depth 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Ammonia-N (mg/L) ND <0.01 0.20 0.02
Chlorophyll a (μg/L) 64.0 3.3 ND <0.6
Nitrate-N (mg/L) 0.69 0.42 0.39
Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.005 0.010 0.003
Total Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.02 0.01 0.02
Total Particulate Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.08 0.04 0.08
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.10 0.04 0.10
Total Suspended Solids (mg/L) 5 7 6
Parameter
Location ID SW04 SW04 SW04
Sampling Date 1/30/2018 2/22/2018 3/13/2018
Sample Depth 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft 0-0.5 ft
Sample Matrix Surface Water Surface Water Surface Water
Ammonia-N (mg/L) ND <0.01 0.15 0.03
Chlorophyll a (μg/L) 131.0 7.7 ND <0.6
Nitrate-N (mg/L) 0.59 0.37 0.14
Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.006 0.009 0.003
Total Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.02 0.02 0.02
Total Particulate Phosphorus (mg/L) ND <0.01 0.08 0.04
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.26 0.08 0.06
Total Suspended Solids (mg/L) 9 7 5
Parameter
Note: Map precision subject to the limitations of source materials and professional judgement
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Photo 1: Canada Geese on Reservoir, Eastward View - Project Kick-Off Meeting, 1/18/2018 
Photo 2: Sampling Location SW01, Eastward View - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 3: View toward Boat, Northward View – January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
Photo 4: Sampling Location SW02, Eastward View - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 5: Sampling Location SW03, Westward View - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
Photo 6: Sampling Location SW04, Westward View - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 7: M. Nogier Collects at Location SW04 - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 (E. Brown) 
Photo 8: Samples on Ice Prior to Shipment to Laboratory - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 8: Sampling Location SW01, Eastern View – February Sampling Event, 2/22/2018 
Photo 9: Sampling Location SW02, Western View - February Sampling Event, 2/22/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation 
May, 2018 
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Photo 10: Sampling Location SW03, Western View – February Sampling Event, 2/22/2018 
Photo 11: Sampling Location SW04, Western View - February Sampling Event, 2/22/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 12: Sample Labelling with Field Blank – February Sampling Event, 2/22/2018 
Photo 13: Deciduous Forest/Wetland Surrounding Reservoir - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Photo 14: Sample Cooler with Sample Location Map - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
Photo 15: Horiba U-52 Water Quality Meter Calibration - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation 
May, 2018 
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Photo 16: Sampling Location SW01 - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
Photo 17: Boat Docking Location, Southward View - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation 
May, 2018 
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Photo 18: Sampling Location SW02, Westward View - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
Photo 19: Sampling Location SW03, Westward View - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation 
May, 2018 
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Photo 20: Sampling Location SW04, Southward View - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
Photo 21: Sample Labelling with Field Blank - March Sampling Event, 3/13/2018 
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation 
May, 2018 
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Photo 22: Samples on Ice Prior to Shipment to Laboratory - January Sampling Event, 1/30/2018 
Date: 5/2018 
M. Nogier MSAG Project Design
Appendix B: Sampling Program Health and Safety Documentation 
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Appendix D - Collected and Historic Analytical Data
Ammonia-N
(mg/L)
Chlorophyll a
(µg/L)
Nitrate-N
(mg/L)
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Phosphorus
(mg/L)
Total Suspended 
Solids
(mg/L)
Appearance
Dissolved 
Oxygen
(mg/L)
pH
Oxidation-
Reduction 
Potential
(mV)
Specific 
Conductivity
(mS/cm)
Temperature
(°C)
Turbidity 
(NTU)
7/31/2012 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.60 26.60 8.8 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
1/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 8.00 3.5 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
2/27/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface North 15.60 7.75 0.090 4.55 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
2/27/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 1 15.80 7.75 0.088 4.56 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
2/27/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 2 15.30 7.78 0.093 4.53 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
2/27/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Dam/Intakes 14.80 7.80 0.091 4.84 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
2/28/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.50 6.90 3.5 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 25.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 7.59 14.00 0.145 4.87 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.80 13.03 0.146 4.90 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.90 13.44 0.147 5.05 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.97 13.71 0.146 5.63 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/14/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface North (S-1) 7.32 12.81 0.154 6.38 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/14/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.68 12.74 0.157 6.69 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/14/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.46 12.87 0.156 7.14 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/14/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.52 12.59 0.153 7.20 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/15/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 25.9 0.04 3 Lambertville Reservoir
3/28/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 22.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/28/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/28/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 23.0 0.03 3 Lambertville Reservoir
3/28/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface North (S-1) 7.49 10.77 0.149 7.38 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/28/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 8.01 13.41 0.149 7.21 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/28/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 8.02 13.08 0.151 7.16 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/28/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.04 13.20 0.150 7.21 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.70 8.30 4.0 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
4/4/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface North (S-1) 7.69 11.87 0.161 9.01 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/4/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.74 11.92 0.161 9.16 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/4/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.95 12.61 0.162 8.92 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/4/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.23 12.31 0.161 9.78 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/9/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.90 14.00 0.159 13.20 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/16/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 11.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 12.0 0.03 3 Lambertville Reservoir
4/16/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface North (S-1) 8.44 11.41 0.156 14.91 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/16/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 8.19 10.90 0.156 14.90 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/16/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.94 10.35 0.159 14.67 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/16/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.71 10.33 0.159 14.86 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/23/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 10.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/23/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.003 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/23/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/23/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake ND <0.01 9.3 0.07 0.003 0.01 4 Lambertville Reservoir
4/23/2013 Reservoir 290.05 Surface North (S-1) 7.93 10.83 0.158 14.08 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/23/2013 Reservoir 290.05 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 8.02 10.86 0.159 14.38 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/23/2013 Reservoir 290.05 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.83 10.23 0.161 15.08 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/23/2013 Reservoir 290.05 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.64 9.88 0.161 15.25 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/30/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.60 14.10 3.9 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
5/10/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 5.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/10/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/10/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 5.8 0.04 ND <2 Lambertville Reservoir
5/10/2013 Reservoir 290.10 Surface North (S-1) 7.90 9.60 0.168 19.92 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/10/2013 Reservoir 290.10 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.74 9.41 0.167 19.43 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/10/2013 Reservoir 290.10 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.84 8.99 0.169 20.00 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/10/2013 Reservoir 290.10 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.85 8.81 0.171 19.62 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 10.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.005 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake ND <0.01 9.9 0.09 0.005 0.02 -0.07 0.04 Lambertville Reservoir
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 6.90 8.72 0.168 19.55 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.21 8.11 0.167 19.61 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.27 8.27 0.167 19.50 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/17/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.28 8.29 0.167 19.33 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/30/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 6.94 8.68 0.169 22.94 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/30/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.08 9.75 0.167 23.35 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 18.80 5.0 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
5/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 22.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.003 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/31/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.06 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/31/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.02 24.0 0.10 0.003 0.02 -0.08 0.06 8 Lambertville Reservoir
5/31/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface North (S-1) 7.20 8.44 0.176 24.44 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/31/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.24 9.07 0.176 23.26 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/31/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.22 8.76 0.175 22.92 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/31/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.00 8.64 0.175 23.39 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/12/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 39.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
6/12/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.08 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
6/12/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 39.0 0.08 5 Lambertville Reservoir
6/12/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface North (S-1) 7.07 8.41 0.102 22.09 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/12/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.06 8.49 0.103 21.85 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/12/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.10 8.49 0.105 21.41 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/12/2013 Reservoir 290.1 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 6.99 8.61 0.104 21.47 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/26/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 6.87 6.67 0.121 27.70 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/30/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 22.50 9.3 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
7/5/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 41.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/5/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.017 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.08 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 41.5 0.18 0.017 0.05 -0.13 0.08 9 Lambertville Reservoir
7/5/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface North (S-1) 6.56 7.49 0.122 28.52 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/5/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 6.87 7.69 0.121 28.28 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/5/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 6.98 7.67 0.121 28.27 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/5/2013 Reservoir 290 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.02 7.61 0.121 27.97 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
In Situ Water Quality Parameters
SourceDate Location Depth Sample Location
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Swan Creek Reservoir
Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, provided by SUEZ, or analyzed by ECM
Appendix D - Collected and Historic Analytical Data
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In Situ Water Quality Parameters
SourceDate Location Depth Sample Location
Staff Depth
(ft)
Lab Analyzed Parameters
7/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.60 7.12 0.118 28.64 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/19/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 47.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/19/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.08 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/19/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 47.5 0.08 3 Lambertville Reservoir
7/19/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface North (S-1) 6.60 7.44 0.128 31.28 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/19/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 6.84 7.63 0.127 31.31 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/19/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 6.94 8.29 0.127 31.69 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/19/2013 Reservoir 289.9 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 6.91 7.66 0.127 31.18 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/24/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.01 5.51 0.121 28.65 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.30 26.90 6.2 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
8/2/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 26.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/2/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.008 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/2/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.07 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/2/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.01 27.2 0.12 0.008 0.03 -0.09 0.07 11 Lambertville Reservoir
8/2/2013 Reservoir 290.0 Surface North (S-1) 7.43 7.92 0.128 25.48 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/2/2013 Reservoir 290.0 Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.10 7.07 0.128 25.26 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/2/2013 Reservoir 290.0 Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.03 6.80 0.129 25.11 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/2/2013 Reservoir 290.0 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.04 7.10 0.129 26.29 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 32.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 34.1 0.05 11 Lambertville Reservoir
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 7.19 8.29 0.131 24.69 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 7.38 8.57 0.130 25.05 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.37 8.32 0.130 25.14 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/16/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.43 7.90 0.129 24.42 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 25.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.002 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.06 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake ND <0.01 24.7 0.1 0.002 0.01 -0.09 0.06 6 Lambertville Reservoir
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 6.98 8.16 0.130 25.79 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 6.91 8.47 0.128 26.32 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 7.10 8.77 0.126 26.44 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/27/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.14 8.52 0.128 25.74 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.60 24.70 6.0 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
9/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 6.20 6.08 0.131 25.70 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 18.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 18.4 0.04 3 Lambertville Reservoir
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 6.56 8.02 0.142 25.45 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 1 (S-2) 6.90 7.60 0.139 25.45 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Mid 2 (S-3) 6.98 7.75 0.139 25.27 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/13/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.04 8.27 0.139 25.38 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/18/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.77 9.40 0.135 20.70 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/30/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.80 23.00 4.4 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
10/5/2013 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.28 9.63 0.142 21.69 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
10/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 17.90 4.8 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
11/20/2013 Reservoir 287.05 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 7.17 10.54 0.163 8.18 20131120 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
11/30/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.60 11.80 8.6 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
12/31/2013 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 7.50 7.8 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
1/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.20 4.20 6.3 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
2/28/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.00 3.70 4.0 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.00 6.00 3.8 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 3.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.005 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 3.1 0.3 0.005 0.04 4 Lambertville Reservoir
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 11.37 7.37 0.099 6.09 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 11.18 7.18 0.095 5.95 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 11.29 7.19 0.118 6.34 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
3/31/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 11.07 7.20 0.120 6.75 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 16.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.001 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.02 17.0 0.12 ND <0.002 0.05 3 Lambertville Reservoir
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 9.91 7.69 0.137 17.85 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 10.20 7.63 0.132 17.77 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 10.66 7.62 0.131 17.14 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/15/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 10.43 7.58 0.131 17.06 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/19/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 11.03 7.84 0.121 15.66 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/19/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 11.16 7.79 0.120 15.67 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/19/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 10.04 7.65 0.120 15.54 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/19/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 10.21 7.58 0.121 15.47 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
4/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 5.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.002 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
4/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 6.3 0.1 0.002 0.04 ND <3 Lambertville Reservoir
4/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.20 14.30 5.1 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
5/13/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.57 7.32 0.087 20.22 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 42.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.009 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.07 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 43.0 0.16 0.009 0.07 9 Lambertville Reservoir
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 6.12 6.81 0.114 19.43 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 7.17 6.77 0.112 19.67 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 7.74 6.80 0.112 19.78 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.08 6.83 0.111 20.07 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
5/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 6.70 19.00 9.2 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.00 24.40 6.8 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 30.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.007 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
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6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.07 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake ND <0.01 32.0 0.06 0.007 0.07 10 Lambertville Reservoir
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 8.43 7.61 0.140 27.38 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 8.69 7.57 0.138 27.21 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 8.13 7.43 0.138 27.09 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
6/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.39 7.38 0.138 27.50 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 36.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.001 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake ND <0.01 36.0 0.07 ND <0.002 0.05 6 Lambertville Reservoir
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 8.81 7.39 0.148 25.21 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 9.42 7.97 0.147 25.63 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 9.26 8.21 0.147 25.94 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.78 8.03 0.147 26.15 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
7/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 26.50 6.7 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
8/5/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 38.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/5/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.001 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/5/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.05 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/5/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.02 38.0 0.06 ND <0.002 0.05 6 Lambertville Reservoir
8/5/2014 Reservoir 288.2 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 12.27 9.36 0.143 26.57 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/13/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 11.08 9.46 0.164 25.19 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 100.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.001 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.09 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.07 340.0 0.03 ND <0.002 0.09 22 Lambertville Reservoir
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 11.84 9.17 0.157 24.61 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 12.38 9.19 0.156 24.64 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 11.06 9.53 0.151 24.21 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/20/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 12.72 9.72 0.156 24.62 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
8/28/2014 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 6.30 20140828 Unknown Author - Notes regarding Cyanotoxin Webcast Project
9/12/2014 Reservoir 288.0 Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 9.18 8.40 0.173 24.11 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.011 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.07 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.3 6.3 0.12 0.011 0.07 ND <3 Lambertville Reservoir
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface North (S-1) 8.22 6.99 0.180 21.19 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-2 8.24 7.10 0.180 21.23 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface S-3 8.39 7.13 0.180 21.13 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
9/29/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 8.02 7.33 0.181 21.12 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
10/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 24.0 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
10/30/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.004 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
10/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20141211 Princeton Hydro - Water Quality Report for Lambertville Reservoir (2013 - 2014) (A)
10/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 24.0 0.07 0.004 0.04 7 Lambertville Reservoir
10/30/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 9.81 7.02 0.174 14.36 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
12/8/2014 Reservoir NA Surface Dam/Intakes (S-4) 11.48 7.22 0.145 3.00 20141208 Unknown Author - Reservoir WQ
12/31/2014 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.30 3.80 5.3 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
1/31/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.30 3.50 4.5 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
2/28/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.20 3.50 3.3 20141231 Unknown Author - Raw Water Data
3/30/2015 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 12.00 -5.00 20150330 Unknown Author - Notes regarding DO, Temperature, Secci depth
3/31/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 13.0 0.04 20150427 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Chlorophyll-a
4/15/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 10.5 0.05 20150427 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Chlorophyll-a
4/27/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 5.5 0.02 20150427 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Chlorophyll-a
5/11/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 9.48 7.94 22.40 20150626 Unknown Author - Sampling Sheet
5/26/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 10.70 7.56 22.10 20150626 Unknown Author - Sampling Sheet
6/9/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.40 20150622 Princeton Hydro - Lambertville Reservoir
6/15/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 9.43 7.51 20.10 20150626 Unknown Author - Sampling Sheet
6/15/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.89 20150622 Princeton Hydro - Lambertville Reservoir
6/26/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake NA 7.74 25.30 20150626 Unknown Author - Sampling Sheet
6/26/2015 Assumed Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.74 25.30 20150626 Princeton Hydro - Re Samples
6/26/2015 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.84 7.74 25.30 20160626 Unknown Author -Notes regarding pH and DO of Reservoir
6/29/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 12.5 0.03 20150908 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
6/29/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 12.5 0.03 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
6/29/2015 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.04 20150713 Princeton Hydro - Re FW Treatment (A)
7/1/2015 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.40 20150713 Princeton Hydro - Re FW Treatment (A)
7/8/2015 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.85 20150713 Princeton Hydro - Re FW Treatment (A)
7/13/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.5 0.05 20150908 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
7/13/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.5 0.05 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
7/13/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 20150731 Princeton Hydro - update on the T&O and water quality data for Lambertville
7/27/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 29.0 0.03 20150908 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
7/27/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 29.0 0.03 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
7/27/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 0.03 20150731 Princeton Hydro - update on the T&O and water quality data for Lambertville
8/10/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 15.0 0.04 20150908 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
8/10/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 15.0 0.04 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
8/24/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 46.0 0.03 20150908 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
8/24/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 46.0 0.03 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
9/15/2015 Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 33.0 0.04 20151022 Unknown Author - Geosmin, MIB, Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
6/1/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 25.70 20161221 SUEZ - FW FW Treatment Lambertville
9/1/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.97 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/2/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.92 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/3/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.01 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/4/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.00 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/5/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.88 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/6/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.10 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/7/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.05 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/8/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.07 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/9/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.97 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/10/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.25 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/11/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.18 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/12/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.90 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/13/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.88 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
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9/14/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.03 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/15/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.99 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/16/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.08 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/17/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.98 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/18/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.95 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/19/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.92 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/20/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.98 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/21/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.97 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/22/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.85 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/23/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.07 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/24/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.17 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/25/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.18 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/26/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.74 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/27/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.80 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/28/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.85 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/29/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.87 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
9/30/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.74 Unknown Date SUEZ - Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment Plan for SUEZ Water Lambertville
11/15/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.88 20161115 SUEZ - Analytical Report
11/15/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 11.30 20161115 SUEZ - Analytical Report
12/5/2016 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 8.01 10.00 20161205 SUEZ - Analytical Report
4/14/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Clear 9.51 7.77 0.117 15.51 20170414 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report
4/14/2017 Reservoir NA Surface Assumed Near Intake 7.77 20170420 Princeton Hydro - Lambertville data results
5/11/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Brownish 5.66 6.48 0.130 16.92 20170511 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report
5/24/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake 21.16 20170525 Princeton Hydro - Re Lambertville Reservoir - May 24 Notes
7/18/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Clear/brownish 6.47 7.52 0.140 27.63 20170718 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report (A)
7/27/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Green film 7.22 7.66 0.142 26.15 20170727 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report
8/15/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Clear 7.45 7.76 0.148 25.47 20170815 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report
10/3/2017 Assumed Reservoir NA Assumed Surface Assumed Near Intake Brownish tint 8.67 7.90 0.164 20.91 20171003 Princeton Hydro - Princeton Hydro Service Report
1/30/2018 Reservoir 289.0 Surface SW01-20180130 ND <0.01 253.0 0.58 0.006 0.03 0.04 0.07 6 Cloudy 11.37 6.41 227 0.150 6.24 53.0 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
1/30/2018 Reservoir 289.0 Surface SW02-20180130 ND <0.01 166.0 0.57 0.006 0.04 0.18 0.22 5 Clear 15.42 8.60 90 0.116 3.07 17.7 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
1/30/2018 Reservoir 289.0 Surface SW03-20180130 ND <0.01 64.0 0.69 0.005 0.02 0.08 0.10 5 Clear 14.33 8.11 135 0.120 3.68 16.8 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
1/30/2018 Reservoir 289.0 Surface SW04-20180130 ND <0.01 131.0 0.59 0.006 0.02 ND <0.01 0.26 9 Clear 13.58 8.43 96 0.120 3.27 12.7 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
1/30/2018 NA NA NA FB-20180130 ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
2/22/2018 Reservoir 289.6 Surface SW01-20180222 0.15 4.7 0.40 0.008 0.01 0.05 0.05 9 Cloudy 9.04 5.51 230 0.210 12.13 10.6 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
2/22/2018 Reservoir 289.6 Surface SW02-20180222 0.15 2.8 0.41 0.009 0.02 0.19 0.19 8 Clear 5.93 6.27 254 0.141 10.03 9.9 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
2/22/2018 Reservoir 289.6 Surface SW03-20180222 0.20 3.3 0.42 0.010 0.01 0.04 0.04 7 Clear 5.00 6.24 251 0.145 9.30 11.1 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
2/22/2018 Reservoir 289.6 Surface SW04-20180222 0.15 7.7 0.37 0.009 0.02 0.08 0.08 7 Clear 5.63 6.35 234 0.142 9.77 9.9 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
2/22/2018 NA NA NA FB-20180222 ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
3/13/2018 Reservoir 290.1 Surface SW01-20180313 0.02 4.5 0.26 0.009 0.03 0.02 0.05 7 Clear 10.51 5.98 336 0.086 6.96 6.0 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
3/13/2018 Reservoir 290.1 Surface SW02-20180313 0.01 6.9 0.25 0.005 0.02 0.08 0.10 7 Clear 8.02 7.74 329 0.097 5.06 6.3 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
3/13/2018 Reservoir 290.1 Surface SW03-20180313 0.02 ND <0.6 0.39 0.003 0.02 0.08 0.10 6 Clear 9.55 7.53 317 0.103 5.67 5.6 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
3/13/2018 Reservoir 290.1 Surface SW04-20180313 0.03 ND <0.6 0.14 0.003 0.02 0.04 0.06 5 Clear 10.26 7.35 342 0.085 4.92 4.6 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
3/13/2018 NA NA NA FB-20180313 ND <0.01 ND <0.3 ND <0.02 ND <0.002 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <0.01 ND <3 Field Collected Data/EDCI Lab Report
*NA: Not applicable
**ND: Non-detect (method detection limit shown)
M. Nogier - MSAG Project Design
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Data collected by M. Nogier with SUEZ assistance, provided by SUEZ, or analyzed by ECM
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Appendix E: EDR Historical Topo Map Report 
EDR Historical Topo Map Report
Inquiry Number:
6 Armstrong Road, 4th floor 
Shelton, CT 06484
Toll Free: 800.352.0050 
www.edrnet.com
with QuadMatch™
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
756 Brunswick Pike
Lambertville, NJ 08530
January 11, 2018
5156312.4
EDR Historical Topo Map Report 
EDR Inquiry # 
Search Results:
P.O.#
Project:
Maps Provided:
Disclaimer - Copyright and Trademark Notice
EDR and its logos (including Sanborn and Sanborn Map) are trademarks of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates. All other trademarks used herein 
are the property of their respective owners.
page-
Coordinates:
Latitude: 
Longitude: 
UTM Zone: 
UTM X Meters: 
UTM Y Meters: 
Elevation:
Contact:
Site Name: Client Name:
2014
1995
1973
1968, 1970
1953, 1954
1943
1907
1906
1894
1891
1890
01/11/18
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation Matthew Nogier
756 Brunswick Pike 47 Lambert Ln, Apt 8,
Lambertville, NJ 08530 Lambertville, NJ 08530
5156312.4 Matthew Nogier
EDR Topographic Map Library has been searched by EDR and maps covering the target property location as provided by
Matthew Nogier were identified for the years listed below. EDR’s Historical Topo Map Report is designed to assist
professionals in evaluating potential liability on a target property resulting from past activities. EDRs Historical Topo Map
Report includes a search of a collection of public and private color historical topographic maps, dating back to the late
1800s.
NA 40.363232 40° 21' 48" North
Swan Creek Reservoir Invest. -74.918887 -74° 55' 8" West
Zone 18 North
506886.96
4468076.84
273.91' above sea level
This Report contains certain information obtained from a variety of public and other sources reasonably available to Environmental Data Resources, Inc. It cannot
be concluded from this Report that coverage information for the target and surrounding properties does not exist from other sources. NO WARRANTY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. SPECIFICALLY
DISCLAIMS THE MAKING OF ANY SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE
OR PURPOSE. ALL RISK IS ASSUMED BY THE USER. IN NO EVENT SHALL ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. BE LIABLE TO ANYONE,
WHETHER ARISING OUT OF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS, NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, FOR ANY LOSS OF DAMAGE, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA RESOURCES, INC. IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THIS REPORT. Purchaser accepts this Report "AS IS". Any
analyses, estimates, ratings, environmental risk levels or risk codes provided in this Report are provided for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended to
provide, nor should they be interpreted as providing any facts regarding, or prediction or forecast of, any environmental risk for any property. Only a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment performed by an environmental professional can provide information regarding the environmental risk for any property.
Additionally, the information provided in this Report is not to be construed as legal advice.
Copyright 2018 by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any media or format, in whole or in part, of any report or map of
Environmental Data Resources, Inc., or its affiliates, is prohibited without prior written permission.
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This EDR Topo Map Report is based upon the following USGS topographic map sheets.
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1894 Source Sheets
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1891 Source Sheets
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15-minute, 62500
1890 Source Sheets
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Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
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Appendix F: EDR Aerial Photo Decade Package 
The EDR Aerial Photo Decade Package
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
756 Brunswick Pike
Lambertville, NJ 08530
Inquiry Number:
January 11, 2018
5156312.9
6 Armstrong Road, 4th floor
Shelton, CT 06484
Toll Free: 800.352.0050
www.edrnet.com
2010 1"=1000' Flight Year: 2010 USDA/NAIP
2006 1"=1000' Flight Year: 2006 USDA/NAIP
2005 1"=1000' Flight Year: 2005 USDA/NAIP
1999 1"=1000' Acquisition Date: April 13, 1999 USGS/DOQQ
1995 1"=1000' Flight Date: March 25, 1995 USGS
1991 1"=1000' Flight Date: March 10, 1991 USGS
1985 1"=1000' Flight Date: March 26, 1985 USGS
1983 1"=1000' Flight Date: March 03, 1983 USGS
1974 1"=1000' Flight Date: March 11, 1974 Aerial Viewpoint
1965 1"=1000' Flight Date: April 04, 1965 USGS
1962 1"=1000' Flight Date: January 16, 1962 EDR Proprietary Aerial Viewpoint
1953 1"=1000' Flight Date: May 24, 1953 USGS
1951 1"=1000' Flight Date: April 24, 1951 EDR Proprietary Aerial Viewpoint
1947 1"=1000' Flight Date: June 01, 1947 USDA
1940 1"=1000' Flight Date: April 07, 1940 Aerial Viewpoint
1938 1"=1000' Flight Date: January 05, 1938 USDA
1931 1"=1000' Flight Date: January 01, 1931 EDR/EdrAerials
EDR Aerial Photo Decade Package 01/11/18
Swan Creek Reservoir Investigation
Site Name: Client Name:
Matthew Nogier
756 Brunswick Pike 47 Lambert Ln, Apt 8,
Lambertville, NJ 08530 Lambertville, NJ 08530
EDR Inquiry # 5156312.9 Contact: Matthew Nogier
Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) Aerial Photo Decade Package is a screening tool designed to assist
environmental professionals in evaluating potential liability on a target property resulting from past activities. EDR’s
professional researchers provide digitally reproduced historical aerial photographs, and when available, provide one photo
per decade.
Search Results:
Year Scale Details Source
When delivered electronically by EDR, the aerial photo images included with this report are for ONE TIME USE
ONLY. Further reproduction of these aerial photo images is prohibited without permission from EDR. For more
information contact your EDR Account Executive.
Disclaimer - Copyright and Trademark Notice
This Report contains certain information obtained from a variety of public and other sources reasonably available to Environmental Data Resources, Inc. It cannot
be concluded from this Report that coverage information for the target and surrounding properties does not exist from other sources. NO WARRANTY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. SPECIFICALLY
DISCLAIMS THE MAKING OF ANY SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE
OR PURPOSE. ALL RISK IS ASSUMED BY THE USER. IN NO EVENT SHALL ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. BE LIABLE TO ANYONE,
WHETHER ARISING OUT OF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS, NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, FOR ANY LOSS OF DAMAGE, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA RESOURCES, INC. IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THIS REPORT. Purchaser accepts this Report "AS IS". Any
analyses, estimates, ratings, environmental risk levels or risk codes provided in this Report are provided for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended to
provide, nor should they be interpreted as providing any facts regarding, or prediction or forecast of, any environmental risk for any property. Only a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment performed by an environmental professional can provide information regarding the environmental risk for any property.
Additionally, the information provided in this Report is not to be construed as legal advice.
Copyright 2018 by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any media or format, in whole or in part, of any report or map of
Environmental Data Resources, Inc., or its affiliates, is prohibited without prior written permission.
EDR and its logos (including Sanborn and Sanborn Map) are trademarks of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates. All other trademarks used herein are
the property of their respective owners.
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Appendix H: ECM Final Laboratory Report - January 2018 Sampling Event 
ECM 
environmental compliance monitoring, inc. 
349 Route 206, Hillsborough, New Jersey  08876                4787 Merlot Drive, Viera, Florida   32955 
PHONE: 908-874-0990              FAX: 908-874-0920          ecm-inc@att.net        PH: (321) 636-5010   FAX: (321) 636-5010 
February 19, 2018 
David Fournier 
Operations Manager 
SUEZ 
756 Brunswick Pike 
Lambertville, NJ 08530 
Dear Mr. Fournier: 
Analysis of the Swan Creek Reservoir samples received January 30, 2018 has been completed.  The results 
are presented in the attached tables.  An invoice is attached.  
If you have any questions pertaining to the analysis, please feel free to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. 
Thomas Grenci 
Thomas Grenci 
Laboratory Manager 
#2194/5021
Cc: Matthew Nogier 
      Accounts Payable
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 02/19/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5021 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218340 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 01/30/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW01-20180130 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 49966 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 01/30/18; 1620 8 2.4 253 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 02/06/18; 1415 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 01/31/18; 1137 1 0.02 0.58 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E 01/31/18; 1040 1 0.002 0.006 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.03 
Total Phosphate-P 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.07 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/06/18; 0830 1 3 6 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
02/08/18; 1040 1 N/E 0.019 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.005 
Total Particulate 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.04 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 02/19/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5021 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218340 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 01/30/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW02-20180130 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 49967 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 01/30/18; 1620 4 1.2 166 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 02/06/18; 1415 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 01/31/18; 1137 1 0.02 0.57 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E 01/31/18; 1040 1 0.002 0.006 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.04 
Total Phosphate-P 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.22 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/06/18; 0830 1 3 5 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
02/08/18; 1040 1 N/E 0.018 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.016 
Total Particulate 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.18 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 02/19/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5021 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218340 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 01/30/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW03-20180130 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 49968 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 01/30/18; 1620 2 0.6 64 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 02/06/18; 1415 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 01/31/18; 1137 1 0.02 0.69 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E 01/31/18; 1040 1 0.002 0.005 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphate-P 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.10 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/06/18; 0830 1 3 5 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
02/08/18; 1040 1 N/E 0.017 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.002 
Total Particulate 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.08 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 02/19/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5021 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218340 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 01/30/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW04-20180130 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 49969 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 01/30/18; 1620 4 1.2 131 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 02/06/18; 1415 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 01/31/18; 1137 1 0.02 0.59 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E 01/31/18; 1040 1 0.002 0.006 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
02/19/18; 1515 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphate-P 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
02/01/18; 1140 1 0.01 0.26 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/06/18; 0830 1 3 9 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
02/08/18; 1040 1 N/E 0.014 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - 0.24 
Total Particulate 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 02/19/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5021 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218340 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 01/30/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- FB-20180130 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 49970 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 01/30/18; 1620 1 0.3 ND <0.3 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 02/06/18; 1415 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 01/31/18; 1137 1 0.02 ND <0.02 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E 01/31/18; 1040 1 0.002 ND <0.002 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
02/19/18; 1515 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Phosphate-P 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
02/19/18; 1515 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/06/18; 0830 1 3 ND <3 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphate-P 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
02/08/18; 1040 1 N/E ND <0.002 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphate-P 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
QA Report  - Duplicate and Matrix Spike Recovery 
ANALYTE:   Total Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49947 0.09 0.30 0.42 110 95-113
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49947 0.09 0.30 0.42 110 0 ±6 
ANALYTE:   Total Dissolved Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49959 0.04 0.30 0.33 97 88-112
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49959 0.04 0.30 0.34 100 -2.98 ±9 
ANALYTE:   Soluble Reactive Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49966 0.006 0.040 0.047 102 63-129
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49966 0.006 0.040 0.047 102 0 ±3 
ANALYTE:   Dissolved Hydrolysable Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49960 0.010 0.040 0.048 95 N/E 
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49960 0.010 0.040 0.048 95 0 N/E 
ANALYTE:   Nitrate-N 
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49947 0.19 0.40 0.64 112 53-143
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49947 0.19 0.40 0.66 118 -3.08 ± 18 
ANALYTE:   Chlorophyll-a 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
49969 131 130 0.77 ± 21 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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ANALYTE:   Ammonia-N undistilled  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49966 <0.01 0.040 0.036 91 40-160
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49966 <0.01 0.040 0.036 91 0 ± 30 
ANALYTE:   Total Suspended Solids 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
49983 3 3 0 ± 18 
E CM,49 us Highway 206, Hillsborough NJ 08844 (908) 874-0990 CDC NO: 
CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 

PROJECT NO. PROJECT NAMEp~()t\ -SUet LAB USE :;;0: :;;0: 
S\NW\ Cce.(Lf..­ ~f\iC' (" \f\V~-h~ c---t-; m 9 
...... 
='TI 0 rJl ONLY0 0 '"CI ~ :;;0: ~.., t"'X NO "'l »z ~ .... REGULATORY? YES (j "'l --l >~ 0~ _. ~ ~ JOB NO:DATE SAMPLERS NAME 0 e.!. 5""C rJl ~ --ltrJ (j (j(j ~:;;0: '<_:::t ~ .... = .1 J50/.1-1 NCJ';Q\ ~ /II (1) (j > t::It"'MC>..~~t( '>N. _. ­ ::tI LOT NO:.!!!.~ > (j 0z (j ....- --l t::I ~::::!. .... 8trJ - -< (j::tI (1) SAMPLE TIME COMP STATION LOCATION trJrJl SAMPLE NUMBERS DATE OR GRAB 
11-10 (j.~ II:ZO 6e.1\~ S~ol - ~15~oi3'c b if ;), 7'l9~ 
llro/J.s I g : z(p G.~A-t <;. w c::l. .- ;;l.c1& c1..3'c b 'f ;( ~7 
1-/10 )'!~ (1.. :59 6~A-~ Sv-J()3 .- Ol..c:Uc ~3b b 1 ? ro~ 
.1/:10 1~3 ,g:05 "R"'~ S \,~ t>,-\ - ;;lC1..M ~ SC) c If .~ (Ofj 
i/s()/'l.-l 14:15 O-.A/Q<':' ~t - ~c:i-~(!13t. b r a w 76 
COOLER TEMP:I.it pH<2 COMMENTS: ~e. l.\~tL..ltc\. +c.. to \.l( .\t, ( So. (V\f\,{, Ot.Y\~\~~S . 
Y N N/A 
DATE & TIME: '/80!I'Y .ff(;a) 
pS> 10 
sk,,<MrJ. '1 ~·T. 
INITIALS: CIt· Y N N/A 
RELINQUISHED BY: (Signature) DATEITIME REC~IVED B/~~ure)~ 1 DATE/TIME 
X~f'./Y~ '/'?(/I5I IS ·.1fS lj~--I'7/  113c/(~ rs1s 
RELINQUISfIED BY: (Signature) DATEITIME RECEIVED B~ignature) DATEITIME 
RELINQUISHED BY: (Signature) DATE/TIME RECEIVED BY: (Signature) DATE/TIME 
NOTE: The Cham of Custody Form IS used to ensure and document complIance wIth samplIng and laboratory protocol for regulatory programs. All mformatwn should be completed on the form 
to ensure samples are analyzed correctly. Unless specified on the Chain of Custody Form. ECM cannot presume ree:ulatory compliance criteria 
---
· . 
EeM 
environmental compliance monitoring, inc:. 
SAMPLE RECEIVIN~HECKLIST 
Client/Site: ~'Il ~ Sue! .- s;dhf'l deeK.$eYvlJ}'r Inve<;~c~/rCftf 
1. Delivered by 
2. Sample taken by lab personnel? 
Preserved in field? 
Stored on ice? 
Date/time last sample placed in cooler: 
3. Packaging 
CUstody Seals 
Ice 
Temperature (water samples only) 
4. Documentation 
Airbill Present? 
Chain ofCustody 
5. Sample containers 
Appropriate for specified analysis? 

Intact? 

Labeled, and labels legible? 

Labels agree with COC? 
6. Preservation (water samples only) 
Metals (Hardness, etc.) 
Cyanides 
COD, TP04• TKN, NH], 
TPH,O&G 
pH < 2, RNO] 
pH> 12, NaOH 
pH < 2, H2S04 
pH<2,HCL 
Were preservatives added at lab? 
rn/Client o Lab personnel o Parcel service 
DYes ~No (ifno, skip to 3) 
DYes o No 0 Not required 
o Yes o No 0 Not required 
tilCooler 
o Present 
&)iPresent
l.t.{ 
DYes 
E¥Received 
B'"Yes 
~Yes 
r;;JjYes 
B'Yes 
0 Yes 
0 Yes 
rr;/Yes 
0 Yes 
0 Yes· 
0 Other/none 
WAbsent 
0 Absent 
°C @ HoW 
o No 
o Prepared by 
Lab 
o No·v 
o No· 
o No· 
o No· 
o No·V 
o No·V 
o No·V 
o ;No·V 
tYNo 
o Broken 
o Melted 
Q"'N/A 
W,N/A 
ISVN/A 
D~/A 
B'N/A 
o N/A 
Responses marked "." require detailed explanation; identify specific examples, what was wrong, and what was done 
Responses marked "v" indicate a non-standard condition which may affect the quality ofresults (nonconformance) 
Comments: 
d3Ol~~ -~.~~ 0l)un 
I I ··········CJ 
Note: The Sample Receiving Checklist is used to ensure and document compliance with sampling and laboratory 
protocol for regulatory programs. Samples collected and analyzed for non-regulatory programs should be evaluated 
as applicable. Unless specified on the chain ofcustody form, ECM cannot presume regulatory compliance criteria. 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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INVOICE 
REMIT TO: ECM, INC. INVOICE #: 218340 
P.O. Box 427 
Neshanic Station, NJ  08853 INVOICE DATE: 02/19/18 
(908) 874-0990
JOB/LOT # 2194/5021 
SOLD TO: SUEZ Lambertville 
P.O. Box 1069 CUSTOMER ORDER # Verbal 
Paramus, NJ 07653 
TERMS: NET 30 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
Swan Creek Reservoir - Sample Date: January 30, 2018 
5 Samples analyzed for Chlorophyll a, Ammonia-N, Nitrate-N,  Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P,  Dissolved Hydrolysable-P, Total Dissolved Phosphate-P, Total 
Phosphate-P, Total Suspended Solids, Dissolved Organic Phosphate-P and Total 
Particulate Phosphate-P @ $ 266.00/sample 
$ 1,330.00 
TOTAL INVOICE $ 1,330.00 
COPY 1 
Date: 5/2018 
M. Nogier MSAG Project Design
Appendix I: ECM Final Laboratory Report - February 2018 Sampling Event 
ECM 
environmental compliance monitoring, inc. 
349 Route 206, Hillsborough, New Jersey  08876                4787 Merlot Drive, Viera, Florida   32955 
PHONE: 908-874-0990              FAX: 908-874-0920          ecm-inc@att.net        PH: (321) 636-5010   FAX: (321) 636-5010 
March 16, 2018 
David Fournier 
Operations Manager 
SUEZ 
756 Brunswick Pike 
Lambertville, NJ 08530 
Dear Mr. Fournier: 
Analysis of the Swan Creek Reservoir samples received February 22, 2018 has been completed.  The results 
are presented in the attached tables.  An invoice is attached.  
If you have any questions pertaining to the analysis, please feel free to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. 
Thomas Grenci 
Thomas Grenci 
Laboratory Manager 
#2194/5044
Cc: Matthew Nogier 
      Accounts Payable
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 03/16/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5044 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218371 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 02/22/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW01-20180222 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50036 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 02/22/18; 1855 2 0.6 4.7 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/12/18; 1500 1 0.01 0.15 
Nitrate-N 352.1 02/22/18; 1730 1 0.02 0.40 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 02/23/18; 1213 1 0.002 0.008 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/16/18; 0900 1 0.01 0.01 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 0.05 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/26/18; 1610 1 3 9 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/06/18; 1319 1 0.004 0.005 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.05 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 03/16/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5044 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218371 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 02/22/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW02-20180222 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50037 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 02/22/18; 1855 2 0.6 2.8 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/12/18; 1500 1 0.01 0.15 
Nitrate-N 352.1 02/22/18; 1730 1 0.02 0.41 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 02/23/18; 1213 1 0.002 0.009 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/16/18; 0900 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 0.19 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/26/18; 1610 1 3 8 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/06/18; 1319 1 0.004 0.017 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.19 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 03/16/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5044 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218371 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 02/22/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW03-20180222 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50038 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 02/22/18; 1855 2 0.6 3.3 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/12/18; 1500 1 0.01 0.20 
Nitrate-N 352.1 02/22/18; 1730 1 0.02 0.42 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 02/23/18; 1213 1 0.002 0.010 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/16/18; 0900 1 0.01 0.01 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 0.04 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/26/18; 1610 1 3 7 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/06/18; 1319 1 0.004 0.016 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.04 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 03/16/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5044 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218371 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 02/22/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW04-20180222 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50039 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 02/22/18; 1855 2 0.6 7.7 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/12/18; 1500 1 0.01 0.15 
Nitrate-N 352.1 02/22/18; 1730 1 0.02 0.37 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 02/23/18; 1213 1 0.002 0.009 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/16/18; 0900 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 0.08 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/26/18; 1610 1 3 7 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/06/18; 1319 1 0.004 0.024 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.08 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 03/16/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5044 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218371 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 02/22/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- FB-20180222 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50040 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 02/22/18; 1855 1 0.3 ND <0.3 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/12/18; 1500 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 02/22/18; 1730 1 0.02 ND <0.02 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 02/23/18; 1213 1 0.002 ND <0.002 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/05/18; 1044 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 02/26/18; 1610 1 3 ND <3 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/06/18; 1319 1 0.004 ND <0.004 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
QA Report  - Duplicate and Matrix Spike Recovery 
ANALYTE:   Total Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50059 0.02 0.30 0.33 103 95-113
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50059 0.02 0.30 0.33 103 0 ±6 
ANALYTE:   Total Dissolved Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50036 <0.01 0.30 0.31 103 88-112
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50036 <0.01 0.30 0.32 107 -3.17 ±9 
ANALYTE:   Soluble Reactive Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50036 0.008 0.040 0.047 98 85-121
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49966 0.006 0.040 0.047 102 0 ±3 
ANALYTE:   Dissolved Hydrolysable Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50036 0.005 0.040 0.043 95 N/E 
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50036 0.005 0.040 0.043 95 0 N/E 
ANALYTE:   Nitrate-N 
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
49969 0.80 0.40 1.48 85 53-143
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
49969 0.80 0.40 1.44 80 2.74 ± 18 
ANALYTE:   Chlorophyll-a 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
50036 4.7 5.9 -22.64 ± 21 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
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QA Report  - Duplicate and Matrix Spike Recovery 
ANALYTE:   Ammonia-N undistilled  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50037 0.153 0.040 0.211 144 40-160
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50037 0.153 0.040 0.211 144 0 ± 30 
ANALYTE:   Total Suspended Solids 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
50037 8 9 -11.76 ± 18 
us HIgh!"'y 206, HUI,b",,",h NJ (88441908)874-0990 CDC NO: 
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CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 
EeM'9 
PROJECT NO. PROJECT NAME "t.VV\ - ~iJ~t. Z LABVSE p - Z ~\V\\f'l~\\ ,t-:'\:)f\ "T1 0 t;/:J ONLY\lot 0 0 ; ? ~ ., ~ ~ >z ~ ~ (':) :::J _. ~ >0 0 JOB NO:DATE SAMPLERS NAME 0 !!. ;r" l"'l (':)(':) ~Z ~ It::l: ~ .... 9 8-l (':) >>­ iirz > >­ @ ~ LOT NO: Z -_. n!:t d ~ 
~ it -<: 
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l"'l 
(':) 
STATION LOCATION SAMPLE NUMBERS 
b If 2 
(; I.f .:< , 4­ :.( 
If ~ 
'l. 01- 'K 0 -;). 
;. 
~.~ 
COMMENTS: 5«.. S~-fl;r~ .tv-ll,\.\­
(;k...l,c... \s.. s~~ 0iJ' 1""'LY'ln"lJ.e.'vlA4 . 
1/1'0 I :L '& ..G. ( ('C\lc. V""-W 
.s+o.(t.,,(q,,&,1A " . 
UI.l;::JIr:u::..,V BY: (Signature) 
I 
DATEIfIME 
1/.).)/)1 14; tCi 
DATEIfIME 
DATEIfIME RECEIVED BY: (Signature) DATEmME 
The Chain of Custody Form is used to ensure sampling and laboratory protocol regulatory programs. All should be completed on thc form 
to ensure samples are analyzed correctly. Unless specified on the Chain of Custody Form, ECM cannot presume reszulatory compliance criteria 
ECM 
environmental compliance monitoring, inc:. 
SAMPLE RECEIVING CHECKLIST 
Client/Site: PQDn- SUE.-t ISlA~an t(Q.Q.L R[?f rvol r 
1. Delivered by 
2. Sample taken by lab personnel? 
Preserved in field? 
Stored on ice? 
Date/time last sample placed in cooler: 
3. Packaging 
Custody Seals 
Ice 
Temperature (water samples only) 
4. Documentation 
Airbill Present? 
Chain ofCustody 
5. Sample containers 
Appropriate for specified analysis? 
Intact? 
Labeled, and labels legible? 
Labels agree with COC? 
6. Preservation (water samples only) 
Metals (Hardness, etc.) 
Cyanides 
COD, TP04, TKN, NH3• 
TPH, O&G 
pH < 2, HN03 
pH > 12, NaOH 
pH < 2, H2S04 
pH < 2, HCL 
Were preservatives added at lab? 
ifclient ~b personnel D Parcel service 
DYes p4io (if no, skip to 3) 
DYes D No D Not required 
DYes D No D Not required 
t:YCooler 
D Present 
tYPresent
3 

DYes 
IlY'Received 
t1!rYes 
c:IY"Yes 
ll:'fYes 
lJ"Yes 
DYes 
D Yes 
fi,"Vfes 
D Yes 
DYes. 
D Other/none 
EYl\bsent 
D Absent 
°C@ 1400 
D No 
D Prepared by 
Lab 
D No·17 
D No· 
D No· 
D No· 
D No·17 
D No·17 
D No·17 
D No·17 
iYNo 
D Broken 
D Melted 
Bf 
0"N/A 
Ill-1'l/A 
llYN/A 
D N/A 
!p/N/A 
D N/A 
Responses marked " ... require detailed explanation; identify specific examples, what was wrong, and what was done 
Responses marked "v" indicate a non-standard condition which may affect the quality of results (nonconformance) 
Comments: 
d \dc;lJ I~ r6FJ
,----------, ~ 
--,-:,-Note: The Sample Receiving Checklist is used to ensure and document compliance with sampling and laboratory 
protocol for regulatory programs. Samples collected and analyzed for non-regulatory programs should be evaluated 
as applicable. Unless specified on the chain ofcustody form. ECM cannot presume regulatory compliance criteri~. 
INVOICE 
REMIT TO: ECM, INC. INVOICE #: 218371 
P.O. Box 427 
Neshanic Station, NJ  08853 INVOICE DATE: 03/16/18 
(908) 874-0990
JOB/LOT # 2194/5044 
SOLD TO: SUEZ Lambertville 
P.O. Box 1069 CUSTOMER ORDER # Verbal 
Paramus, NJ 07653 
TERMS: NET 30 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
Swan Creek Reservoir - Sample Date: February 22, 2018 
5 Samples analyzed for Chlorophyll a, Ammonia-N, Nitrate-N,  Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P,  Dissolved Hydrolysable-P, Total Dissolved Phosphate-P, Total 
Phosphate-P, Total Suspended Solids, Dissolved Organic Phosphate-P and Total 
Particulate Phosphate-P @ $ 266.00/sample 
$ 1,330.00 
TOTAL INVOICE $ 1,330.00 
COPY 1 
INVOICE 
REMIT TO: ECM, INC. INVOICE #: 218371 
P.O. Box 427 
Neshanic Station, NJ  08853 INVOICE DATE: 03/16/18 
(908) 874-0990
JOB/LOT # 2194/5044 
SOLD TO: SUEZ Lambertville 
P.O. Box 1069 CUSTOMER ORDER # Verbal 
Paramus, NJ 07653 
TERMS: NET 30 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
Swan Creek Reservoir - Sample Date: February 22, 2018 
5 Samples analyzed for Chlorophyll a, Ammonia-N, Nitrate-N,  Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P,  Dissolved Hydrolysable-P, Total Dissolved Phosphate-P, Total 
Phosphate-P, Total Suspended Solids, Dissolved Organic Phosphate-P and Total 
Particulate Phosphate-P @ $ 266.00/sample 
$ 1,330.00 
TOTAL INVOICE $ 1,330.00 
COPY 2 
Date: 5/2018 
M. Nogier MSAG Project Design
Appendix J: ECM Final Laboratory Report - March 2018 Sampling Event 
ECM 
environmental compliance monitoring, inc. 
349 Route 206, Hillsborough, New Jersey  08876                4787 Merlot Drive, Viera, Florida   32955 
PHONE: 908-874-0990              FAX: 908-874-0920          ecm-inc@att.net        PH: (321) 636-5010   FAX: (321) 636-5010 
April 6, 2018 
David Fournier 
Operations Manager 
SUEZ 
756 Brunswick Pike 
Lambertville, NJ 08530 
Dear Mr. Fournier: 
Analysis of the Swan Creek Reservoir samples received March 13, 2018 has been completed.  The results are 
presented in the attached tables.  An invoice is attached.  
If you have any questions pertaining to the analysis, please feel free to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. 
Thomas Grenci 
Thomas Grenci 
Laboratory Manager 
#2194/5075
Cc: Matthew Nogier 
      Accounts Payable
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 04/06/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5075 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218387 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 03/13/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW01-20180313 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50150 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 03/13/18; 1555 2 0.6 4.5 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/16/18; 1730 1 0.01 0.02 
Nitrate-N 352.1 03/15/18; 1000 1 0.02 0.26 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 03/14/18; 1500 1 0.002 0.009 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.03 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.05 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 03/19/18; 1500 1 3 7 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/23/18; 1440 1 0.004 0.005 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.016 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.02 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 04/06/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5075 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218387 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 03/13/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW02-20180313 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50151 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 03/13/18; 1555 2 0.6 6.9 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/16/18; 1730 1 0.01 0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 03/15/18; 1000 1 0.02 0.25 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 03/14/18; 0932 1 0.002 0.005 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.10 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 03/19/18; 1500 1 3 7 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/23/18; 1440 1 0.004 0.006 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.009 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.08 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 04/06/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5075 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218387 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 03/13/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW03-20180313 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50152 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 03/13/18; 1555 2 0.6 ND <0.6 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/16/18; 1730 1 0.01 0.02 
Nitrate-N 352.1 03/15/18; 1000 1 0.02 0.39 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 03/14/18; 0932 1 0.002 0.003 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.10 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 03/19/18; 1500 1 3 6 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/23/18; 1440 1 0.004 ND <0.004 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.017 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.08 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 04/06/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5075 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218387 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 03/13/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- SW04-20180313 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50153 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 03/13/18; 1555 2 0.6 ND <0.6 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/16/18; 1730 1 0.01 0.03 
Nitrate-N 352.1 03/15/18; 1000 1 0.02 0.14 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 03/14/18; 1500 1 0.002 0.003 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.02 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 0.06 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 03/19/18; 1500 1 3 5 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/23/18; 1440 1 0.004 ND <0.004 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.017 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - 0.04 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
REPORT OF ANALYSIS 
COMPANY Penn-SUEZ REPORT DATE 04/06/18 
ADDRESS 756 Brunswick Pike JOB # 2194 LOT # 5075 
CITY Lambertville STATE NJ ZIP 08530 PO # Verbal INVOICE # 218387 
TO ATTN. OF David Fournier SAMPLE DATE 03/13/18 
LAB CERTIFICATION # 18630 
CLIENT SAMPLE ID Swan Creek Reservoir- FB-20180313 
ECM, Inc.  SAMPLE # 50154 
Test 
Parameter Method # * 
Analysis 
Date/Time 
Dilution 
Factor 
MDL 
(mg/L) 
Result 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll a (mg/M3) 10200H 1&2 03/13/18; 1555 1 0.3 ND <0.3 
Ammonia-N 4500-NH3 B&D 03/16/18; 1730 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Nitrate-N 352.1 03/15/18; 1000 1 0.02 ND <0.02 
Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E 03/14/18; 1500 1 0.002 ND <0.002 
Total Dissolved 
Phosphorus 
4500-P E &  
4500-P B-5 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Phosphorus 4500-P B-5 &  
4500-P E 
03/15/18; 1347 1 0.01 ND <0.01 
Total Suspended Solids 2540 D 03/19/18; 1500 1 3 ND <3 
Dissolved Hydrolysable 
Phosphorus 
4500-P B-2 &  
4500-P E 
03/23/18; 1440 1 0.004 ND <0.004 
Dissolved Organic 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - <0.01 
Total Particulate 
Phosphorus 
By Calculation - - - ND <0.01 
*Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 22nd Edition, 2012/USEPA 600-4/79-02
ND – Non-detectable
N/E – Not Established, based on 5cm cell for SRP
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
QA Report  - Duplicate and Matrix Spike Recovery 
ANALYTE:   Total Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50153 0.06 0.30 0.38 107 95-113
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50153 0.06 0.30 0.38 107 0 ±6 
ANALYTE:   Total Dissolved Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50153 0.02 0.30 0.35 110 88-112
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50153 0.02 0.30 0.35 110 0 ±9 
ANALYTE:   Soluble Reactive Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50150 0.009 0.040 0.046 92 85-121
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50150 0.009 0.040 0.045 90 2.20 ±3 
ANALYTE:   Dissolved Hydrolysable Phosphate-P  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50153 <0.004 0.04 0.044 110 N/E 
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50153 <0.004 0.04 0.045 112 -2.25 N/E 
ANALYTE:   Nitrate-N 
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50151 0.25 0.40 0.58 82 54-132
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50151 0025 0.40 0.60 87 -3.39 ± 24 
ANALYTE:   Chlorophyll-a 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
50153 ND <0.6 ND <0.6 0 ± 21 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING, INC. ____________________________ 
 ECM
QA Report  - Duplicate and Matrix Spike Recovery 
ANALYTE:   Ammonia-N undistilled  
MATRIX SPIKE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery QC Limit 
50153 0.032 0.040 0.080 102 40-160
MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Spike Addition Spike Result % Recovery RPD QC Limit 
50153 0.032 0.040 0.075 100 9.60 ± 30 
ANALYTE:   Total Suspended Solids 
MATRIX DUPLICATE 
Lab Sample # Result Duplicate RPD QC Limit 
50152 6 6 0 ± 33 
INVOICE 
REMIT TO: ECM, INC. INVOICE #: 218387 
P.O. Box 427 
Neshanic Station, NJ  08853 INVOICE DATE: 04/06/18 
(908) 874-0990
JOB/LOT # 2194/5075 
SOLD TO: SUEZ Lambertville 
P.O. Box 1069 CUSTOMER ORDER # Verbal 
Paramus, NJ 07653 
TERMS: NET 30 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
Swan Creek Reservoir - Sample Date: March 13, 2018 
5 Samples analyzed for Chlorophyll a, Ammonia-N, Nitrate-N,  Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P,  Dissolved Hydrolysable-P, Total Dissolved Phosphate-P, Total 
Phosphate-P, Total Suspended Solids, Dissolved Organic Phosphate-P and Total 
Particulate Phosphate-P @ $ 266.00/sample 
$ 1,330.00 
TOTAL INVOICE $ 1,330.00 
COPY 1 
INVOICE 
REMIT TO: ECM, INC. INVOICE #: 218387 
P.O. Box 427 
Neshanic Station, NJ  08853 INVOICE DATE: 04/06/18 
(908) 874-0990
JOB/LOT # 2194/5075 
SOLD TO: SUEZ Lambertville 
P.O. Box 1069 CUSTOMER ORDER # Verbal 
Paramus, NJ 07653 
TERMS: NET 30 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
Swan Creek Reservoir - Sample Date: March 13, 2018 
5 Samples analyzed for Chlorophyll a, Ammonia-N, Nitrate-N,  Soluble Reactive 
Phosphate-P,  Dissolved Hydrolysable-P, Total Dissolved Phosphate-P, Total 
Phosphate-P, Total Suspended Solids, Dissolved Organic Phosphate-P and Total 
Particulate Phosphate-P @ $ 266.00/sample 
$ 1,330.00 
TOTAL INVOICE $ 1,330.00 
COPY 2 
Date: 5/2018
M. Nogier MSAG Project Design
Appendix K: Selected Open Public Records Act Files 
Date: 5/2018
M. Nogier MSAG Project Design
Selected West Amwell OPRA Request Files
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Selected NJDEP OPRA Request Files
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
REMEDIAL ACTION REPORT 
680 BRUNSWICK PIKE 
WEST AMWELL TOWNSHIP, NEW JERSEY
NJDEP INCIDENT # 16-08-04-0947-22 
PROGRAM INTEREST # 735071
260 W. Baltimore Pike 
Wawa, Pennsylvania 19063 
JANUARY 2017
ii 
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
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2.1 Site Description 
Figure 1
Figure 
2
2.2 Geology and Hydrogeology 
 
2.3 Topography and Surface Water 
2
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
3.0 REMEDIAL ACTION 
3.1 Background 
Appendix A
3
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
3.2 Soil Loadout and Post-Excavation Soil Sampling  
Appendix B
Figure 3
3.3 Post-Excavation Soil Sample Analytical Results 
Tables 1 through 4
4
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
Figure 3
Appendix C
Sample Identification
Compounds Detected at 
Concentrations Exceeding the 
NJDEP IGWDSSL
Compounds Detected at 
Concentrations Exceeding the 
NJDEP Direct Contact SRS
Tables 1 through 4 Figure 4
Appendix C
Sample Identification
Compounds Detected at 
Concentrations Exceeding the 
NJDEP MSSRS
3.3.1 Attainment 
3.3.1.1 Site-Specific Impact to Groundwater Soil Screening Level 
5
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
Appendix D
3.3.1.2 Compliance Averaging using the 75% / 10x Procedure 
Compound
Highest 
Concentration 
(mg/kg)
Percentage of Compliant 
Samples
Is Highest 
Concentration less 
than 10x MSSRS?
6
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
It must be noted that the elevated polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) compounds 
were identified in areas beneath the soil stockpile where a roadway has been maintained with 
crushed asphalt millings; therefore it is conceivable that the elevated PAH concentrations in 
the post-excavation soil samples are derived from the asphalt millings and not the soil 
stockpile.  By using the 75% / 10x procedure all PAH compounds are in compliance.  
3.3.1.3 Secondary Characteristics 
3.3.1.4 Attainment Conclusions 
3.4 Receptor Evaluation 
7
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
3.4.1 Baseline Ecological Evaluation 
3.5 Quality Assurance/Quality Control 
Appendix C
8
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
9
JK Environmental Services LLC, P.O. Box 509, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 | Tel. 610 387 6930 | www.jkenv.com 
5.0 REFERENCES 
Aquifers of New Jersey.
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Selected NJDEP OPRA Request Files
RT 518
WEST AMWELL TWP, NJ   08530
(609) 397-0501
00456900000
1026DAVID FOURNIERATTN:
DAVID FOURNIER
(610) 613-8928
OPERATIONS MANAGER
UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
*********Federal EIN
5Number of employees at facility
5Number of facilities in New Jersey
DAVID FOURNIER
(609) 397-9662(609) 397-0501
OPERATIONS MANAGER
221310
756 BRUNSWICK PLACE
DEQ-094
9/95 NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
For State and Federal Community Right to Know Reporting
A FACILITY LOCATION
D
FG
C
H
I
J
E
R&D exemption approval number for this facility: _________________
Facility Status:
Are you reporting pursuant only to Section 312 of the Federal Emergency
Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA/SARA, Title III)?
Title
Emergency Contact Phone NumberFacility Phone Number
Name
FACILITY EMERGENCY CONTACT
Title
Phone # Fax #
Name
CERTIFICATION OF OWNER/OPERATOR OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE -- I certify under penalty of law that I have personally 
examined and am familiar whith the information submitted in this document and all attachments, and that based on my inguiry of 
those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining the information, I believe that the submitted information is true, accurate, and 
complete.
Facility ID: 
COUNTY / MUNICIPALITY CODE: 
NAICS CODE:
LAMBERTVILLE, NJ   08530-
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
K UNION REPRESENTATIVE
Union Name/Local N/A Email N/A
Representative Name Phone #
Active
Yes No
DAVID.FOURNIER@SUEZ-NA.COMe-Mail
EPCRA SECTION 302 INFORMATION
TRI Facility ID:
RMP Facility ID:
Location is: Manned UnmannedLatitude: 40 21 48.50
Longitude: -74 55 38.54 Maximum Number of Occupants: 4
Is this facility subject to Chemical Accident Prevention under Section 112R of CAA 
(40 CFR, Part 68, Risk Management Program)?
Yes No
Is this facility subject to Emergency Planning under Section 302 of EPCRA
(40 CFR Part 55)?
Yes No
FACILITY EMERGENCY COORDINATOR (if applicable)
Name: DAVID FOURNIER Title: OPERATIONS MANAGER
eMail Address: DAVID.FOURNIER@SUEZ-NA.COM 24-Hour Phone: (610) 613-8928
PARENT COMPANY INFORMATION (Optional)
Company Name: Dun & Bradstreet No.:
Company Address: Phone Number:
eMail Address:
Business Activity:
Current Facility Name: 
FACILITY MAILING ADDRESS 
CURRENT FACILITY INFORMATION:
Current Certifier:
Disclaimer: Please be advised that Community Right to Know Reports may not have an accurate Company Name for the years 1992 
and thereafter.
Page 1 of  35
COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1992 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
ACETYLENE
ALUMINAM SULFATE
BATTERY FLUID ACID
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE
1001
9078
2796
1748
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Bag
Carboy
Fiber drum
11 to 100 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1992, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
Page 2 of 35 
COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1992 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
CHLOROBENZENE
FUEL OIL
GASOLINE
HYDROFLUOROSILISIC ACID
1017
1134
1993
1203
1778
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE ROOM; PUMP HOUSE, CHLORINATION ROOM
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
PUMP ROOM, FILTER BUILDING
TOOL SHED
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Tank inside building
Can
Carboy
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1992 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
LIQUID POLYMER POL-E-Z-692
MERCURY
MERCURY
METHANOL
PAINT, ETC.
2809
2809
1230
1263
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
MERCURY MANOMETER IN PUMP ROOM
MERCURY MANOMETER FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Plastic drum
Other:
Other:
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Can
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1992 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
PETROLEUM DISTILLATE (IN POLYM
PETROLEUM OIL
PROPANE
SODIUM BISULFITE
SODIUM CHLORITE
1270
1978
2693
1496
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
TOOL SHED/FILTER BLDG BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Plastic drum
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Cylinder
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Plastic drum
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1992 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
SULFURIC ACID
1823
1830
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Steel drum
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1993 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
0068
2153
0323
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
ACETYLENE
ALUMINUM SULFATE
BATERRY FLUID ACID
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE
10043-01-3
7778-54-3
1001
9078
2796
1748
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Bag
Carboy
Fiber drum
11 to 100 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1993, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1993 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
0367
0379
2444
0957
1665
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
CHLOROBENZENE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
GASOLINE
HYDROFLUOROSILICIC ACID
7782-50-5
108-90-7
8006-61-9
16961-83-4
1017
1134
1993
1203
1778
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE ROOM PUMP HOUSE
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
PUMP ROOM FILTER BUILDING
TOOL SHED
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Tank inside building
Can
Carboy
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1993 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
1183
1183
1222
2628
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
LIQUID POLYMER
MERCURY
MERCURY
METHANOL
PAINT ETC
7439-97-6
7439-97-6
67-56-1
2809
2809
1230
1263
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
MERCURY MANOMETER FILTER BUIL
MERCURY MANOMETER IN PUMP ROO
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Plastic drum
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Can
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1993 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
2452
2651
1594
1685
1689
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
PETROLEUM DISTILLATE
PETROLEUM OIL
PROPANE
SODIUM BISULFITE
SODIUM CHLORITE
64741-44-2
74-98-6
7631-90-5
7758-19-2
1270
1978
2693
1496
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
TOOL SHED FILTER BLDG BASEMEN
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Plastic drum
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Cylinder
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
Plastic drum
101 to 1,000 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
11 to 100 pounds
1 to 10 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1993 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
Name:
Name:
1706
1761
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
SULFURIC ACID
1310-73-2
7664-93-9
1823
1830
Location(s)
Location(s)
FILTER BUILDING BASEMENT
FILTER BUILDING UPSTAIRS
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Steel drum
Bottles or jugs (plastic)
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
101 to 1,000 pounds
Less than 1 pound
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1994 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
7782-50-5 1017
1993
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE ROOM PUMP HOUSE CHLO
PUMP ROOM FILTER BUILDING
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1994, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1995 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
7782-50-5 1017
1993
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE RM, PUMP HOUSE, CHLORINATION RM
PUMP RM, FILTER BUILDING
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1995, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1996 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
7782-50-5 1017
1993
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE ROOM PUMP HOUSE CHLORINATION ROOM
PUMP ROOM FILTER BUILDING
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1996, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1997 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
7782-50-5 1017
1993
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE RM, CHLORINATION RM
FILTER BLDG
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1997, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1998 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
1594
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
PROPANE
7782-50-5
74-98-6
1027
1993
1978
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE RM, CHLORINATION RM
FILTER BLDG
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
Above ground tank
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1998, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
1999 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
Name:
0367
2444
1594
Sub #:
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
DIESEL FUEL OR #2 HEATING OIL
PROPANE
7782-50-5
74-98-6
1027
1993
1978
Location(s)
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHLORINE ROOM CHLORINATION ROOM
FILTER BLDG
Fire
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Tank inside building
Above ground tank
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
1,001 to 10,000 pounds
365
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 1999, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2000 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) RIGHT FRONT OF BUILDING
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2000, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2001 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL & ROOM OF FILTER BUILDING
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2001, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2002 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL & ROOM OF FILTER BUILDING
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2002, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2003 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
1594
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
PROPANE
7782-50-5
74-98-6
1017
1978
Location(s)
Location(s)
LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
OUTSIDE WALL/PUMP HOUSE
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Cylinder
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2003, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2004 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367
1594
Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
PROPANE
7782-50-5
74-98-6
1017
1978
Location(s)
Location(s)
LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
OUTSIDE WALL/PUMP HOUSE
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Cylinder
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
101 to 1,000 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2004, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2005 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
500 to 999 pounds
500 to 999 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Greater than ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2005, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2006 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2006, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2007 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2007, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2008 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL/CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2008, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2009 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2009, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2010 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
90Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2010, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2011 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 0367Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:CHLORINE 7782-50-5 1017
Location(s) LEFT FRONT WALL CHLORINE ROOM
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
100 to 499 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
No
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2011, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2012 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
POLY ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
7782-50-5 1017
Location(s)
Location(s)
LEFT FRONT WALL CHLORINE ROOM
STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT PLANT
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Above ground tank
100 to 499 pounds
25,000 to 49,999 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
25,000 to 49,999 pounds
365
90
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
Yes
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2012, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2013 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
POLY ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
7782-50-5
39290-78-3
1017
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHEMICAL ROOM 
STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT PLANT
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Above ground tank
100 to 499 pounds
25,000 to 49,999 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
Yes
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2013, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2014 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name:
Name:
0367Sub #:
Sub #:
CAS #:
CAS #:
DOT #:
DOT #:
CHLORINE
POLY ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
7782-50-5 1017
Location(s)
Location(s)
CHEMICAL ROOM 
STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT PLANT
Fire
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Reactive
Acute health effect
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Max.daily inventory
Cylinder
Above ground tank
100 to 499 pounds
25,000 to 49,999 pounds
100 to 499 pounds
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
365
365
Days on site
Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature
Pure
Pure
Mixture
Mixture
Solid
Solid
Trade Secret
Trade Secret
Liquid
Liquid
Gas
Gas
EPCRA Only
EPCRA Only
No
No
No
Yes
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2014, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2015 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 254-Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:ALUMINUM CHLORIDE HYDROXIDE SULFATE 39290-78-3 1760
Location(s) STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT PLANT
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Above ground tank
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
5,000 to 9,999 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
Yes
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2015, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2016 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Name: 254-Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:ALUMINUM CHLORIDE HYDROXIDE SULFATE 39290-78-3 1760
Location(s) STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT PLANT
Fire
Sudden release of pressure
Reactive
Acute health effect
Chronic health effect
None per MSDS
HAZARDS
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Above ground tank
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
5,000 to 9,999 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
Pure
Mixture
Solid
Trade Secret
Liquid
Gas
EPCRA Only
No
Yes
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2016, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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Name: 254-Sub #: CAS #: DOT #:
Pure
Solid
Trade Secret
ALUMINUM CHLORIDE HYDROXIDE SULFATE 39290-78-3 1760
Mixture
Liquid Gas
Location(s): STORAGE TANKS EAST SIDE OF TREATMENT 
PLANT
Container type
Max.daily inventory
Above ground tank
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
10,000 to 24,999 pounds
365Days on site
Storage pressure
Storage temperature
Avg.daily inventory
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW SURVEY
2017 CHEMICAL INVENTORY REPORT 
00456900000
EPCRA Only
No
Yes
Facility ID:
SUBSTANCES
Explosive
Flammable (gases, aerosols, liquids o
Oxidizer (liquid, solid or gas)
Self-reactive
Pyrophoric (liquid or solid)
Pyrophoric gas
Physical Hazards
Self-heating
Organic peroxide
Corrosive to metal
Gas under pressure (compressed gas
In contact with water emits flammable 
Combustible dust
Physical hazard not otherwise classified
Physical State
Purity
solids)
Acute toxicity (any route of 
Skin corrosion or irritation
Serious eye damage or eye
Respiratory or skin sensitization
Germ cell mutagenicity
Carcinogenicity
Reproductive toxicity
Specific target organ toxicity 
Aspiration hazard
Simple asphyxiant
Health hazard not otherwise 
gas
(single or repeated exposure)
Health Hazards
No physical hazards per SDS No health hazards per SDS
classified
exposure)
irritation
Current Facility Name: UNITED WATER SUEZ  LAMBERTVILLE
in 2017, did  this facility Produce, Store or Use NJ CRTK Environmental Hazardous Substances in a Pure or Mixture state:
1. in any quantity?
2. above thresholds?
Note:  This Section will be populated only if the facility is covered under the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act, N.J.S.A. 34:5A
Yes No
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Division of Environmental Safety and Health
Office of Pollution Prevention and Right to Know
P.O. Box 405
Trenton, NJ 08625-0405
UNITED WATER LAMBERTVILLE
26 Coryell St   
Lambertville, NJ   08530    
NOTICE OF VIOLATION
EA ID #:  BEA070001 - 00456900000
You are hereby NOTIFIED that during a compliance evaluation of the above organization located at: Route 518, West Amwell Twp, NJ   
on 09/19/2007, the following violation of the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act (N.J.S.A. 34:5A-1 et seq.), and the 
New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Regulations (N.J.A.C. 7:1G et seq.), was determined. 
Requirement: Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:1G-3.1(a), an employer shall complete and submit to the Department a Community Right to Know 
Survey for each facility covered by the rules, indicating if environmental hazardous substances (EHSs) were present during the reporting 
period and listing the EHSs that met or exceeded the threshold quantities for reporting listed at N.J.A.C. 7:1G-3.1(b). Pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 7:1G-5.1(a), an employer subject to reporting under the Worker and Community Right to Know Act, regardless of whether the 
employer also meets the Federal requirements for reporting under Section 312 of SARA, shall transmit a Community Right to Know
Survey for each covered facility to the Department by March 1 of the year following the reporting year. Also, a copy shall be transmitted 
to the Right to Know County: Lead Agent in which County the facility is located, the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) and 
the facility's local Fire and Police Departments.
Description of Non-Compliance: The Department has determined that you failed to complete and submit to the Department by March 1, 
2007 the Community Right to Know Survey for your facility for the 2006 reporting year
The Department will not assess a penalty against you for the violation above if corrected by the deadline below. 
You must take the following corrective actions:
On or before November 6, 2007, complete and submit a Community Right to Know Survey for the 2006 reporting year listing all EHSs 
that met or exceeded the threshold during the reporting period to the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, Office of 
Pollution Prevention and Right to Know, P.O. Box 405, Trenton, NJ 08625-0405.  The Office can be reached at (609) 292-6714. The 
Community Right to Know Survey can be submitted electronically at: www.nj.gov/dep/online. Also, a copy shall be mailed to the Right 
to Know County: Lead Agent in the County the facility is located, the LEPC and the facility's local Fire and Police Departments.
Issuance of this Notice of Violation serves as notice to you that the Department has determined that a violation has occurred and does not 
preclude the State of New Jersey or any of its agencies from initiating administrative or judicial enforcement action, or from assessing 
penalties or from modifying this Notice of Violation, with respect to this or other violations.  Violations of the above regulations are 
subject to penalties of up to $2,500.00 per day/offense.
Issued by: Michael  DiGiore Date:  October 3, 2007
Signature: Disclaimer: this notice of violation has been rescinded.











Equip.
NJID
Facility's 
Designation
Equipment
Description
Equipment Type Certificate
Number
Install
Date
Grand-
Fathered
Last Mod.
(Since 1968)
Equip.
Set ID
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Equipment Inventory
GEN160001
SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) 2/21/2018Date: 
E80473 PLANT E11/10/20041 MMBTU/Hr Emerg. Gen.
(150 kW)
Emergency Generator
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Insignificant Source Emissions 
2/21/2018Date:
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Non-Source Fugitive Emissions
Date: 02/21/2018
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Reason for Application
Date:2/21/2018
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2/21/2018
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Profile (Permitting)
Date: SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) Date: 2/21/2018
New Jersey Department of Environmental  Protection
Control Device Inventory
CD
 NJID
Facility's 
Designation
Description CD Type Install
Date
Grand-
Fathered
Last Mod.
(Since 1968)
CD
Set ID
GEN160001
Page 1 of 1
SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) Date: 2/21/2018
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Profile (General)
State Plane Coordinates:
X-Coordinate:
Y-Coordinate:
Units:
Datum:
Source Org.:
Source Type:
County: Industry:
Location
Description:
Primary SIC:
Secondary SIC:
Hunterdon
Mailing
Address:
Street
Address:
756 BRUNSWICK PK
RT 518
Lambertville , NJ   08530
756 BRUNSWICK PK
RT 518
Lambertville , NJ   08530
Facility Name (AIMS): UNITED WATER LAMBERTVILLE Facility ID (AIMS): 80473
22131NAICS:
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) Date: 2/21/2018
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Profile (General)
Mobile
(   )    -      x    
(610) 613-8928  x
david.fournier@suez-na.com
Suez Water Lambertville
David Fournier
Operations Manager
(   )    -      x    756 Brunswick Pike
HILL WTP
Lambertville , NJ   08530
Organization: Org. Type:
Name:
Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Mailing
Address:
Other:
Type:
Email:
Utility
NJ EIN:
Contact Type: Air Permit Information Contact
Mobile
(   )    -      x    
(610) 613-8928  x
david.fournier@suez-na.com
Suez Water Lambertville
David Fournier
Operations Manager
(   )    -      x    756 Brunswick Pike
Lambertville , NJ   08530
Organization: Org. Type:
Name:
Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Mailing
Address:
Other:
Type:
Email:
Utility
NJ EIN:
Contact Type: Fees/Billing Contact
Mobile
(   )    -      x    
(610) 613-8928  x
david.fournier@suez-na.com
Suez Water Lambertville
David Fournier
Operations Manager
(   )    -      x    756 Brunswick Pike
HILL WTP
Lambertville , NJ   08530
Organization: Org. Type:
Name:
Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Mailing
Address:
Other:
Type:
Email:
Utility
NJ EIN:
Contact Type: Responsible Official
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) Date: 2/21/2018
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Emission Points Inventory
PT
 NJID
Facility's 
Designation
Description Config. Equiv.
Diam.
(in.)
Height
(ft.)
Dist. to
Prop.
Line (ft)
Exhaust Temp. (deg. F) Exhaust Vol. (acfm)
Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max.
Discharge
Direction
PT
Set ID
GEN160001
PT2 Stack Emerg. Gen. E80473 Stack
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SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473) Date: 2/21/2018
GEN160001
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Potential to Emit
Subject Item: U1 HILL WTP
Operating Scenario: OS0 Summary
Step:
Air Contaminant Category
 (HAPS)
Fugitive
 Emissions
    Emissions 
Before Controls
Emissions 
 After Controls
Total
Emissions
Alt. Em.
 Limit
Units
NoCO  0.00250000 tons/yr
NoNOx (Total)  0.00960000 tons/yr
NoPM-10 (Total)  0.00030000 tons/yr
NoSO2  0.00000000 tons/yr
NoTSP  0.00030000 tons/yr
NoVOC (Total)  0.00030000 tons/yr
Subject Item: U1 HILL WTP
Operating Scenario: OS1 PLANT
Step:
Air Contaminant Category
 (HAPS)
Fugitive
 Emissions
    Emissions 
Before Controls
Emissions 
 After Controls
Total
Emissions
Alt. Em.
 Limit
Units
NoCO  0.00250000 tons/yr
NoNOx (Total)  0.00960000 tons/yr
NoPM-10 (Total)  0.00030000 tons/yr
NoSO2  0.00000000 tons/yr
NoTSP  0.00030000 tons/yr
NoVOC (Total)  0.00030000 tons/yr
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New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Emission Unit/Batch Process Inventory
SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Date: 2/21/2018
U 1    HILL WTP    (GP-005A) Emergency Generators burning Distillate Fuels
UOS
NJID
Facility's
Designation
UOS
Description
Operation
Type
Signif.
Equip.
Control
Device(s)
Emission
Point(s) SCC(s)
Flow
 (acfm)
Temp.
 (deg F)
Min. Max. Min. Max.
Annual
Oper. Hours
Min. Max.
VOC
 Range
OS1 PLANT 1 MMBTU/Hr Emerg.
Gen. (150 kW) Diesel
fuel, 6 hrs/yr
Normal - Steady
State
E80473 PT2     
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Specific Requirements
Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Emission Unit: U1 (GP-005A) Emergency Generators burning Distillate Fuels
Operating Scenario:
Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
1 All emergency generator(s) are subject to
the State Requirements below from Item #2
to Item # 11. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(a)]
None. None. None.
2 During operation of the emergency
generator(s), the Permittee shall not cause,
suffer, allow or permit smoke the shade or
appearance of which is darker than number
1 on the Ringelmann smoke chart or greater
than 20 percent opacity, exclusive of visible
condensed water vapor, to be emitted into
the outdoor air from the combustion of fuel
in any emergency generator for a period of
more than 10 consecutive seconds.
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 3.5]
None. None. None.
3 This equipment shall not cause any air
contaminant, including an air contaminant
detectable by the sense of smell, to be
present in the outdoor atmosphere in such
quantity and duration which is, or tends to
be, injurious to human health or welfare,
animal or plant life or property, or would
unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of
life or property, except in areas over which
the owner or operator has exclusive use or
occupancy. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 5]
None. None. Notify by phone: Upon occurrence of event.
Any operation of the equipment which may
cause a release of air  contaminants in a
quantity or concentration which poses a
potential threat to public health, welfare, or
the environment or which might reasonably
result in citizen complaints shall be reported
by the Permittee as required by the Air
Pollution Control Act. Such notification
shall be made by calling the Environmental
Action Hotline at (877) 927-6337. [N.J.S.A.
26: 2C-19(e)]
OS Summary
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New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Specific Requirements
Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
4 The maximum annual operating hours for
normal testing and maintenance per
emergency generator shall not exceed the
hours as selected by the Permittee in the
registration form, not to exceed 100 hours
per year per emergency generator. The limit
on the allowable hours for normal testing
and maintenance is in accordance with the
documentation from manufacturer, the
vendor, company policy or the insurance
company associated with the engine.
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(a)]
Monitored by hour/time monitor
continuously.  Permittee shall install,
calibrate and maintain the monitor(s) in
accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications. The monitor(s) shall be
ranged such that the allowable value is
approximately mid-scale of the full range
current/voltage output. [N.J.A.C. 7:27-
8.13(d)]
Other: See Recordkeeping Item #7(a).
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)].
None.
5 The Permittee shall keep records of the
following for the life of the equipment:
1. The maximum rated gross heat input in
MMBTU per hour (HHV), per
manufacturer's specifications or calculated
from maximum fuel consumption.
2. Generator's maximum rated power
output in kW or BHP.
3. Engine model year. [N.J.A.C. 7:27-
8.13(a)]
None. Recordkeeping by manual logging of
parameter or storing data in a computer data
system once initially. Keep records in
accordance with this applicable requirement.
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
None.
6 The equipment shall not combust distillate
fuel oil, which has a sulfur content
exceeding 0.0015% sulfur by weight (15
ppm). Fuel purchased after obtaining this
GP-005A shall not exceed this limit of 15
ppm. However, each Permittee may use any
existing distillate fuel contained in the fuel
oil storage tank until it is depleted as long as
the Permittee can document the following;
a) The sulfur content is consistent and in
compliance with N.J.A.C 7:27-9; and
b) It can be verifiable by the Department
that the existing distillate fuel was contained
in the fuel oil storage tank before obtaining
this GP-005A.
 [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(h)]
Monitored by review of fuel delivery
records per delivery , showing fuel sulfur
content.
 [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
Recordkeeping by invoices / bills of lading /
certificate of analysis per delivery , showing
fuel oil sulfur content. [N.J.A.C. 7:27-
8.13(d)]
None.
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New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Specific Requirements
Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
7 The emergency generator(s) specified in the
permit shall be operated only under the
following situations:   (a) During the
performance of normal testing and
maintenance procedures, as recommended in
writing by the manufacturer, the facility's
standard operating procedure, and/or as
required in writing by a Federal or State law
or regulation EXCEPT on days when the
Department forecasts air quality anywhere in
New Jersey to be "unhealthy" or "very
unhealthy" or "hazardous". Procedures for
determining the air quality forecasts for New
Jersey are available at the Department air
quality website at
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/aqpp/aqforecast;
or  (b) When there is a power outage or the
facility's primary source of mechanical or
thermal energy fails because of an
emergency; (for fire pump(s) used to
provide power to pump water for fire
suppression or protection, or in case of
flood, and/or  sensors detect a loss of
pressure in the fire water system – as when
one or more sprinkler heads actuate due to
exposure to heat above their design
temperature); or   (c) When there is a
voltage reduction issued by PJM and posted
on the PJM internet website
(www.pjm.com) under the "Emergency
Procedures" menu. [N.J.A.C.7:27-8] and
[N.J.A.C. 7:27-19.1]
Monitored by hour/time monitor
continuously.  Permittee shall install and
operate a totalizing, non-resettable hour
meter monitoring the total hours of
operation per year for each generator.
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
Recordkeeping by manual logging of
parameter or storing data in a computer data
system upon occurrence of event. Permittee
shall record the following information for
each EG for each site: (a) Total operating
time from the EG's hour meter, once per
month; (b) If a voltage reduction is the
reason for use of the EG(s), a copy of the
voltage reduction notification from PJM or
other documentation of the voltage
reduction, upon occurrence of event; and (c)
If testing or maintenance is the reason for
the operation of the EG(s), the Permittee
shall record the following upon occurrence
of event: 1. The reason for its operation; 2.
The date(s) of operation and the start-up and
shutdown time; 3. The total operating time
for testing or maintenance based on the EG's
hour meter; and 4. The name of the operator.
(d) Location where the EG was operated
during an emergency as defined in
N.J.A.C.7:27-19.1. The Permittee of an EG
shall maintain records on-site for a period of
no less than 5 years after the records was
made and shall make the records available to
the Department. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
None.
8 The emergency generator(s) may be
operated at any other locations (within the
State of New Jersey) including major
facilities with a Title V operating permit
only in the event of emergency as defined in
N.J.A.C.7:27-19.1. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(a)]
Other: See Monitoring Requirement Item
#7. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)].
Other: See Recordkeeping Requirement
Item #7. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)].
None.
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New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Facility Specific Requirements
Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
9 The Permittee shall change oil and filter
every 500 hours of operation or as per
manufacturer, whichever comes first.
[N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(a)]
None. Other: The Permittee must keep records of
the date and the hour meter reading at the
time of each oil and filter replacement event.
All records shall be maintained on site for a
period of no less than five years and made
readily accessible to the Department upon
request. [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)].
None.
10 The Permittee shall inspect the air cleaner
every 1000 hours of operation or as per
manufacturer, whichever comes first and
replace as necessary. [N.J.A.C. 7:27-
8.13(a)]
None. Other: The Permittee must keep records of
the date and the hour meter reading at the
time of each air cleaner inspection and
replacement event. All records shall be
maintained on site for a period of no less
than five years and made readily accessible
to the Department upon request. [N.J.A.C.
7:27- 8.13(d)].
None.
11 The Permittee shall inspect all hoses and
belts every 500 hours of operation or as per
manufacturer, whichever comes first and
replace as necessary. [N.J.A.C. 7:27-
8.13(a)]
None. Other: The Permittee must keep records of
the date and the hour meter reading at the
time of each hoses/belts inspection and
replacement event. All records shall be
maintained on site for a period of no less
than five years and made readily accessible
to the Department upon request. [N.J.A.C.
7:27- 8.13(d)].
None.
12 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:   The
emergency generators manufactured after
April 1, 2006 (if a fire pump - after July 1,
2006) shall use liquid fuel, beginning
October 1, 2010, that contains the following
per gallon standards:
i. 15 ppm (0.0015%) maximum sulfur
content, and
ii. A minimum cetane index of 40; or
iii. A maximum aromatic content of 35
volume percent;
except that any existing diesel fuel
purchased (or otherwise obtained) prior to
October 1, 2010, may be used until
depleted. [40 CFR  60.4207(b)]
Monitored by review of fuel delivery
records once per bulk fuel shipment.  For
each diesel delivery received, the owner or
operator shall review written documentation
of the delivery to ensure the maximum
allowable fuel oil sulfur content and either a
minimum cetane index or a maximum
aromatic content is not exceeded.  Such
written documentation can include, but is
not limited to: a bill of lading, delivery
invoice, certificate of analysis.
 [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
Recordkeeping by invoices / bills of lading /
certificate of analysis once per bulk fuel
shipment.  The owner or operator shall keep
records of fuel showing fuel oil sulfur
content and either a minimum cetane index
or a maximum aromatic content for each
delivery received. All records must be
maintained for a minimum of 2 years
following the date of such records, per 40
CFR 60.7(f). [N.J.A.C. 7:27- 8.13(d)]
None.
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Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
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Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
13 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners and operators of an emergency
generator(s) must operate and maintain the
equipment to achieve the emissions
standards as required in 40 CFR 60.4205
over the entire life of the engine. [40 CFR
60.4206]
None. Other: The owner or operator shall keep the
manufacturer's emission-related written
instructions. [40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
14 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Emergency generator(s) may be operated for
the purpose of maintenance checks and
readiness testing limited to 100 hours per
year, provided that those tests are
recommended by Federal, State or local
government, the manufacturer, the vendor,
or the insurance company associated with
the engine. [40 CFR  60.4211(f)]
Monitored by hour/time monitor
continuously. The owner or operator must
install a non-resettable ho startup of the
engine. [40 CFR  60.4209(a)]
Other: Starting with the model year 2011,
2012, or 2013 (depending on the maximum
engine power as provided in Table 5 in
NSPS IIII), the owner or operator must keep
records of the operation of the engine in
emergency service that are recorded through
the non-resettable hour meter. [40 CFR
60.4214(b)].
None.
15 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners and operators of pre-2007 model
year emergency stationary CI ICE with a
displacement of less than 10 liters per
cylinder (that are not fire pump engines)
must comply with the emission standards in
Table I. [http://www.ecfr.gov (Title 40; Part
60.4200 - Appendix - Table 1 to Subpart IIII
of Part 60)] [40 CFR  60.4205(a)]
Other: The owner and operator shall
demonstrate compliance with this
requirement by choosing one of the
following:
1) Purchasing an engine certified according
to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part 94, as
applicable for the same model year and
maximum power. The engine must be
installed and configured according to the
manufacturer's specifications; OR
2) Keeping records of performance test
results for each pollutants for a test
conducted on a similar engine. The test must
have been conducted using the same
methods specified in this subpart and these
methods must have been followed correctly;
OR
3) Keeping records of engine manufacturer
data indicating compliance with the
standards. [40 CFR  60.4211(b)].
Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of one of the following:
1) Keep documentation from the
manufacturer that the engine is certified
according to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part
94, as applicable for the same model year
and maximum engine power, to meet the
emission standards;  OR
2) Keep records of performance test results
for each pollutants for a test conducted on a
similar engine; OR
3) Keep records of engine manufacturer data
indicating compliance with the standards.
[40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
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Date: 2/21/2018SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
16 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners and operators of pre-2007 model
year emergency stationary CI ICE with a
displacement greater than or equal to 10
liters per cylinder and less than 30 liters per
cylinder (that are not fire pump engines)
must comply with the emission standards in
40 CFR 94.8(a)1.  [http://www.ecfr.gov
(Title 40; Part 94.8 -Exhaust emission
standards for Tier 1)]
Tier 1 standards emissions limits in 40 CFR
94.8(a)1:   NOx emissions may not exceed
the following values:
(i) 17.0 g/kW-hr when maximum test speed
is less than 130 rpm.  (ii) 45.0 x N(E-0.20)
when maximum test speed is at least 130 but
less than 2000 rpm, where N is the
maximum test speed of the engine in
revolutions per minute. (iii) 9.8 g/kW-hr
when maximum test speed is 2000 rpm or
more. [40 CFR  60.4205(a)]
Other: The owner and operator shall
demonstrate compliance with this
requirement by choosing one of the
following:
1) Purchasing an engine certified according
to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part 94, as
applicable for the same model year and
maximum power. The engine must be
installed and configured according to the
manufacturer's specifications; OR
2) Keeping records of performance test
results for each pollutants for a test
conducted on a similar engine. The test must
have been conducted using the same
methods specified in this subpart and these
methods must have been followed correctly;
OR
3) Keeping records of engine manufacturer
data indicating compliance with the
standards. [40 CFR  60.4211(b)].
Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of one of the following:
1) Keep documentation from the
manufacturer that the engine is certified
according to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part
94, as applicable for the same model year
and maximum engine power, to meet the
emission standards;  OR
2) Keep records of performance test results
for each pollutants for a test conducted on a
similar engine; OR
3) Keep records of engine manufacturer data
indicating compliance with the standards.
[40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
17 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners and operators of a 2007 model year
and later emergency stationary CI ICE with
a displacement of less than 30 liters per
cylinder (that are not fire pump engines)
must comply with the emission standards for
new non-road CI engines in 40 CFR
60.4202, for all pollutants for the same
model year and maximum engine power. [40
CFR  60.4205(b)]
Other: The owner and operator shall
demonstrate compliance with this
requirement by purchasing an enginer
certified to the emission standards in
60.4205(b), for the same model year and
maximum engine power. The engine must
be installed and configured according to the
manufacturer's specifications. [40 CFR
60.4211(c)].
Other: The owner or operator must keep
documentation from the manufacturer that
the engines is cetified according to 4205(b),
as applicable for the same model year and
maximum engine power, to meet the
emission standards. [40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
18 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners and operators of a 2007 model year
and later emergency stationary CI ICE with
a displacement of less than 30 liters per
cylinder (that are not fire pump engines)
must comply with the labeling requirements
in 40 CFR 60.4210 (f). [40 CFR
60.4214(b)]
None. None. None.
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Ref.# Applicable Requirement Monitoring Requirement Recordkeeping Requirement Submittal/Action Requirement
19 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners  and operators of fire pump engines
with a displacement of less than 30 liters per
cylinder that PRE-DATE Table 3 must
comply with the emission standards in Table
4 to this subpart, for all pollutants.
[http://www.ecfr.gov (Title 40; Part 60.4200
- Appendix - Table 4 to Subpart IIII of Part
60)]
Table 3:  HP < 100 starting model year
2011;  100 <= HP < 175 starting model year
2010;  175 <= HP <= 750 starting model
year 2009;  HP > 750 starting model year
2008. [40 CFR  60.4205(c)]
Other: The owner and operator shall
demonstrate compliance with this
requirement by choosing one of the
following:
1) Purchasing an engine certified according
to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part 94, as
applicable for the same model year and
maximum power. The engine must be
installed and configured according to the
manufacturer's specifications; OR
2) Keeping records of performance test
results for each pollutants for a test
conducted on a similar engine. The test must
have been conducted using the same
methods specified in this subpart and these
methods must have been followed correctly;
OR
3) Keeping records of engine manufacturer
data indicating compliance with the
standards. [40 CFR  60.4211(b)].
Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of one of the following:
1) Keep documentation from the
manufacturer that the engine is certified
according to 40 CFR Part 89 or 40 CFR Part
94, as applicable for the same model year
and maximum engine power, to meet the
emission standards;  OR
2) Keep records of performance test results
for each pollutants for a test conducted on a
similar engine; OR
3) Keep records of engine manufacturer data
indicating compliance with the standards.
[40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
20 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners  and operators of fire pump engines
with a displacement of less than 30 liters per
cylinder that are DATED AFTER Table 3
must comply with the emission standards in
Table 4 to this subpart, for all pollutants.
[http://www.ecfr.gov (Title 40; Part 60.4200
- Appendix - Table 4 to Subpart IIII of Part
60)]
Table 3:   HP < 100 starting model year
2011;  100 <= HP < 175 starting model year
2010;  175 <= HP <= 750 starting model
year 2009;  HP > 750 starting model year
2008. [40 CFR  60.4205(c)]
Other: The owner and operator shall
demonstrate compliance with this
requirement by purchasing an enginer
certified to the emission standards in
60.4205(c), for the same model year and
NFPA name plate engine power. The engine
must be installed and configured according
to the manufacturer's specifications. [40
CFR  60.4211(c)].
Other: The owner or operator must keep
documentation from the manufacturer that
the engines is cetified according to 4205(c),
as applicable for the same model year and
maximum engine power, to meet the
emission standards. [40 CFR  60.4211].
None.
21 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owners or operators of a stationary CI
internal combustion engine equipped with a
diesel particulate filter shall install a
backpressure monitor that notifies the owner
or operator when the upper backpressure
limit of the engine is approached. [40 CFR
60.4209(b)]
None. None. None.
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22 Engines Subject to NSPS IIII:
Owner or operators must comply with the
emission standards specified in this subpart,
and shall do all of the following:   1.
Operate and maintain the stationary CI
internal combustion engine (and control
device if any) according to the
manufacturer's emission-related written
instructions;
2. Change only those emission-related
settings that are permitted by the
manufacturer; and
3. Meet the emission limits, as they apply to
you. [40 CFR  60.4211(a)]
None. None. None.
23 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator of an  existing
stationary emergency CI RICE constructed
or reconstructed before June 12, 2006
located at an area source of HAPs emissions
(except for residential, commercial or
institutional emergency stationary RICE)
shall comply with the MACT requirements
specified below in Item #24 to item #32. [40
CFR  63.6585]
None. None. None.
24 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator shall change oil and
filter every 500 hours of operation or
annually, whichever comes first; or, the
owner or operator have the option to utilize
an oil analysis program as described in
63.6625 (i). [40 CFR  63.6603(a)]
None. Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of the oil and filter change. Each
record must be readily accessible for at least
5 years after the date of each occurrence. [40
CFR  63.6655(e)(2)].
None.
25 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator shall inspect the air
cleaner every 1,000 hours of operation or
annually, whichever comes first; and replace
as necessary. [40 CFR  63.6603(a)]
None. Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of the air cleaner inspections and
replacement events. Each record must be
readily accessible for at least 5 years after
the date of each occurrence. [40 CFR
63.6655(e)(2)].
None.
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26 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator shall inspect all hoses
and belts every 500 hours of operation or
annually, whichever comes first; and replace
as necessary. [40 CFR  63.6603(a)]
None. Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of the belt and hoses inspection and
replacement events. Each record must be
readily accessible for at least 5 years after
the date of each occurrence. [40 CFR
63.6655(e)(2)].
None.
27 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator must be in
compliance with the operating limitations
and other requirements in Subpart ZZZZ of
40 CFR 63 that apply to you at all times. [40
CFR  63.6605(a)]
None. None. None.
28 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator must operate and
maintain a RICE including associated air
pollution control equipment and monitoring
equipment, in a manner consistent with
safety and good air pollution control
practices for minimizing emissions. [40 CFR
63.6605(b)]
None. None. None.
29 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator must operate and
maintain the stationary RICE and
after-treatment control device (if any)
according to the manufacturer's
emission-related written instructions, or
develop your own maintenance plan which
must provide to the extent practicable for the
maintenance and operation of the engine in
a manner consistent with the good air
pollution control practice for minimizing
emissions. [40 CFR  63.6625(e)]
None. Other: The owner or operator must keep
records of the maintenance procedures for
the life of the equipment. [40 CFR
63.6655(d)].
None.
30 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator must minimize the
engine's time spent at idle during startup and
minimize the engine's startup time to a
period needed for appropriate and safe
loading of the engine, not to exceed 30
minutes. [40 CFR  63.6625(h)]
None. None. None.
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31 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator may operate the
source for the purpose of maintenance
checks and readiness testing, provided that
the test are recommended by federal, state or
local government, the manufacturer, the
vendor, or the insurance company associated
with the engine. Maintenance checks and
readiness testing of such units is limited to
100 hours per year. [40 CFR
63.6640(f)(2)(i)]
Monitored by hour/time monitor
continuously. The owner or operator must
install a non-resettable hour meter if one is
not already installed. [40 CFR  63.6625(f)]
Other:  The owner or operator must
document how many hours are spent for
emergency operation; (including what
classified the operation as emergency). [40
CFR  63.6655(f)].
None.
32 Engines Subject to MACT ZZZZ:
The owner or operator shall comply with the
applicable General Provisions to Subpart
ZZZZ of 40 CFR 63. [40 CFR  63.6665]
None. None. None.
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Facility total Potential to Emit
(tons per year) 
Secondary
Section B
The following table indicates the facility's Potential to Emit (PTE) emission summary:
Source 
Categories Primary
VOC
 (Total)
NOx CO SO2 TSP Other 
(Total)
PM-10 Pb HAPs 
(Total)
POLLUTANT EMISSIONS SUMMARY
SWNJ - LAMBERTVILLE WTP (80473)
GEN160001
Date: 2/21/2018
0.0003 0.0003Emission Unit 
Summary
0.0003 0.0096 0.0025 0.0000
Batch Process 
Summary
Insignificant Source 
Worksheet
Non-Source Fugitive 
Emission Worksheet
Intra Facility 
Enissions Trading 
Worksheet
Total
Emissions
0.0003 0.0096 0.0025 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
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